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Erweiterte deutsche Zusammenfassung

Daniel-Jens Kusterer

Monte Carlo Strahlungstransport in Akkretionsscheibenwinden
von Kataklysmischen Variablen

Akkretion ist ein weitverbreiteter Prozess im Universum, der von aktiven Gala-
xienkernen (AGN) bis hin zu sehr jungen Sternen (sog. young stellar objects
(YSO)) auftritt. Dennoch sind viele Aspekte dieses Prozesses und die Physik
der damit zusammenhängenden Akkretionsscheiben noch nicht gut verstan-
den. Ein vorzügliches Beispiel in dieser Richtung ist der sogenannte „Wind“,
der von leuchtkräftigen Scheiben abströmt. Die Beobachtung zeigt sehr klare
Hinweise auf einen solchen Wind, jedoch sind weder der genaue Mechanis-
mus, welcher diesen Wind treibt, noch die daraus resultierenden Massenver-
lustraten bis jetzt vollständing verstanden und erklärbar. Ideale Objekte um
dieses Phänomen genauer zu studieren sind Kataklysmische Variable Ster-
ne (CV). Bei diesen handelt es sich um enge Doppelsterne, die aus einem
Weissen Zwerg als Primärstern und einem Roten Zwerg als Sekundärstern
bestehen, wobei Masse vom Sekundärstern auf den Primärstern überfliesst.
Verglichen mit der hohen Energieabstrahlung in AGN und der eher geringen
Abstrahlung in YSOs sind CVs auf der mittleren Energieskala anzusiedeln
und haben den klaren Vorteil der guten Beobachtbarkeit.
Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit werden erst CVs und die mit ihnen verbundenen
Phänomene, welche von der Natur dieser Objekte als akkretionsgetrieben
herrühren, eingeführt. Insbesondere sind die sog. Zwergnovae, in deren Aus-
brüchen sich die Leuchtkraft der Akkretionsscheibe dramatisch erhöht, wich-
tig. In einem solchen Ausbruch, so zeigen Beobachtungen, ist die Scheibe
in der Lage, Gas in einem Akkretionsscheibenwind von ihrer Oberfläche zu
treiben. Der Wind ist aller Wahrscheinlichkeit nach strahlungsgetrieben ver-
gleichbar dem Wind von O-Sternen. Die Signaturen, die ein solcher Wind
in den Beobachtungen hinterlässt, hauptsächlich sog. P Cygni Linienprofile,
sind im Ausbruch derart ausgeprägt, dass ein Modell, welches einen komplet-
ten CV im Ausbruch beschreiben soll, auf jeden Fall den Akkretionsscheiben-
wind beinhalten muss. In der Tübinger Sternatmosphärengruppe existieren
bereits Strahlungstransportmodelle für den Weissen Zwerg und die Akkre-
tionsscheibe. Diese werden in Zukunft durch den Strahlungstransport durch
den Wind ergänzt wie er in dieser Arbeit entwickelt wird. Für die Beschreibung
des Strahlungstransportes ist, im Gegensatz zum Strahlungstransport in der
Akkretionsscheibe für die ein eindimensionales Modell ausreicht, ein dreidi-
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mensionales Modell erforderlich. Aus diesem Grund wird der Strahlungstrans-
port im Wind mit einer Monte Carlo Methode implementiert, bei der Photonen,
die ihren Ursprung in der Scheibe oder dem Weissen Zwerg haben, durch das
dreidimensionale Modell des Windes propagiert werden. Als Vergleich und
Referenz implementieren wir die schon existierenden Beschreibungen von
Shlosman & Vitello (1993) und Knigge et al. (1995) eines Scheibenwindes,
bevor wir dann unser eigenes Modell basierend auf den hydrodynamischen
Rechnungen von Feldmeier & Shlosman (1999) entwickeln. Die Ergebnisse
für diese Standardmodelle werden dann untereinander und mit Ergebnissen
für diese Modelle aus einem bereits existierenden Code verglichen. Nach die-
sem Codetest rechnen wir Modelle für real existierende Sternsysteme. Die
Zwergnovae SS Cygni und Z Camelopardalis werden ebenso betrachtet wie
das spezielle Helium-Zwergnovasystem AM Canum Venaticorum. Allerdings
werden keine intensiven Parameterstudien betrieben, daher sind nur erste
Abschätzungen für Systemparameter zu gewinnen. Für AM CVn lässt sich
abschätzen, dass Massenverlustraten höher als 1 · 10−9M�/yr und sogar bis
zu 5 · 10−9M�/yr möglich sind. Eine genauere Einschränkung der Inklination
über den Literaturwert hinaus ist nicht möglich. Es wird ein realistisches Ak-
kretionsscheibenmodell als Grundlage für die Photonengenerierung benutzt.
Die Kombination aus Akkretionsscheibe und Akkretionsscheibenwind ergibt
eine gute Beschreibung der Beobachtung. P Cygni Profile, z.B. N V 1240 Å,
werden von unseren Windmodellen wiedergegeben. Andererseits werden Li-
nien, die hauptsächlich in der Scheibe entstehen, wie Ly α, in Windmodel-
len mit einer Schwarzkörperscheibe als Grundlage nicht wiedergegeben. In
dieser Arbeit wird ein solches Schwarzkörperscheibenmodell für Z Cam ver-
wendet. In diesem Fall werden dann nur Windlinien zur Analyse verwendet,
allerdings führen die Ergebnisse für N V und C IV zu unterschiedlichen Ergeb-
nissen für Z Cam. Daher können weder der Inklinationswinkel noch die Mas-
senverlustrate genauer eingeschränkt werden. Allerdings scheint eine Mas-
senverlustrate zwischen 1 · 10−10M�/yr und 5 · 10−10M�/yr möglich, wobei
der abgeleitete Inklinationswinkel von der Massenverlustrate abhängt. Da wir
für unser drittes System, SS Cyg, nur einen sehr eingeschränkten Parame-
terraum betrachten, lässt sich lediglich sagen, dass ein Inklinationswinkel von
32◦ für eine Massenverlustrate von 4.4 · 10−10M�/yr am wahrscheinlichsten
ist.
Im Rahmen von Akkretionsscheibenwinden ist es mit dieser Arbeit zum er-
sten Mal möglich, sowohl Doppler- als auch Stark-Verbreiterung in der Be-
rechnung der Linienopazitäten anzunehmen. Wir erhalten als Ergebnis, dass
die Dopplerverbreiterung, so wie sie bisher üblicherweise verwendet wurde,
zu geringe Massenverlustraten ergibt.
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Abstract

Daniel-Jens Kusterer

Monte Carlo Radiative Transfer in Accretion Disk Winds
of Cataclysmic Variable Stars

Accretion is a very common and important process in the universe from pow-
erful active galactic nuclei (AGN) to young stellar objects (YSO). Yet many
aspects of accretion and the physics of the accretion disks involved in the
process are not fully understood. A prime example is the “wind” driven off a
luminous accretion disk, clear signatures of its presence are seen in obser-
vations, however neither the driving mechanism nor the resulting mass loss
rates are determined in a satisfying manner. Ideal objects for a closer analysis
of the accretion phenomenon are so called cataclysmic variable stars (CV).
These are close binary systems formed by a white dwarf primary and a red
dwarf secondary with mass flow from the Roche lobe filling secondary onto
the primary. Compared to the high energies involved in AGN and the rather
low energy output of YSOs, CVs are in the intermediate energy range and
they also have the clear advantage of being easily observable.
In this work we first introduce CVs and the phenomena observed in these sys-
tems which are connected to their nature as accretion powered objects. Espe-
cially important for our work is the so-called dwarf nova phenomenon where
the accretion disk increases its brightness dramatically. In such a high state
observations show that the disk is able to drive gas off in an accretion disk
wind presumably by radiative driving as in winds of O stars. The observable
signatures of an outflow, mostly so-called P Cygni profiles, are, in outburst
situations, this prominent that a model which aims to describe the complete
CV system necessarily has to include such an outflow. The Tübingen group
had up till now working radiative transfer models for white dwarfs and accre-
tion disks and these are supplemented by a radiative transfer model for an
accretion disk wind developed in this work. A three-dimensional description
of the wind and of the radiative transfer in the wind is necessary compared
to the disk where a one-dimensional approximation can be used. Therefore
a Monte Carlo radiative transfer method is implemented where photon pack-
ets from the disk and from the white dwarf are transported through a three-
dimensional model of an accretion disk wind. For comparison and reference
we implemented the two kinematical disk wind models of Shlosman & Vitello
(1993) and of Knigge et al. (1995), before we develop our own model based on
the hydrodynamical calculations of Feldmeier & Shlosman (1999). Results for
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standard implementations of these models are compared to each other and
to the results of an already existing code. After this verification of our code we
step further and calculate models for real systems. The dwarf novae SS Cygni
and Z Camelopardalis as well as the special helium dwarf nova AM Canum
Venaticorum are considered. No intensive parameter studies are performed,
but first impressions for possible mass-loss rates and inclination angles of the
systems are found. For AM CVn we can conclude that a mass-loss rate of
higher than 1 · 10−9M�/yr, even as high as 5 · 10−9M�/yr is probable, but a
further refinement of the inclination angle beyond the literature value is not
possible. Our calculations use a realistic accretion disk model as input for
photons, the combination of accretion disk and wind yield, especially for AM
CVn in this work, a very good description of observations. P Cygni profiles,
e.g. N V 1240 Å, are resembled with our wind models, but are not present in
disk only models. On the other hand lines originating in the disk, e.g. Ly α,
are not resembled by a wind model with a blackbody accretion disk as pho-
ton input, which we used for Z Cam. Here only wind lines can be considered
and the results from N V and C IV are inconclusive, where neither the mass-
loss rate nor the inclination angle can be narrowed with any definiteness, but
mass-loss rates between 1.1 · 10−10M�/yr and 5.1 · 10−10M�/yr seem possi-
ble, with the resulting inclination angle depending on the mass-loss rate. Our
very limited set of parameters used in the calculations for SS Cyg does not
allow us to refine the inclination or mass-loss of the system any more as com-
pared to the literature values, however an inclination close to 32◦ seems most
likely for a mass-loss rate of Ṁ = 4.44 · 10−10M�/yr.
For the first time in radiative transfer codes for accretion disk wind we have
the possibility to use Stark or Doppler broadening functions and we find that
Doppler broadening might underestimate the mass-loss rates. For the real
systems and comparisons with observations we find first constraints on mass-
loss rates, but are not able to improve estimations for the inclination angles
further than they are already known.
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CHAPTER 1

Introductory thoughts

“All that we see or seem
is but a dream within a dream”

[Edgar Allan Poe]

Space – still the final frontier. Anyone who has ever been watching a dark
night sky with all those bright dots and maybe a glance of the milky way prob-
ably wondered what is out there. What are those bright dots and how are they
working? How would it be to travel out there?

We have not even explored all of our backyard, the solar system, but we
have a good clue how it looks like out there on the larger scales. It is a
vast emptiness dominated by the weakest of the four fundamental forces –
gravity. Only where matter clumps under the influence of gravity the really
interesting and bright phenomena start. Clouds of gas and dust, stars, black
holes, galaxies are all created by clumping matter. A massive clump forms
a so called gravitational well, a low point in the local gravitational potential.
Further matter falls ”down” that gravitational well, a process called accretion.
It is abundant in the universe, found from protostellar clouds collapsing and
forming young stellar objects (YSO) to interacting binaries and on to active
galactic nuclei (AGN) making it a very important process to understand in de-
tail. Accretion is not only important because of its abundance in the universe,
but also because of the high luminosity of accretion powered objects.
Where does this high luminosity come from? The answer is twofold. Mass
falling towards the center of the gravitational well needs to obey angular mo-
mentum conservation, it can only be transported further down the well if an-
gular momentum is somehow transported up the well. This transport is done
via friction and the matter spreads out into a disk. It works very much like the
swirl when water flows out of a bathtub. The disk is one part of the answer.
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Its large surface area leads to a large output of light. Part two of the answer is
the source of the energy radiated away. Gravitational potential energy is con-
verted into heat and radiation via friction as the matter falls further down the
gravitational well. This is one of the most effective processes for generating
radiation in the universe.

But if we take a closer look at such an accretion powered object it turns
out that not all of the matter falling down the gravitational well actually finds
its way to the center of the well. A part of the matter is driven off – by some
processes not yet fully understood – and forms an outflow. Such an outflow
manifests itself in the form of a jet or an accretion disk wind or in both forms.
YSOs and AGN are known to have jets as well as wind outflows. In some of
these objects the jets can even be resolved with imaging telescopes. Three
especially nice examples of YSOs with jets, so called Herbig-Haro objects,
are shown in Fig. 1.1, one YSO with a dust disk and disk wind like outflow in
Fig. 1.2. On the other end of the energy scale you find AGN which also show

Figure 1.1: HST/WFPC2 images of three Herbig-Haro objects. The scale for each
image represents 103 AU2.

2One astronomical unit (AU) is the mean distance earth - sun. Find explanations and values
for this and other units and symbols used throughout this work in the appendix.
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Figure 1.2: HST/NICMOS image of IRAS 04302+2247. The object itself is hidden
behind a dust disk, but a bipolar outflow structure is clearly visible.

outflows. A remarkable example is the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) image
of Messier 87, a giant elliptical galaxy in the close-by Virgo galaxy cluster,
shown in Fig. 1.3. The jet of this active galaxy is more than 5.000 lightyears
in length. Interestingly cataclysmic variable stars (CVs), which are accretion
powered objects in the intermediate energy range and are more closely de-
scribed in chapter 2, do not show jets, but they show disk wind like outflows.
Nevertheless CVs are ideal objects to study the accretion phenomenon in
greater detail. They are a lot closer than AGN and not as obscured as many
YSOs. With this in mind it becomes clearer that cataclysmic variable stars are
one of the best laboratories for accretion physics we have available.

The Tübingen optical/UV group therefore has the goal to develop a whole
simulation package for cataclysmic variables which is targeted to enhance our
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Figure 1.3: HST image of M87 shows one of the most prominent jets.

understanding of accretion powered objects. Based on the Tübingen Model
Atmosphere Package (TMAP, Werner et al. 2003) the accretion disk code
AcDc was developed by Nagel et al. (2004) and successfully used to model
accretion disk spectra (e.g. Werner et al. 2006). So far only the accretion
disk and the white dwarf but not the outflow from the disk can be modeled. To
overcome this limitation is the aim of the work presented here.
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1.1 Structure
This work is organised as follows. In the next section the accretion physics
laboratories used in this work, namely cataclysmic variables, are introduced.
A more thorough theoretical introduction into accretion physics itself is then
given in chapter 3, where we show theoretical models of accretion disks and
hydrodynamical calculations of the outflow. Chapter 4 is then used to lay the
technical basis of this work by explaining radiative transfer in general, as well
as in a Monte Carlo context. The wind models and the code developed for
this work are also presented in this chapter. Finally we present our results
and conclusions in chapters 5 and 6.



CHAPTER 2

Cataclysmic Variable Stars

“Poets say science takes away from the beauty of the stars - mere globs of
gas atoms. I, too, can see the stars on a desert night, and feel them. But do I

see less or more?”
[Richard P. Feynman]

In this chapter we present an introduction to cataclysmic variables and to
phenomena associated with these objects. It is mainly based on the compre-
hensive textbooks of Hellier (2001) and Warner (1995).

2.1 Overview
Let us take a closer look at what cataclysmic variable stars are. As the
name suggests, they are highly variable, changing their brightness in an un-
predictable manner often by factors of tens to hundreds within a matter of
minutes to hours. This variability is due to the accretion powered nature of
these objects. CVs are close binary stars, so close indeed, that there is mass
flow from one star to the other. Actually this mass overflow together with the
unpredictable outbursts is the reason for the name cataclysmic. It descends
from the greek noun κατακλυσµòς which translates as flooding or catastro-
phe. The two partners in the binary are a white dwarf and a late type main
sequence star. Such late type main sequence stars are also known as red
dwarfs, as they are reddish in colour and have a mass much lower than one
solar mass. The white dwarf is more massive than the red dwarf and is there-
fore called primary (star) and quantities for it are denoted by a subscript 1.
Consequently the red dwarf is called secondary (star) and is denoted by a
subscript 2.
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Variability of CVs can be put into two categories. Regular and predictable
variability due to the orbital motion of the binary star components and irreg-
ular, unpredictable variability. The latter one being due to the mass overflow
and the nature of CVs as accretion powered objects. How the former can
help us in understanding those objects will be demonstrated in the next sec-
tion. Matter accreted onto the white dwarf surface can reach a critical density
at which the hydrogen in this accreted surface layer starts a fusion process –
a thermonuclear runaway sets in. This triggers a so called nova eruption. A
rapid and huge rise in luminosity (∆m = 6 . . . 19 mag or up to 105 solar lumi-
nosities (L�)) happens. Lasting between 10 and 100 days and followed by a
steady decline in brightness during the following months the eruption sheds
the outer shell off the white dwarf. Roughly one thousand days after the erup-
tion the shell becomes visible as a ring like nebula. Distinctions are made
between classical novae for which only one such eruption has been observed
and the slightly fainter (∆m = 6 . . . 9 mag) recurrent novae for which at least
two outbursts have been observed. Recurrence times in these cases are of
the order of decades and correlate with the eruption brightness. The mecha-
nism for classical novae and recurrent novae is the same, therefore all novae
might be recurrent. Only with the recurrence times for classical novae being
much larger than the lifespan of an average astronomer.

A second type of irregular variability are dwarf novae outbursts with a smaller
increase in brightness of ∆m = 2 . . . 6 mag or a factor of 100. Those outbursts
typically last a few days with quiescence periods of a few tens to several hun-
dred days in-between. Contrary to the nova outburst mechanism a dwarf nova
outburst is not a thermonuclear explosion, but the increase in luminosity is
due to an increased mass flux through the disk. As all the additional luminos-
ity of a dwarf nova in outburst originates from the accretion disk it becomes
increasingly important to model and understand the disk properly. Only then
the whole dwarf nova picture will reveal itself. There is another important phe-
nomenon connected to a luminous disk, an outflow of gas, a so called disk
wind, is triggered by such a disk. A detailed discussion of dwarf novae follows
in Sec. 3.4.

The class of nova-like systems consists of all the CVs that do not show
eruptions. Spectroscopic similar to novae they are commonly explained as
pre- or post-novae systems. Some of these systems might be the long sought
supernova Ia progenitors. A type Ia supernova occurs when a white dwarf is
pushed over the Chandrasekhar limit of 1.4 M�. Electron Fermi pressure,
which normally balances the gravitational pressure in a white dwarf, cannot
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withstand gravity anymore, a thermonuclear runaway sets in. A huge explo-
sion disrupts the whole white dwarf releasing an energy of about 1051erg. In
a CV enough mass to push the white dwarf over the Chandrasekhar limit can
only be accumulated at certain conditions. A steady supply of hydrogen rich
material through the disk for the white dwarf’s outer shell with a rate that can
sustain hydrogen burning in that shell is ideal. In this case a violent erup-
tion as in a nova does not occur, instead the ashes of the hydrogen burning
accumulate and can bring the white dwarf over the Chandrasekhar limit. If
there is no steady burning in the outer shell of the white dwarf, the hydrogen
accumulates until there is enough to trigger a nova eruption. A nova then
ejects roughly the same or even slightly more mass into space than has been
accumulated on the white dwarf previously. Therefore the nova-like scenario
with just the right mass transfer rate is able to serve as a type Ia supernova
progenitor.

2.2 Components of a CV via light curve decomposition
Let us come back to the structure and components of a cataclysmic variable
system. They can be deduced from lightcurve analysis of eclipsing CVs. One
nice example is Z Cha, for which a classical lightcurve analysis was done by
Wood et al. (1986). A mean lightcurve with data from 17 eclipses folded into
one orbital period is shown in Fig. 2.1. The orbital period for this system is
found to be Porb ≈ 107 min. Remember now the law by Johannes Kepler, that
the orbital period is related to the orbital radius. The shorter the period, the
smaller the radius. Comparing the 107 minutes orbital period of Z Cha with
an orbital period of one year for the earth’s orbit around the sun, or with the 88
days orbit of Mercury it becomes obvious that Z Cha must be a very compact
system. With Kepler’s law

P 2
orb =

4π2a3

G(M1 +M2)
(2.1)

one can calculate a binary separation a. In the case of Z Cha, assuming a
white dwarf primary with M1 = 0.85 M�, where M� is the solar mass, and a
secondary with M2 = 0.15 M�, both of which are plausible values, a separa-
tion a ≈ 5.1·108 m is obtained. This is less than the solar radius R� = 7·108 m.
The whole Z Cha system would fit into the sun.

Besides the short period the second obvious feature of the lightcurve is the
very sharp and deep eclipse marking phase 0 in Fig. 2.1. Obviously the main
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Figure 2.1: Mean lightcurve of Z Cha in quiescence. Data from 17 eclipses folded into
one orbital phase. Taken from Wood et al. (1986).

part of the system’s light must come from a compact object. With the knowl-
edge of the orbital velocity the size of the compact object can be calculated
out of the time it takes to come in and out of the eclipse. The size is roughly
that of the earth. A bright object with such a size can only be a white dwarf. A
white dwarf is the burnt out core of a star at the end of its life consisting only
of the ashes from the burning cycles throughout the star’s life. White dwarfs
cannot be more massive than the Chandrasekhar limit, 1.4 M�, and are gen-
erally found in mass ranges from 0.3 to 1.3 M�. Although in a white dwarf
no more active burning is happening and it is only cooling down, it still can
have a high temperature depending on its age. Very young white dwarfs can
reach surface temperatures of about 100,000 K. The most common temper-
atures for white dwarfs in CV systems are found to be in the range of 13,500
to 50,000 K, which is higher than the median for field white dwarfs of 10,000
K (Warner, 1995).

The mean lightcurve can be decomposed to gain more insight into the com-
ponents of the CV system Z Cha. Such a decomposition is shown in Fig. 2.2.
In much the same way as the size of the primary can be deduced from the
rise and fall times of the eclipse, the size of the secondary can be deduced
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from the duration of the eclipse. It is found that the secondary has a radius
of roughly 15 to 20 percent of a solar radius. A very small star, but still a lot
larger than the white dwarf. Because of its faintness and size the only con-
clusion is that it has to be a red dwarf. Due to the low mass fusion processes
in a red dwarf take place at a slower rate compared to more massive stars.
The rate is only about a thousandth that of the sun. Consequently the surface
temperature of a red dwarf is only a few thousand K (∼ 2,500 K) compared to
the 5,800 K of the sun’s surface. True to its name the red dwarf’s low surface
temperature gives the star a red appearance. Only in the redder and infrared
parts of the spectrum contributions of the red dwarf are expected. Intense
radiation from the white dwarf, however, blasts the side of the red dwarf facing
the white dwarf and can lead to a significant increase in the surface tempera-
ture of this side. A slight hump feature in the lightcurve when the heated side
is seen is the consequence.

Figure 2.2: Decomposition of mean lightcurve from Fig. 2.1. Offsets are for better
distinguishability, but zero levels are shown for each component. For orientation, the
fluxes of the white dwarf and the disk are about equal, the mean of the bright spot flux
is about half that. Taken from Wood et al. (1986).

Two other components are shown in Fig. 2.2. Both are due to mass flowing
from the secondary to the primary. Why and how this mass overflow happens
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will be explained in more detail in the following sections, but a few words
about the lightcurve features right away. The uppermost panel of Fig. 2.2
shows the disk component of the system. It is not completely eclipsed, a fact
that leads to the conclusion that the disk is larger than the secondary. When
more material flows from the red dwarf into the gravitational well of the white
dwarf it has to hit the material already accumulated in the disk at some place.
This place is called the bright spot because a large part of the kinetic energy
of the material stream is converted into heat and radiated away brightening
the impact spot. The movement of the bright spot gives rise to the hump
like feature of the lightcurve called orbital hump. It gets brighter as it moves
towards the observer and dimmer as it moves away. Due to its relatively small
size the bright spot gets completely covered by the secondary. A closer look
reveals that it is slightly larger in size as the white dwarf, but – of course –
smaller than the accretion disk.

2.3 Roche Geometry
A lone, non-rotating, star is just spherical, pulled into this most compact con-
figuration by gravity. If two stars are close together, however, there is also the
gravitational pull of the two stars, which distorts the “normal” spherical shape
of the stars. In order to gain more insight why this is happening, why and how
the mass flow works, we have to look at the gravitational potential of a close
binary system. The two components orbit their common center of mass with
the angular velocity

~ω =

√
G(M1 +M2)

a3
· ~ez . (2.2)

For simplicity the assumptions of circular orbits and point masses for M1 and
M2 are taken. One can then follow the route of Edouard Roche, a 19th century
French astronomer, and write down the gravitational potential φ which a test
particle with negligible mass at position ~r in a co-rotating coordinate system
feels:

φ = − GM1

|~r − ~r1|
− GM2

|~r − ~r2|
− 1

2
(~ω × ~r)2

. (2.3)

It consists of the potentials of the two stars located at ~r1 and ~r2 and a term due
to the centrifugal force. Some equipotential surfaces are plotted in Fig. 2.3.
Close to the stars the surfaces are separated and circular in shape only to get
distorted towards one another until they touch at the so called inner Lagrange
point (L1). The shapes for the two surfaces touching the point L1 are called
Roche lobes. In binary systems these are especially important, because if
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Figure 2.3: Equipotential contours of the Roche potential in a binary system. Note
that the Roche lobe of the more massive star is the larger one. White dwarf (WD) and
secondary (Sec.) are marked, as well as the Lagrange points of the system. Taken
from Kube (2002).

one partner fills its Roche lobe mass transfer sets in. To stay in the picture of
a gravitational well one can think of the two lobes as two lakes with a ridge
between them. If the upper lake fills up to the ridge, water starts to flow down
into the lower lying lake. A cartoon of this is shown in Fig. 2.4. An interesting
point to note is that the shape of the Roche lobe is solely determined by the
mass ratio q = M2/M1 of the two components. Whereas the scale of the
lobes is set by the size of the orbit.

If one partner fills its Roche lobe and mass is transfered, the system is
called semi-detached binary. Stable mass flow is only possible if q < 1, in
other words if the secondary fills its Roche lobe, otherwise a runaway effect
would occur. More details about this below in Sec. 2.5. All CVs are such
systems with stable mass flow. The case where none of the two stars fills
its Roche lobe is called a detached binary system, where NN Ser is a prime
example. If both components fill their lobes the system is called a contact
binary, examples would here be the W UMa stars. Even more extreme is the
case where the Roche lobe is overfilled and the secondary orbits inside the
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Roche Potential

White
Dwarf

Red Dwarf

L1

Figure 2.4: Cartoon of the Roche lobes as two lakes with a ridge between them. If the
red dwarf fills its “lake” mass flows downhill into the white dwarf’s “lake”.

outer atmosphere of the primary, this is called a common-envelope system.

2.4 Mass transfer and accretion disk
Contrary to what one might think in the first place, the mass transfer from the
secondary towards the primary does not take place from a large area of the
red dwarf directly towards the white dwarf. Only from a very small patch, about
a thousandth of the red dwarf’s surface, at the Lagrange point L1, matter is
pushed from the stellar atmosphere and forms a thin accretion stream. Matter
is injected into the primary’s Roche lobe roughly with the sound speed in the
atmosphere of the secondary. This is because the particles escape the atmo-
sphere at the inner Lagrange point due to pressure and it can be shown that
pressure changes travel roughly with the speed of sound, as a sound wave
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is a pressure wave. One might be tempted to think those escaped particles
are now on their way directly to the white dwarf, but this is not the case. Seen
from the outside the particles not only have the thermal velocity (∼ 10 km/s)
but also the velocity with which L1 orbits around the center of mass. This
velocity is of the order of 100 km/s. With this orbital motion the mass stream
swings by the white dwarf passing at a minimal distance rmin and then settles
as a ring with the radius rcirc, see Fig. 2.5 a & b. Shocks and turbulences in
the stream help dissipate energy and allow the settling of the stream as a ring.

A conservation law now governs the further development of the stream –
the angular momentum conservation. Particles in the stream had no possi-
bility yet to lose angular momentum. As such the ring forms at a radius that
ensures the particles in the ring still have the same angular momentum they
had at the inner Lagrange point. This radius is called the circularisation ra-
dius. From the ring of matter at the circularisation radius it is only a small
step towards a disk. The ring is slightly spread out, there are some matter
blobs orbiting a little bit further inward and therefore faster and some blobs
further out and therefore slower. Thus there is friction heating up the material.
Energy is radiated away. Only the release of gravitational energy as parts of
the gas decrease their orbital radii can provide this energy. But a decreasing
orbit also means these parts of the gas lose angular momentum. Due to the
conservation law it cannot just vanish, which leads to other parts of gas in
the ring gaining angular momentum and increasing their orbital radii. The ring
spreads out, Fig. 2.5 c. As angular momentum can be transported outward in
the disk material can be transported inward and gravitational energy can be
released. For non-magnetic white dwarfs1 the disk spreads as far in as the
white dwarf surface and as far out as the so called tidal radius. This is the
radius where tidal interactions of the disk with the secondary transfer angu-
lar momentum back to the orbital motion of the secondary. Now the disk is
fully formed and in a stationary state, see Fig. 2.5 d & d’, as long as there is
steady mass flux from the secondary. The disk that formed is called an accre-
tion disk. A complete view of a cataclysmic variable system with annotations
is also shown in Fig. 2.6.

The rate of the mass flux from the secondary through the accretion disk
onto the white dwarf is called (mass) accretion rate and is commonly denoted
by Ṁ throughout this work. One point worth noting is that the mean flux of
the white dwarf and the mean flux of the accretion disk are roughly the same

1all white dwarfs with B . 105 G are seen as non-magnetic (Warner, 1995)
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in a steady state with low Ṁ . This can change dramatically if the accretion
rate increases. More details about this is to be found when the dwarf nova
phenomenon is discussed in Sec. 3.4.

As noted above, the Roche geometry is solely dependent on the mass
ratio q and the separation a of the two binary components. Thus also the
circularisation and tidal radii depend only on q. However, the exact solution is
too complicated to evaluate, only approximations or evaluation with computer
programs is possible. Following Warner (1995) approximate formulae can be
found for the circularisation radius

rcirc = 0.0859 · a · q−0.426 for 0.05 < q < 1 , (2.4)

for the tidal radius

rtidal =
0.60 · a
1 + q

for 0.03 < q < 1 , (2.5)

and for the radius of the closest approach of a free-fall stream to the primary

rmin = 0.0488 · a · q−0.464 for 0.05 < q < 1 . (2.6)

A physically more insightful but less accurate estimate for the circularisa-
tion radius is gained from the conservation of angular momentum for the gas
stream. Particles start with the specific angular momentum at L1 being

RL1vL1 = RL1 · 2πRL1/Porb

and end up with the specific angular momentum at the circularisation radius

rcircvKepler(rcirc) = rcirc ·
√
GM1

rcirc
.

Equating this and using Kepler’s law for the orbital period one obtains

rcirc = (1 + q)
R4
L1

a3
. (2.7)

One might wonder what happens as the disk reaches the white dwarf.
The innermost parts of the disk rotate with Keplerian velocities of roughly
3,000 km/s, but the average white dwarf spinning with a rotational velocity
of ∼ 300 km/s is almost stationary compared to that. Therefore some kind
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Figure 2.5: Schematic figure of the disk formation steps. Taken from Verbunt (1982).
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of transition region – called boundary layer – must be between the disk and
the white dwarf surface. All the excess kinetic energy is converted into heat
and radiated away, this might make up to half the system luminosity. If the
accretion rate is high enough, higher than 5 · 10−10M�/yr, there is enough
material to make the boundary layer optically thick. It heats up and emits, to
a first approximation, as a blackbody with roughly 200,000 K, which is about
six times hotter than the hottest parts of the disk. Such a blackbody peaks in
the soft X-ray and extreme ultraviolet (EUV) bands. For accretion rates less
than 5 · 10−10M�/yr this picture changes. Cooling rates are dominated by
bremsstrahlung, but the densities are not high enough that this is very effec-
tive. The gas expands to compensate and forms a hot, diffuse and optically
thin corona with a temperature of ∼ 108 K. Mainly hard X-rays are emitted in
such a state.

Figure 2.6: Still from a simulation of SS Cyg made with Rob Hynes binsim program.
The main parts of a CV are labeled.
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2.4.1 Magnetic CVs
So far we have only shown the building of an accretion disk and the accretion
process in non-magnetic CVs. How do these things change if the white dwarf
has a magnetic field? Keep in mind that the gas flowing from the atmosphere
of the secondary is partially ionised. As such it consists of charged particles.
Now the movement of charged particles in a magnetic field can be quite com-
plicated, but for our purposes here the particle-field interaction can be boiled
down to two principles. The first one is that for the motion of the gas there
are only two cases to consider. One can either completely ignore the field
to deduct the motion or completely ignore everything but the field. The sec-
ond principle is that the field lines and the material flow are frozen together.
Ionised gas can easily move along field lines but it cannot cross field lines.
On the other hand the motion of the gas drags along the field lines.

For magnetic CVs the energy of the matter-field interaction close to the
white dwarf is always larger than the kinetic energy of the accretion stream.
Thus the material always follows the field lines and is funneled towards the
magnetic poles of the white dwarf. Along the field lines the material is in free-
fall and reaches supersonic velocities. The potential energy is completely
converted to kinetic energy and not dissipated in viscous interactions as in an
accretion disk. The material slams into tiny accretion spots at the magnetic
poles with a radius of roughly one-hundredth of the white dwarf radius. A
so called accretion shock forms above the accretion spot. In this shock the
kinetic energy of the material is converted into X-rays and radiated away. Be-
low the accretion shock there is an accretion column where radiative cooling
due to bremsstrahlung and cyclotron emission happens. The accretion col-
umn consists of very hot plasma with temperatures of 107 − 108 K and is a
source of hard X-rays. The surroundings of the white dwarf pole are heated
by this radiation and become a source of soft X-rays and extreme ultraviolet
radiation. Compared to non-magnetic CVs, magnetic CVs thus emit most of
their energy in X-rays and the far ultraviolet. The exact accretion geometry
depends strongly on the magnetospheric radius rm of the white dwarf. Inside
this radius the magnetic field dominates, the accretion stream follows the field
lines. A third principle applies here. Just outside the magnetospheric radius
the material orbits with a Keplerian velocity. The magnetic field is in rigid rota-
tion with the white dwarf rotation. The period of this rotation is called the spin
period. Nature does like smooth transitions and the spin period adjusts itself
in a way that in equilibrium it resembles the Keplerian motion at rm avoiding a
velocity jump for the material at this boundary. The direct result of this being
that the spin period for white dwarfs with a low magnetic field is lower than
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that for white dwarfs with a high magnetic field. The higher the magnetic field,
the further out the magnetospheric radius. For the highest magnetic fields
in CVs this even leads to a coupling of the white dwarf magnetic field to the
secondary – the secondary and the primary are forced to corotate.

Polars
Typical field strengths for highly magnetic CVs are in the range 10 - 100
MGauss. For these field strengths the magnetospheric radius rm is larger
than the circularisation radius rcirc. The angular momentum of the infalling
gas is too low to form a disk with an inner radius larger than rcirc, which is
obvious considering the definition of rcirc. For the part from L1 to rm the ac-
cretion stream takes the ballistic trajectory it would take in a non-magnetic
CV just to snap to a field line at rm and follow that to the magnetic poles. See
Fig. 2.7 for a schematic picture. This class of CVs is called AM Her stars after
the prototype star2.

Besides the synchronism between the spin and orbital period a defining at-
tribute is the large fraction of polarised (both linearly and circularly) radiation
observed from these systems. Polarised light from these systems is mainly
observed in optical and infrared and stems from the cyclotron emission in the
accretion column. This polarisation is the reason why AM Her stars are also
called polars. In general polars are strong sources of soft X-rays rather than
sources of hard X-rays. Most likely the reason is that the gas in the stream is
clumped, the clumps are not stopped by the shock and column but dissipate
their energy deeper inside the atmosphere.

Extreme cases of AM Her stars exist with a magnetic field higher than
100 MGauss. For those systems the magnetosphere of the white dwarf ex-
tends further out than L1. There is no ballistic stream, but the gas is chan-
neled along the field lines directly from L1. The most extreme case known is
AR UMa with a magnetic field strength of 230 MGauss, which is thousands of
times stronger than any field we can create on earth (Hellier, 2001).

Intermediate Polars
Let us take a look at lower magnetic fields. The situation gets more compli-
cated here. As it turns out that for this case the system can be put together
from a non-magnetic CV in the outer parts and the inner region of an AM Her

2It is common in astronomy to name classes after the first star discovered with the character-
ising attributes.
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Figure 2.7: Schematic figure of a Polar or AM Her system. Mass from the secondary
follows a ballistic trajectory until the energy density of the magnetic field is strong
enough to funnel the flow along the field lines. A blow-up of the accretion region
near the magnetic pole shows the shock and accretion column. Courtesy of NASA
HEASARC.

star. Simplified speaking for rm being smaller than the circularisation radius
an accretion disk builds up just like it does in a non-magnetic CV, but with the
inner parts of the disk (r < rr) cut out by the magnetic field. See Fig. 2.8 for
a schematic view. One little subtlety occurs when the magnetospheric radius
is smaller than the circularisation radius, but larger than the minimal distance
rmin, then the first accretion stream is picked up by the field before a disk can
form and a situation similar to a polar occurs. Because these systems are
somewhere in between non-magnetic CVs and polars they are called inter-
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mediate polars or, after the prototype system, DQ Her stars3. It is interesting
to note that despite their name almost no polarised radiation is seen from
intermediate polars, mainly a result from their lower field strength of only 1
- 10 MGauss. Another difference to polars is that intermediate polars emit

Figure 2.8: Schematic figure of an intermediate polar or DQ Her system. A disk forms
in the outer regions which is then truncated by the magnetic field. Taken from Giovan-
nelli & Martinez-Pais (1991).

more hard X-rays than soft X-rays. The idea is here that the mass flux onto
the poles is smoother as the material is taken from a smooth disk and then
funneled along the field lines. Thus its energy is dissipated at the shock and
in the accretion column, it does not punch through to the atmosphere. One
of the most important points for DQ Her systems however is the spin of their
white dwarfs. As mentioned above the spin of the white dwarf adjusts itself
according to the mass flux and magnetospheric radius. This means that the
white dwarf can be spun up or down by the mass flux which leads to white
dwarfs in DQ Her stars being – with spin periods between thirty seconds and
two hours – some of the fastest rotators known.

If the spin period is faster than the equilibrium period for the momentary
mass flux and magnetospheric radius, for example because the white dwarf

3Some authors distinguish between intermediate polars and DQ Her stars due to a difference
in the spin period of the white dwarf. We will follow Hellier (2001) with the more modern viewpoint
to see them as one class.
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has been spun up by earlier stronger mass flux, the magnetic field can act as
a propeller accelerating parts of the infalling gas and propelling it out of the
system.

2.5 Evolution of cataclysmic variables
After the last section where we introduced cataclysmic variables, we are going
to address the question how such a system forms and evolves during time, in
this section. It all starts with the formation of a binary system, a likely process,
only a minority of stars are single like our sun. A binary which will end up as
a CV starts with one component in a mass range of 1 M� < M1 . 8 M� and
with a less massive component with M2 < M1 being separated by a few hun-
dred solar radii, orbiting roughly every ten years. The more massive partner
develops faster4, expanding and becoming a red giant towards the end of its
life. The red giant fills its Roche lobe and mass transfer onto the less massive
companion sets in. This situation, the reverse of that in a cataclysmic vari-
able, is unstable and produces a runaway effect. Mass transfered from the
more massive partner onto the less massive one moves away from the center
of mass of this system increasing its angular momentum. To compensate that
and to obey angular momentum conservation the separation between the two
components decreases. But this decrease in separation decreases the Roche
lobe size, the red giant overfills its Roche lobe even more and even more ma-
terial is transfered. The whole envelope of the red giant is dumped onto the
secondary in this way and the time this takes is only limited by the flow speed
of the transfered material. Indeed the process can only take a few years, ex-
traordinary quick compared to the usual timescales in stellar evolution and
astronomy in general. Due to all the dumped envelope of the red giant the
companion star fills its Roche lobe too, a so called common-envelope phase
with both components orbiting inside one common envelope begins. Inside
the envelope movement is hampered by a huge drag force. Orbital energy
is drained, the two components spiral inward reducing their separation from
about 100 R� to roughly 1 R� in a timescale of around 1,000 years. The ro-
tation of the binary inside the envelope acts like a propeller on the envelope
expelling it to interstellar space. A planetary nebula is then formed by this
expelled material.

What happens after the common-envelope phase ended? If the secondary
4Luminosity scales with M3, fuel reserves with M , thus the lifetime scales with M−2 (Hellier,

2001).
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fills its Roche lobe we start right away with a CV, if not we have a detached
white dwarf - red dwarf binary system, called a pre-CV. For this case the sep-
aration needs to be reduced further by magnetic braking until the secondary
fills its Roche lobe and mass transfer sets in. Magnetic braking works as the
ionised particles in the stellar wind of the secondary follow the field lines of
its magnetic field and are shot off to space like in a slingshot taking angular
momentum with them. Important here is that the secondary is bound to coro-
tate with its orbital motion due to tidal forces, very much like the moon shows
always the same face towards the earth. This corotation ensures fast rotation
rates, in the order of hours, for the secondary creating the strong field with
a dynamo like effect. By this slingshot mechanism the angular momentum
drained brakes the rotation of the secondary, but as this rotation is bound to
the orbital motion in the end the angular momentum is supplied by the orbit,
which shrinks in consequence.

Figure 2.9: Distribution of orbital periods for cataclysmic variables. Logarithmic scaling
on the time axis. Note the gap between 2 and 3 hours. Taken from Hellier (2001).

Magnetic braking is also important for the evolution of a CV after the mass
transfer sets in, more on this in the next paragraph. To gain more insight into
CV evolution the orbital period distribution (Fig. 2.9) is a helpful tool. The
longest periods are in the range of 12 hours, this results from the requirement
of the secondary to be less massive than the primary to avoid the runaway
mass transfer as described above for the common-envelope phase. As a
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white dwarf the primary itself has an upper mass limit of the Chandrasekhar
limit (≈ 1.4 M�). A longer period thus a larger binary separation means a
larger Roche lobe for the secondary to be filled. Larger Roche lobes are only
filled by more massive stars thus a natural upper limit exists for CVs. The few
systems with larger periods have an evolved secondary with an expanding en-
velope. Only very few white dwarfs with masses close to the Chandrasekhar
limit exist, thus this criterium starts to reduce the number of systems already
from periods around 6 hours onwards.

This upper limit is understood, but why are almost no systems found with
a period between 2 and 3 hours? The key for this so called period gap is in
the way how steady mass transfer in a CV is achieved. Gas flowing from the
secondary onto the primary loses angular momentum, to keep that conserved
the secondary gains angular momentum and the separation increases a lit-
tle. This detaches it from its Roche lobe and some mechanism has to take
away angular momentum from the whole system to reduce the separation
again or the secondary has to evolve and fill its Roche lobe via expansion of
the outer shell. Above the period gap magnetic braking provides the mech-
anism to keep the secondary attached to its Roche lobe. It is quite effective
and can sustain a mass transfer rate Ṁ ∼ 10−9M�yr−1, which is indeed
observed for systems with longer periods. However, magnetic braking stops
being effective around the 3 hour period mark, why is not yet fully under-
stood. A second mechanism is therefore needed to sustain a stable mass
overflow. This second mechanism is braking by gravitational wave emission.
Close binaries cause spacetime ripples which drain energy from the binary
systems’ orbit. This way of losing angular momentum from the system is not
as effective as magnetic braking and can only sustain a mass transfer rate of
Ṁ ∼ 10−10M�yr−1, rates indeed observed for systems below the period gap.
The reason why mass transfer driven by gravitational wave radiation does not
set in directly at the 3 hour period is that the red dwarf secondary has been
pushed out of its equilibrium by losing mass from its outer shell and contracts
back to an equilibrium as soon as the magnetic braking stops being effective.
This contraction detaches it from the Roche lobe and it takes all the time until
the system reaches the 2 hour period by gravitational wave radiation until it
gets reattached to the lobe and mass transfer can set in again. The few sys-
tems which are observed with periods between 2 and 3 hours began their life
as a CV just in the period gap therefore the secondary is not out of equilibrium.

The third feature in Fig. 2.9 important to mention is the sharp cutoff at a
minimum period of roughly 80 minutes. This minimum occurs when the mass
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of the secondary reaches about 0.06 M� and it becomes degenerate like the
white dwarf. Such degenerate stars are not supported by gas pressure but
by the quantum-mechanical Pauli exclusion principle that two particles cannot
be at the same place in the same state. Peculiar about them is the resulting
mass-radius relation, more massive degenerate stars are smaller than less
massive degenerate stars. For white dwarfs this relation is R ∝ M−1/3. This
means that once the secondary is degenerate it reacts with expansion to-
wards further mass loss which increases the separation and the orbital period
again. Model calculations show that the final fate of a CV would be a white
dwarf with a Jupiter-like companion. No systems evolving from the minimum
to larger periods have been detected so far, but the low mass transfer rates
expected in those systems make them almost impossible to detect.

2.6 AM CVn stars
Despite the sharp drop in the number of systems below the 80 minutes period
there are a few systems with lower periods. Such systems do not have a nor-
mal red dwarf as a secondary, but those secondaries are composed almost
of pure helium and no hydrogen. Quite contrary to normal stars which consist
of 92% hydrogen and 8% helium in number fraction. The special composi-
tion makes them more compact for the same mass as normal stars, because
helium is heavier than hydrogen. For them a smaller orbital separation is nec-
essary to be in contact with their Roche lobes. Such helium-rich cataclysmic
variables are called AM CVn stars again after the first system found of this
class. The evolution for AM CVn stars is similar to the evolution of normal
CVs but shifted to shorter periods. Only gravitational wave radiation is more
effective due to the small orbits and can sustain larger mass transfer rates.

Similarly to “normal” CVs the class of AM CVn stars can be divided in three
subcategories depending on the mass accretion rate of the system. As the
mass transfer rate in those systems depends on the effectivity of angular mo-
mentum loss via gravitational wave radiation, which in turn depends on the
binary separation, this classification is also a classification in binary separa-
tion.
On the low mass transfer end, systems with, for AM CVns, longer periods
(40 min . Porb . 70 min) are in a permanent low state. An accreting white
dwarf and signs of an accretion disk are observed, but all is in a steady state
and no large variabilities, e.g. outbursts, are observed.
Systems with orbital periods in the 20 to 40 minutes range have a higher
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mass transfer rate and show dwarf nova-like outbursts. Consequently they
are called outbursting systems.
The third subcategory contains those systems with the shortest orbital peri-
ods (Porb . 20 min, where the shortest period known so far with Porb = 321s
is for RXJ0806). They support such high mass transfer rates that a constant
outburst is observed as for nova-like CVs. Amongst these high state systems
is the prototype AM CVn itself.

AM CVn stars are rare objects, only about twenty are known, because only
particular initial conditions in a binary lead to those characteristics. Both part-
ners have to go through a red giant phase with the second red giant phase be-
ing the common-envelope phase that reduces the orbital periods sufficiently
enough to allow mass transfer between the two helium cores that remained
from the red giants.
AM CVn stars are important objects to test our understanding of accretion
physics in CVs. Do the almost pure helium disks in AM CVn systems behave
differently than the hydrogen rich disks in normal CVs? Investigating such
questions further enhances our ideas of what is going on in CVs and accre-
tion disks in general. Important for this work are the outbursting and high state
systems. Both – outbursting systems only in outburst – show spectral features
typical for accretion disk wind outflow, see e.g. Wade et al. (2007). Compar-
ing those outflows to “normal” CV outflows and getting more constraints on
accretion rates are two goals of this work. Additionally AM CVn systems are
ideal test candidates for gravitational wave detectors. It is expected that those
systems have the best signal-to-noise ratio of all gravitational wave sources
so far which makes them suitable targets after the launch of LISA (Laser Inter-
ferometer Space Antenna) in 2018 (Hils & Bender, 2000). For more detailed
information about AM CVn systems see also Nelemans (2005) and references
therein.
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Cataclysmic Variables - summary
• semi-detached binary system

– white dwarf primary (Teff ≈ 10kK− 50kK)

– red dwarf secondary (Teff ≈ 2kK− 4kK)

• mass overflow

– formation of an accretion disk (non-magnetic white dwarfs)

– direct accretion or inner disk cut out (magnetic white dwarf)

• whole systems would fit in our sun

• time-evolution driven by different mechanisms

– magnetic braking dominates above gap

– gravitational wave radiation below the gap

• orbital periods from 12 hours to 80 minutes with a period gap
between 2 and 3 hours

• AM CVn systems with even lower periods (down to a few minute

• “cataclysmic” outburst events – nova and dwarf nova eruptions



CHAPTER 3

Disks, outflow and dwarf novae

“Sometimes attaining the deepest familiarity with a question is our best
substitute for actually having the answer.”

[Brian Greene]

Now after this general introduction to cataclysmic variables we are going to
venture on into the details which will be important for our work with and under-
standing of these systems. We are going to start with accretion disk physics,
put that to use in a closer look at the dwarf nova phenomenon and finish this
chapter with the first thorough look at outflows in CVs. The complexity of the
physics involved demands that only the most important results are presented
in this introduction. For a fuller account see the detailed and comprehensive
textbooks by Frank et al. (1985) and Hellier (2001), or the review by Smak
(2001).

3.1 Accretion disks – a more theoretical introduction
How a disk develops from the first mass stream is something that we have
shown from a schematic viewpoint in Sec. 2.4. For a closer look at the stream
and the disk we have to describe the gas flow as a viscous fluid. That is
because the mean free path of particles in the stream is ∼ 10 km which is
very small compared to the scale of the binary (Prendergast, 1960). These
basic equations of hydrodynamics and their derivations can be found in many
textbooks, e.g. Landau & Lifshitz (1959). The gas has a velocity field ~v, a
density ρ and a temperature T , which are all given as a function of position ~r
and time t. Mass conservation is then ensured by the continuity equation

∂ρ

∂t
+ ~∇ · (ρ~v) = 0 . (3.1)

28
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Conservation of momentum leads to the so called Euler equation

ρ
∂~v

∂t
+ (ρ~v · ~∇)~v = −~∇P − ρ~∇Φ− ~∇ · w , (3.2)

with P being the total pressure, Φ the gravitational potential and w the vis-
cous stress tensor. Equation (3.2) has the form (mass density) · (accelera-
tion) = (force density) and is just an expression of Newton’s second law for a
continuous flow (under the influence of a gravitational potential in this special
case). The third conservation law is the conservation of energy which leads
to an energy equation

ρ
∂ε

∂t
+ ρ~v · ~∇ε = −P ~∇ · ~v − (w · ~∇)~v − ~∇ · ~q , (3.3)

with ε being the internal energy per unit mass and ~q the conductive flux of
heat.

For an accretion disk in a CV several assumptions can be made in order
to develop a theoretical model. The first and probably most important and
successful point is to assume the disk to be geometrically “thin”, which means
the vertical height of the disk H(r) at a radius r from the center of the white
dwarf is much smaller than this radius,

H/r � 1 . (3.4)

This assumption can be justified; the accretion stream lies in the orbital plane
and the impact of the stream material at the bright spot does not raise a sig-
nificant part of it to larger heights above the disk plane, thus the infalling gas
has momentum predominantly in the disk plane. The thickness of the disk
is therefore only determined by hydrostatic equilibrium, which leads to a thin
disk structure. In first order the disk can be taken as a two-dimensional flow,
velocities in z-direction can be neglected (vz � vr).

Secondly, the gravitational influence of the secondary onto the disk can be
neglected, which leads to an axially symmetric disk. This assumption holds
for most parts of the accretion disk, only in the outermost parts interactions
of disk and secondary are responsible for angular momentum transport from
the disk to the orbit of the secondary. A natural choice is then a cylindrical
coordinate system (r, φ, z) with the disk in the (z = 0)-plane. For this choice
∂/∂φ = 0 holds for all disk quantities.
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For most parts of the disk the angular velocity Ω(r) will not differ to a sig-

nificant amount from the Keplerian value ΩK(r) =
(
GM1

r3

) 1
2

, which yields a

circular velocity of

vφ = rΩ(r) = r

(
GM1

r3

) 1
2

. (3.5)

In addition the gas in the disk must possess a small radial drift velocity vr as
the viscous shear in the disk leads to spreading of the disk and accretion of
matter onto the primary. The disk can be characterised by its surface density
Σ, which is the mass per unit surface area given by integrating the gas density
ρ through the disk with height H,

Σ(r, t) =
∫ +H/2

−H/2
ρ(z) dz . (3.6)

We can now put these assumptions to use in the basic equations of hydro-
dynamics (Eq. 3.1–3.3) to determine the time dependent disk structure. The
continuity equation yields

∂

∂t
Σ(r, t) =

1
r

∂

∂r
[rΣ(r, t)vr] (3.7)

and the conservation of angular momentum can be expressed as

∂

∂t

(
Σ(r, t)r2Ω(r)

)
+

1
r

∂

∂r

(
rΣ(r, t)vrr

2Ω(r)
)

=
1
r

∂

∂r

[
r3νkΣ(r, t)

dΩ(r)
dr

]
,

(3.8)
with νk being the coefficient of effective kinematic viscosity of the gas. Equa-
tions 3.7 and 3.8 can be combined to eliminate vr. Furthermore using circular
Keplerian orbits (Ω(r) ∝ r−3/2) leads to

∂

∂t
Σ(r, t) =

3
r

∂

∂r

[
r1/2 ∂

∂r

(
νkΣ(r, t)r1/2

)]
, (3.9)

which is a non-linear diffusion equation, matter diffuses inwards onto the pri-
mary and angular momentum diffuses outwards to the outer edge of the disk
(where it then is transported to the orbital motion via tidal interactions, but this
is of course not covered in this equation).

Some more evolved calculus can be used on this diffusion equation to ex-
tract a timescale on which Σ evolves. It can be written as

tv ∼
r

vr
∼ r2

νk
, (3.10)
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and is commonly called viscous or radial drift timescale, because it gives an
estimate of the timescale for a density perturbation at r to move a radial dis-
tance r. With the help of Eq. (3.9) it can be shown that the disk spreads with
most of the mass moving inward and all the angular momentum moving out-
ward with a small part of the mass, see e.g. Frank et al. (1985).

If external conditions, of main concern is the mass transfer rate from the
secondary Ṁ , change on timescales longer than tv, which is the case in
many CVs, then the disk settles in a steady state with ∂Σ/∂t = 0. Of course
this means rΣ(r)vr = const. The mass conservation equation (3.7) can then
be integrated to give the obvious result

Ṁ = 2πrΣ(r)(−vr) , (3.11)

where we have to keep in mind that vr < 0 as this represents the inflow
of mass. For a proper integration of Eq. (3.8) or Eq. (3.9) boundary condi-
tions at the inner and outer edges of the disk are needed. We consider a
non-magnetic CV where the disk extends to the white dwarf surface (rinner =
RWD). The white dwarf will rotate with an angular velocity ΩWD < ΩK(rinner),
thus there needs to be a boundary layer where the fast rotating material
from the disk decelerates, see also Sec. 2.3. What is most important for
the boundary condition is that the boundary layer is expected to be very
thin and no torque is applied to the disk at rinner. Thus we can assume
Ω(rinner) = ΩK(rinner). Using these boundary conditions and Eq. (3.11) we
can integrate Eq. (3.9) and get

νkΣ(r) =
Ṁ

3π

[
1−

(
RWD

r

) 1
2
]
. (3.12)

The viscous torques which are responsible for the angular momentum and
thus mass transport through the disk are also responsible for heating the
gas of the disk as they cause viscous dissipation within the gas at a rate of
G(r)Ω′dr = 2πrνkΣr2(Ω′)2dr per annulus of width dr with Ω′ = ∂/∂Ω (Frank
et al., 1985). Eventually this energy will be transported to the disk surface and
radiated away with a dissipation rate D(r) per unit surface area. Of course
this energy will be radiated away through both surfaces of the annulus which
have a total surface area of 4πrdr. We then find

D(r) =
G(r)Ω′

4πr
=

1
2
νkΣ(r) [rΩ′]2 . (3.13)

Note that it is always D(r) ≥ 0, with D(r) = 0 only in the case of rigid rotation.

Inserting Ω = ΩK gives D(r) =
9
8
νkΣ(r)(GMWD/r

3). Combining this with
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Eq. (3.12) we get

D(r) =
3GMWDṀ

8πr3

[
1−

(
RWD

r

) 1
2
]
. (3.14)

In case the disk is optically thick in z-direction, each disk surface element
roughly radiates as a blackbody with a temperature Teff(r) given by equating
the dissipation rate per unit surface area to the blackbody flux:

σT 4
eff(r) = D(r) . (3.15)

Using Eq. (3.14) we get

Teff(r) = T∗

[
r

RWD

]− 3
4
[

1−
(
RWD

r

) 1
2
] 1

4

, (3.16)

where

T∗ =

[
3GMWDṀ

8πσR3
WD

] 1
4

. (3.17)

For r � RWD the effective temperature (3.16) can be approximated as

Teff = T∗ (r/RWD)−3/4
. (3.18)

Using local blackbody emission a first estimate of an accretion disk spec-
trum can be calculated. This spectrum and the temperature stratification in
the disk with its peak close to the inner boundary is clearly different from any
stellar atmosphere. The temperature range covered by an accretion disk is
quite large and thus disks in CVs are expected to be strong UV, or even FUV
for higher accretion rates, emitters but can also radiate in IR on their outer
edges.

So far we have completely neglected the vertical structure of the disk, which
we show in the following. As mentioned above the disk height is governed by
the hydrostatic equilibrium

1
ρ

∂P

∂z
=

∂

∂z

[
GMWD

(r2 + z2)1/2

]
, (3.19)

which is nothing else than the z-component of the Euler equation (3.2) with
all velocity terms neglected. For our thin disk assumption z � r this simplifies
to

1
ρ

∂P

∂z
= −GMWDz

r3
. (3.20)
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With H being the scale height of the disk, for which the thin disk requires
H � r, we can write ∂P/∂z ∼ P/H. With the pressure P ∼ ρc2s , where cs is
the sound speed, we can derive the relation

cs ≈
H

r

(
GMWD

r

) 1
2

� vKepler . (3.21)

For a thin disk the local Keplerian velocity is highly supersonic. As a last
part of this more theoretical introduction to thin accretion disks we show that
the Keplerian velocity is not just an assumption, but follows from the thin disk
approximation. Starting from the radial component of the Euler equation (3.2)

vr
∂

∂r
vr −

v2
θ

r
+

1
ρ

∂

∂r
P +

GMWD

r2
= 0 , (3.22)

where the pressure term ∂P/∂r can be neglected because of (3.21) by com-
parison with the gravity term. Using equations 3.11 and 3.12 the r-derivative
can be evaluated to yield

vr = −3νk

2r

[
1−

(
RWD

r

) 1
2
]−1

. (3.23)

If we use the α-parametrisation, see next section, for the viscosity νk = αcsH
we get

vr ∼ νk/r = αcs
H

r
� cs , (3.24)

and see that vr is highly subsonic. Obviously the vr∂vr/∂r term in Eq. (3.22)
is thus even smaller than the pressure term. Those terms are therefore only a
small perturbation and can be neglected. Equation (3.22) can then be rewrit-
ten as

vφ =
(
GMWD

r

) 1
2 [

1 +O((cs/vφ)2)
]
, (3.25)

which is the Keplerian velocity up to small perturbations.

3.2 The α-disk model
There was – and there still is – no completely satisfying theory of viscosity
in accretion disks. To overcome this limitation Shakura & Sunyaev (1973)
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started with the idea that the viscosity somehow has to be caused by turbu-
lence in the gas flow of the disk and introduced the famous α-parametrisation

νk = αcsH . (3.26)

The eddies1 responsible for the turbulent viscosity are smaller than the disk
height H and the turbulent velocity is subsonic. A second possible source for
viscosity are small and chaotic magnetic fields, which are in the disk due to
the moving gas being partly ionised. For this source of viscosity the same
α-prescription can be derived. For both assumed sources of viscosity the
expectation is α . 1 and indeed observations (see e.g. Verbunt (1982) and
references therein) support α ≈ 0.01 − 1. It is very important to note that
we cannot learn about the physics of the underlying viscosity mechanism by
looking at α. It is merely a parameter2 which helps us doing calculations and
learning about disk systems without worrying about the viscosity.

Using this so-called alpha disk3 prescription self-consistent models of sta-
tionary thin accretion disks can be calculated. The most important features
are the large area of the disk (it almost fills the entire Roche volume of the pri-
mary), its concavity (H ∝ r9/8, although not necessarily so if α varies with r)
and its small mass (Mdisk ≈ 10−9 ·MWD). Gas pressure dominates the disk
for a white dwarf primary, whereas most opacity is due to free-free scatter-
ing. We can also get some numbers on the speed estimates of the previous
subsection. The Keplerian motion of the gas is of order vφ ≈ 1000 km s−1

exceeding the sound speed cs ≈ 10 km s−1 in the gas, which in turn is much
faster than the drift speed of the gas in r-direction (vr ≈ 0.3 km s−1).

The most promising theoretical approach to overcome the limitations of
the α-parametrisation is a magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) turbulence called
magneto-rotational instability (MRI) rediscovered by Balbus & Hawley (1991).
It works in the following way: A solely vertical magnetic field line might have
some smaller deviations to larger and smaller radii. Two opposing forces now
act on these kinks in the field line, the influence of gravity and rotation tries
to increase the kink whereas the magnetic tension tries to smoothen out the
kink. Let us assume for simplicity that the bulges of the perturbed field line
rotate with the same velocity as the unperturbed field line. Then the outward
bulge rotates faster than the Keplerian value requires and it is thus pulled fur-
ther out, whereas the inward bulge rotates slower than required and it is thus

1An “eddy” is a circular movement of gas, very much like a small whirlpool.
2α has not even to be constant throughout the disk.
3Synonymously used is the term SHS disk (SHakura-Sunyaev disk)
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pulled further in. If the field lines get stretched too far they ultimately “snap”
and reconnect at their new radii taking bubbles of gas with them. This MRI
can therefore transport material to different radii in a way that provides the
turbulence needed for a viscous flow in the disk. It is intuitive that the effect
only works for small field strength as a strong field would not allow the kinks
to grow. For a review see Balbus & Hawley (1998).

3.3 Spectral signatures of accretion disks
After the more theoretical introductions to accretion disks let us now see some
observational signatures of accretion disk spectra. Lightcurves with evidence
of an accretion disk are shown in Fig. 3.6 and 2.2, but what are the spectral
signatures of accretion disks?

3.3.1 Origin of emission and absorption lines
Quite contrary to most stellar spectra where absorption lines are dominant,
accretion disk spectra are often dominated by emission lines. Spectral lines
are created when an atom absorbs a photon with just the fitting energy to
jump up to another energy level4. Following such an absorption event it is
very likely that the atom emits a photon with the same wavelength as the ab-
sorbed one to de-excitate again. Indeed in “local thermodynamic equilibrium”
(LTE) the number of absorptions equals the number of emissions.

This is the case for optically thick media (in our case gas clouds), where
the mean free path photons travel before the next interaction is very small.
If the whole area is isothermal absorption and emission cancel and only a
featureless blackbody spectrum is seen. However, stellar atmospheres and
accretion disk atmospheres are not isothermal, but are hotter inside than out-
side. Photons we observe on the outside of a gas cloud come in average from
a depth equal to the mean free path, or in other words from an optical depth
τ = 1. As the mean free path is larger for continuum photons than for line
photons, line photons originate closer to the media’s surface than continuum
photons. If the surface is cooler than the inside then there is more flux in the
continuum than in the lines which results in the lines appearing as absorption

4Energy levels might be energy levels of electrons, but also energy levels in the nucleus,
although in the optical and ultra-violet wavelength range only different levels for electron energies
are relevant.
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features.

In the case when a gas cloud is optically thin, which means that the mean
free path is longer than the extend of the cloud, the optical depth of the cloud
is τ < 1 and photons pass it practically unscathed. This also means that all
line photons which are emitted in the cloud, e.g. due to collisional excitation or
photo-ionisation, escape and the resulting spectrum consists of the continuum
from behind the cloud plus the line photons emitted in the cloud. Therefore
we observe an emission line spectrum.

3.3.2 Double peaked lines
Whether a disk spectrum appears with emission or absorption features, or
maybe even both, depends on the state of the system and on the area in the
disk where the features are produced. Figure 3.1 shows a time evolution for
observed spectra of the dwarf nova SS Cyg. These observations suggest that
in outburst most parts of the disk are optically thick and maybe surrounded
by an optically thin corona responsible for the emission cores (lines in the
centers of the absorption features). In quiescence the main features are in
emission suggesting optically thin parts playing a crucial role.

A second important feature arises from the Keplerian rotation of the accre-
tion disk. Emitted photons are Doppler shifted according to their motion with
respect to the observer,

ν(v) = ν0 ·

√
1− v/c
1 + v/c

, (3.27)

where v = vKepler sin i sin θ is the projected velocity in the observer’s line-of-
sight, with i being the inclination angle between the line-of-sight and the disk
normal, and θ is the azimuth of the observer relative to the radius vector of the
emitting material in the disk. In the top panel of Fig. 3.2 the loci of constant
radial velocity for a observer located at the bottom of the panel are traced.
These form a dipole field pattern. Different sizes for the areas of constant
velocity for different velocities lead to different fluxes at the according Doppler
shifted frequencies. Due to the rotational symmetry of an accretion disk the
same emitting area moves away and towards the observer, a symmetric, dou-
ble peaked emission feature is the result. The higher the inclination angle,
which means the closer the system is seen edge on, the more prominent is
such a double peaked emission line. Figure 3.3 shows an observation of the
high inclination (i = 82◦) dwarf nova Z Cha in quiescence (Horne & Marsh,
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4.2 Zwergnovae im Ausbruch 23

Auch im UV gehen die in Ruhe beobachteten Emissionslinien in Absorption über. Civ 1550 Å zeigt
allerdings meist Emission mit einem P Cygni Profil, das auf einen Scheibenwind hindeutet. Für
große Inklinationswinkel (i ! 80◦) werden starke Emissionen beobachtet.

Abbildung 4.6.: Von Hessman et al. (1984) in SS Cyg beobachtete spektrale Entwicklung vom Aus-
bruchsmaximum (oben) zurück ins Minimum (unten).

Spektroskopisch können die Ausbrüche in zwei Gruppen eingeteilt werden: bei den einen erfolgt der
Helligkeitsanstieg gleichzeitig im Optischen und im UV (Typ B), bei den anderen ist der Anstieg
im UV gegenüber dem Optischen um ∼ 5..15 h verzögert (Typ A). Letztere werden im DI-Modell
als outside-in-Ausbrüche interpretiert, weil für solche ein Anstieg im UV erst eintreten kann, wenn
der Ausbruch in genügend heiße Bereiche im Inneren der Scheibe vorgedrungen ist. Umgekehrt
erfolgen Typ B Ausbrüche von innen nach außen. Dafür spricht auch, dass der Helligkeitsanstieg
im Optischen für Typ B Ausbrüche langsamer erfolgt als für Typ A Ausbrüche. Die Ursache –
unterschiedlich verlaufende Heizwellen – wird im nächsten Abschnitt beschrieben. Für die Rückkehr

Figure 3.1: Spectral evolution of SS Cyg from maximum outburst (top) back to quies-
cence (bottom). Taken from Hessman et al. (1984). The system becomes cooler (the
spectrum becomes flatter) and the absorption features disappear.

1986) where the Hα line beautifully resembles the theoretical predictions in-
troduced in this subsection. Such a double peak structure is not only visible
in emission, but is also found in some absorption lines.

3.4 Dwarf novae
In chapter 2 we presented different outburst phenomena in cataclysmic vari-
ables, now we take a closer look at dwarf novae. Why dwarf novae are espe-
cially important for understanding accretion disks and outflows from accretion
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Figure 3.2: The top panel shows a Keplerian accretion disk in a binary (mass ratio
q = 0.15). Loci of constant radial velocity form a dipole field pattern on the disk
surface. The bottom panel shows the velocity profile of emission lines from the disk
for an observer located at an edge on position below the white dwarf in the top panel.
The shades in the velocity bins correspond to the disk regions. Taken from Horne &
Marsh (1986).
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Figure 3.3: Hα line profile from the almost edge on (i = 82◦) dwarf nova Z Cha
in quiescence as observed with the Anglo-Australian Telescope by Horne & Marsh
(1986).
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disks, is illustrated in this section.

Dwarf novae are non-magnetic cataclysmic variables which show semi-
regular outbursts with jumps in intensity by several magnitudes in a day or
so, just to stay bright for about a week before declining back to a quiescence
state again. Recurrence times range from weeks to months or even years.
Even for one system the recurrence time and duration of an outburst can vary
by a fair amount. A good example being the best studied dwarf nova, SS Cyg,
which we will encounter in much greater detail again below (Sec. 5.3), with
outburst cycles ranging from 15 to 95 days and outburst durations ranging
from 2 to 22 days (Smak, 2001). The group of dwarf novae is not one homo-
geneous group within the CVs, but can be subdivided into three subgroups
depending on their outburst behaviour.

Z Cam stars show the standard dwarf nova behaviour with outburst and qui-
escence, but from time to time the outburst persists with a constant brightness
of about 0.7 mag below the peak outburst level before returning to quiescence.
These so called standstills can last for days up to years. See the upper panel
of Fig. 3.4 for a lightcurve of Z Cam itself. We are presenting Z Cam more
thoroughly in the results section 5.4.

SU UMa stars show in addition to normal outbursts less frequent superout-
bursts with slightly higher amplitudes (+ ∼ 0.7mag) and much longer duration
– up to 5 times a normal outburst duration. A characteristic feature of a super-
outburst are superhumps, variations in the lightcurve which are a few percent
longer than an orbital period. They appear shortly after the superoutburst
maximum and persist from then on through its decline. A lightcurve of SU
UMa is shown in Fig. 3.4 in the lower panel.

All dwarf novae which do not belong to one of these two subclasses are
collected in the U Gem stars subclass. These show just the normal semi-
periodic outburst-quiescence behaviour. An example of such a lightcurve is
the one of U Gem itself shown in Fig. 3.5.

3.4.1 Outburst mechanism
Where do these dwarf novae outbursts come from? As we have seen earlier
lightcurves of eclipsing systems tell us many things about what is happening
in CVs. In Fig. 3.6 six eclipse profiles for OY Car (Rutten et al., 1992) are
shown ranging from quiescence to the time of highest luminosity in outburst.
The eclipse profile in quiescence is quite similar to the eclipse profile of Z
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Figure 3.4: Lightcurve of Z Cam (top) and SU UMa (bottom). Data compiled by Amer-
ican Association of Variable Star Observers (AAVSO).

Cha shown in Fig. 2.1 where the different components of the system sum to
an asymmetric lightcurve dominated by the white dwarf and a bright spot. The
closer the system to the outburst peak the more the eclipse profile is domi-
nated by and resembles the smooth symmetric and shallower eclipse of the
accretion disk. Compare the upper panels in Fig. 3.6 with the disk component
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Figure 3.5: Lightcurve of U Gem, 1000 days in V band. Data compiled by American
Association of Variable Star Observers (AAVSO).

in Fig. 2.2 to see the resemblance. These observations show clearly that a
dwarf nova outburst is a sudden and dramatic brightening of the accretion
disk.

Osaki (1974) proposed that the cause for an outburst is an instability in the
accretion disk. The arc of reason for this so called disk instability model (DIM)
starts with a constant mass transfer rate from the secondary which is higher
than what could be transported through the disk by viscous interactions. If
this is the case material piles up in the disk which eventually leads to an in-
stability in the disk which greatly enhances the viscosity and thus the angular
momentum transfer. With a more effective angular momentum transfer more
material can be transported through the disk and the mass accretion onto the
white dwarf is boosted. This boosts the luminosity of the disk and the whole
system and drains the disk of material at the same time. The drained disk
drops back into the low-viscosity quiescence state where it is slowly refueled
by the accretion stream for the next outburst.

An alternative model was proposed by Bath (1975) in which the increased
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Figure 3.6: Eclipse profiles for OY Car stacked from quiescence (bottom) to brightest
during outburst (top). Taken from Rutten et al. (1992).
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mass transfer rate stems from mass burst from the secondary (mass transfer
instability, MTI). Observations however do not show an increased luminos-
ity of the bright spot during outburst, which strongly speaks in favour of the
DIM. A second big point in favour of the DIM concerns the change of disk
radius over an outburst cycle. In the disk instability model enhanced viscosity
means enhanced angular momentum transport which spreads out the disk. It
expands in- and outwards at the start of the outburst. During quiescence more
material with angular momentum of the L1 (corresponding to the angular mo-
mentum at rcirc) gets added to the disk. As this is less angular momentum
than material at the outer edge of the disk has it causes the disk to shrink. For
the MTI model the disk would shrink in outburst due to the enhanced mass
transfer and expand during quiescence. However, observations show that the
disk expands during outburst. These observational results together with a
working theoretical model for DIM developed in the early 80ies starting with
the pioneering work of Meyer & Meyer-Hofmeister (1981) leads to an almost
universal acceptance of the disk instability model.

The underlying mechanism of the DIM is a thermal instability of the disk,
which can be linked to the MRI. For the MRI to work there need to be ions in
the disk for creating a magnetic field and then coupling to it. This is, of course,
the case if the disk is hot and ionised, but not if it is cool and unionised. In-
terestingly a flip between hot and cold states can be achieved with the help
of changing the gas from neutral atoms to ionised plasma. Energy transport
by radiation depends on the opacity κ. Low opacity means the radiation can
propagate without large obstruction. With the propagating photons energy is
also transported over larger distances. If the opacity is large however, radia-
tion cannot propagate far, it is trapped and such is the energy of the photons.
Neutral atoms, for example hydrogen at a few thousand K, have a low opac-
ity, but if hydrogen is heated to ∼ 7.000 K it starts to ionise and the opacity
grows5. The photons are trapped in the area with increasing opacity and
their energy is used for further ionising the surrounding material rather than
increasing the temperature. This leads to the fact that in a partially ionised
medium the opacity is very sensitive to temperature, namely κ ∝ T 10. An
illustration of the instability is most easily done by looking at a plot of effective
temperature Teff versus surface density Σ as shown in Fig. 3.7.
A qualitative understanding of the Σ−T relation can be gained when we use

5Particularly H− ions are important for the opacity. They are created as free electrons from
the ionised plasma attach to still existing H atoms.
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Figure 3.7: Dwarf nova cycle in surface density Σ versus disk temperature Teff . Taken
from Smak (1984).

equations (3.12) and (3.16) to find

Ṁ ∝ T 4
eff ∝ νkΣ . (3.28)

This can be rewritten using the α-prescription (3.26) and the proportionalities
cs ∝

√
Tmid and H ∝

√
Tmid to yield

T 4
eff ∝ αTmidΣ , (3.29)

with the distinction between the effective temperature at the disk surface, Teff ,
and the temperature at the mid-plane of the disk, Tmid, where most of the
viscous energy dissipation occurs. A link between Teff and Tmid is given by
the opacity κ. In the case of κ being only a weak function of temperature the
energy transport in z-direction is steady and thus Teff ∝ Tmid which results in

αΣ ∝ T 3
eff , (3.30)
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an increase in surface density leads to an increase in temperature. This is the
case if the gas is either “fully” ionised (hot, corresponding to the BA branch in
Fig. 3.7) or not ionised at all (cold, corresponding to the DC branch). Both of
these branches are stable against small perturbations. In the partially ionised
region, however, it is κ ∝ T 10 and the effective surface temperature decouples
from mid-plane temperature with Tmid ∝ T 10

eff . Hence in this regime

αΣ ∝ T−6
eff , (3.31)

from which a reduction of surface density with an increasing surface temper-
ature can be deduced. This is the CB branch in Fig. 3.7 which is unstable
against perturbations.
Let us now take a look at a complete limit cycle in Fig. 3.7. Suppose the disk
gets fed with matter at a constant rate Ṁ , as marked by the arrow on the
right-hand side, from the secondary. The model that describes this situation
would be at the point P located on the unstable branch. A random perturba-
tion of ∆Teff < 0 moves the model into the cooling area where it cools and
moves down until it reaches the stable branch DC. It must be emphasised
that the starting condition and the direction of the random perturbation are
irrelevant as the model has to reach one of the stable branches eventually.
On the DC branch the local accretion rate Ṁloc is lower than Ṁ , therefore the
local surface density Σ increases which moves the model up and to the right
on the DC branch. Σ still grows at the point C and this pushes the model
over the critical surface density ΣC at C and in the area where ionisation sets
in. A runaway rise in temperature occurs. This heating happens on a much
shorter timescale than the viscous timescale tvisc on which the surface density
changes, thus Σ stays almost constant during the runaway. After hydrogen is
completely ionised the model settles in a new equilibrium with increased Teff

and luminosity on the stable BA branch. Now Ṁloc is higher than Ṁ , the lo-
cal surface density drops and the model moves to the left and down the BA
branch until it reaches B. There hydrogen becomes partially ionised again, a
small drop in surface density leads to a runaway drop in temperature and the
model returns to the cold, low luminosity state on the DC branch. The cycle
begins again.

The limit cycle just presented quite nicely resembles a dwarf nova outburst
cycle as it is described by the disk instability model. In quiescence we are
on the cold, low luminosity DC branch where the disk gets replenished until
it reaches the instability at C with an outburst catapulting it to the hot, high
luminosity state on the AB branch. Now more material is accreted onto the
primary and a gradual drop back to the quiescence state follows. However,
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the limit cycle as presented above is a local phenomenon only valid for one
disk ring at radius r. For a complete disk to reach an outburst state such an
instability developed in one ring has to push adjacent rings into the hot state
like in a domino game. How this “game” develops depends on the actual
surface density distribution in the disk and on the radius where the outburst
originates. The latter depends on the rate Ṁ at which material from the sec-
ondary is supplied to the disk. If this rate is low gas flows through the disk
and the critical surface density ΣC(r) is reached in the inner parts of the disk
first. An inside-out outburst follows. For a high accretion rate the material is
piled up faster than it can flow through the disk and ΣC(r) is reached in the
outer parts first and an outside-in outburst is the result.

Where ΣC(r) is reached the limit cycle sets in, the first domino stone falls,
and the heat produced there diffuses to the neighbouring rings. This heat
pushes the surface density there over ΣC(r), the next domino stones tum-
ble and a heating wave travels through the whole disk. An example of an
outside-in outburst as calculated by Mineshige & Osaki (1985) is shown in
Fig. 3.8. With this heating wave picture the different rise-times for outside-in
and inside-out outburst types can be understood. In the former case the heat-
ing wave travels with the gas flow and is thus faster as in the latter case where
it travels against the flow.

The local mass transfer rates in outburst are always higher than the transfer
rate from the secondary, locally we are on the BA branch and Σ drops until
the second critical value ΣB is reached, the temperature drops again. This
will happen first in the outer parts of the disk and through diffusion processes
a cooling wave travels inward (Fig. 3.8 lower panel). Cooling waves travel al-
ways outside-in independent whether the heating occurred with an outside-in
or inside-out heating wave.

The last interesting and important point to note in this section is model cal-
culations of outburst lightcurves indeed show different values for α in outburst
and quiescence when comparisons with observations are made. Just like one
would expect from the MRI picture of viscosity α turns out to be higher in the
high state than in the quiescence state. Mineshige & Osaki (1985) find for
example αoutburst ≈ 0.1 and αquiescence ≈ 0.03.
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Figure 3.8: Time evolution of surface density Σ(r) during an outside-in outburst on the
top panel. Elapsed times for timesteps 1 to 7 are 63.48, 63.82, 64.04, 64.16, 64.25,
64.31, and 64.41 in units of 105 s. The bottom panel shows the cooling wave travelling
from the outside in at times 65.94, 68.42, 73.19, 74.50, 75.58, 76.79, and 77.49 [105 s].
Taken from Mineshige & Osaki (1985) .
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3.5 Outflow in cataclysmic variable systems
So far the accretion disk played the main role in the introduction parts, but
for many CVs the situation is not as “easy” with the material from the sec-
ondary falling onto the primary only flowing nicely through an accretion disk.
In some situations a substantial part of the infalling material can be lifted from
the disk and “blown” away to outer space by a so-called accretion disk wind.
Which observational and theoretical evidence there is for this and how such
an outflow works will be presented in this section.

3.5.1 Spectral signatures of outflows
For dwarf novae double peak structures, spectral signatures of an accretion
disk as described in Sec. 3.3, are mainly visible in quiescence. In an outburst
they are replaced by other typical line profile structures, namely by profiles
that are typical for outflowing gas. The P Cygni profile, named after the lumi-
nous blue variable P Cyg in whose spectrum it was first observed, is the most
prominent spectral feature of an outflow. It consists of a blue-shifted absorp-
tion trough and the red part of the symmetric emission peak with respect to
the rest wavelength of the line transition. A cartoon of the formation of P Cygni
profiles is shown in Fig. 3.9. The formation of such a profile is readily under-
stood. Photons from the star get absorbed by atoms in the outflow between
the star and the observer, the bluish zone in Fig. 3.9. As those atoms move
away from the star photons at blue-shifted wavelength are absorbed and the
trough extends from the rest wavelength to the wavelength corresponding to
the blueshift of the maximal velocity in the wind v∞. The observer also sees
emission from the wind, which are simply all the photons previously absorbed
that got reemitted towards the observer. This emission is of course the same
in all parts, the ones moving towards and the ones moving away from the ob-
server, of the outflow, which results in a symmetric emission peak centered
on the rest wavelength. Adding the blue-shifted absorption trough and the
symmetric emission peak results in a P Cygni profile. Typical lines showing P
Cygni profiles are the UV resonance lines C IV (Doublet: 1548 Å & 1550 Å),
N V (Doublet: 1238 Å & 1242 Å), Si IV (Doublet: 1393 Å & 1402 Å), and O VI
(Doublet: 1031 Å & 1037 Å).

Stellar winds are, at least in a first approximation, spherically symmetric and
the P Cygni profiles do not depend on the inclination angle of the systems.
However, this is not true for CVs, the exact shapes of the P Cygni profiles
highly depend on the inclination of the CV and on the shape of the wind.
In fact the profile shapes vary from only absorption via P Cygni like to pure
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Figure 3.9: Formation of a P Cygni line profile. Blue-shifted and red-shifted photons in
the outflow from the star are observed together and form a profile with a blue-shifted
absorption trough and a red part of a symmetric emission peak. Illustration courtesy
of Stan Owocki.

emission. An example of an observed CIV line with a P Cygni profile is shown
in the IUE spectrum of T Leo in Fig. 3.10. The dependence on the inclination
angle is a strong evidence that outflows in dwarf novae are not spherically
symmetric, but are rather biconical in nature. More on wind theory, structure
and observational signatures will be presented in the following sections.

3.5.2 Observational evidence of outflows in CVs
The first detection of outflows in CVs dates back to the late 1970ies and early
1980ies when blueshifted absorption troughs and P Cygni profiles in UV res-
onance lines were discovered (Heap et al., 1978; Cordova & Mason, 1982).
More recent work shows that outflowing material has a strong influence on
observations, not only in the “classical” UV wind lines, but also in other fea-
tures.

For example the peculiar behavior of emission lines of SW Sex stars during
eclipse can be interpreted in terms of a powerful disk wind (Honeycutt et al.,
1986; Dhillon & Rutten, 1995). In novalike variable systems single peaked
optical emission-line profiles can be interpreted in terms of a strong wind in-
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Figure 3.10: IUE low resolution spectrum of the medium inclination dwarf nova T Leo
in outburst. Important to note is the P Cygni profile of the 1550 Å CIV resonance line.
The dashed line is a fit from an accretion disk model. Taken from Belle et al. (1998).

duced velocity gradient in the emitting material (Murray & Chiang, 1996) and
the greater part of all lines in the UV are formed in the outflow as well (Knigge
et al., 1997). In addition to the typical P Cygni profiles found in UV lines,
at least the spectra of one CV, BZ Cam, show such profiles in optical hy-
drogen and helium lines, too. These are most easily interpreted in terms of
a wind (Ringwald & Naylor, 1998). The extreme UV spectrum of the dwarf
nova U Gem in outburst appears to be dominated by strong wind features
(Long et al., 1996) and ASCA (soft) X-ray observations of another dwarf nova,
Z Cam, show direct evidence of a disk wind acting as a partially ionised ab-
sorber for X-rays in outburst (Baskill et al., 2001). For instance, Fig. 3.11
shows spectra of the novalike CV IX Vel and the dwarf nova Z Cam. Both
spectra show a prominent P Cygni profile from the CIV 1550 Å resonance line
as an evidence for wind being present in the system.

All this observational evidence leads to the conclusion that detailed mod-
els of CVs, at least in outburst, have to include outflows. Only by comparing
models and observations it is possible to learn more about the mechanism
and geometry of the outflow. The first models of such outflows were based
on a wind theory originally developed to interpret the UV spectra of early-type
stars (Mauche & Raymond, 1987; Drew, 1987; Vitello & Shlosman, 1988).
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Figure 3.11: HUT spectra of the novalike CVs IX Vel and Z Cam as observed by Long
et al. (1994). Note the prominent P Cygni profile of the 1550 Å C IV resonance line.

Studies with these models showed that the wind mass-loss rate amounts
to approximately 10% of the disk accretion rate. In addition, the winds are
strongly affected by rotation suggesting an origin in the rapidly rotating inner
disk. Together with the observational fact that wind effects on the spectra
are dependent on the system’s inclination this led to the conclusion that the
outflows in high-state CVs must be biconical disk winds. A second genera-
tion of models (Shlosman & Vitello 1993 (hereafter SV), Knigge et al. 1995
(hereafter KWD)) investigated such a biconical wind structure more closely in
a Monte Carlo radiative transfer context. Both of these kinematical models
are used in this work and described more closely in Sec. 4.2.

In order to present a more solid theoretical foundation of accretion disk
winds an introduction to the hydrodynamics of such a wind is given in the next
section.

3.6 Hydrodynamics of accretion disk winds
Hydrodynamic models of disk winds have only recently been developed by
Pereyra et al. 1997; Proga et al. 1998, 1999; Feldmeier & Shlosman 1999
(hereafter FS); Feldmeier et al. 1999 (hereafter FS2). Thorough theoretical
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understanding of disk winds is hampered by the intrinsic multidimensionality
of the system and the richness of physical processes necessary for treating
the hydrodynamics of the outflow in a realistic way. Processes suggested as a
driving mechanism for the outflow are, e.g., magnetic torques, X-ray disk irra-
diation, and line radiation pressure. Disks in non-magnetic CVs show spectra
that are very similar to that of O, B, and Wolf-Rayet stars in their respective
spectral peak, which is in all cases in the (far-) UV. In particular, the observed
wind features are very similar, suggesting that the driving mechanism is also
similar. For O, B, and Wolf-Rayet stars it is commonly agreed that their winds
are driven by radiation pressure. Thus we expect that winds from CVs are
also driven by radiation pressure in spectral lines, so-called line driving: the
photons that are absorbed by atmospheric gas originate (mostly) in the accre-
tion disk, hence transmit an outwardly directed momentum. Re-emission is
isotropic, and transmits no net momentum. The theory of line driving through
an ensemble of spectral lines was developed in a landmark paper by Castor
et al. 1975 (hereafter CAK). The derivations are somewhat tedious, and we
give only some heuristic arguments in the following, and refer to the literature
for the details.

The novel and unique fact in line driving is that the force depends non-
linearly on the velocity gradient. Since the force determines the velocity (and
therefore the velocity gradient), we have here immediately a bootstrap (or self-
feedback) mechanism leading to an eigenvalue problem. In the following we
explain that the mass-loss rate of the wind is determined as such an eigen-
value, which can be understood from the (Laval) nozzle analogy of the stellar
wind.

3.6.1 The line force
The force per gram (or acceleration) resulting from absorption by radiation is
given by (see textbooks by Mihalas 1978 and Chandrasekhar 1960)

~g L(~r) = κ(~r)~F (abs)(~r) /c , (3.32)

where κ is the mass absorption coefficient (units cm2/g), assumed to be con-
stant with respect to ~r in the following, ~F is the absorbed radiative flux, and c
is the speed of light. A single spectral line absorbs flux in an interval of order
Fν∆νD, where ν is the line frequency, and ∆νD is the Doppler width of the
line. The fraction of the radiative flux absorbed by the gas at ~r is described by
the escape probability (to be calculated for each line separately),

βν =
1− e−τ

τ
, (3.33)
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with the line optical depth τ and it is indeed 0 ≤ βν ≤ 1, as must hold for a
probability. Therefore, for a single spectral line,

~g L =
κ∆νD
c

~Fν
1− e−τ

τ
. (3.34)

The frequency integral of ∆νDFν over all spectral lines, assuming that lines
cover the flux distribution uniformly, gives the frequency-integrated flux F from
the accretion disk (and a multiplicative constant),

~g ∼ κ~F 1− e−τ

τ
. (3.35)

Hence for (very) optically thick lines, τ � 1, the force scales as
κF

c

1
τ

, and for

optically thin lines, τ � 1, as
κF

c
, or

κF

c

1
τ0

. The ingenious idea of CAK was
that the line force from a mixture of thin and thick lines should then scale as

~g L ∼ ~Fτ−α , (3.36)

where 0 < α < 1. Note that F and τ depend on the position in the wind. Fur-
thermore, τ refers here to some artificial reference line. CAK used as such
a line that has the same mass absorption coefficient as Thomson scattering,
which lead to large confusion over the years. Meanwhile, reference to the
strongest line occurring in the flow (symbol κ0) is preferred. The latter equa-
tion can be derived strictly analytically (including the forefactor), by assuming
a power law distribution of lines in frequency and opacity space, leading to
equations including the complete gamma function.

The optical depth is calculated in the so-called Sobolev approximation, see
Sec. 4.1.6 for details. We consider for simplicity only the optical depth in radial
direction,

τ(r) = κ

∫ r

R∗

dr′ ρ(r′)φ(x− v(r′)/vth) . (3.37)

Here, x = (ν−ν0)/∆vD is the normalised frequency variable, i.e. the distance
from line center in units of the Doppler width, and vth is the most probable
thermal speed of the absorbing species (assumed to be constant here). If the
velocity law of the wind is monotonic, the variable substitution

r′ → x̃′ = x− v(r′)/vth (3.38)

is allowed, where x̃ is the comoving frame frequency. Moreover, if the wind
is steeply accelerating, the absorption of photons of a given frequency takes
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place in a (very) narrow radial regime, where the atoms are Doppler-shifted
to just the right amount that a certain line transition is in resonance with these
photons. We assume that this resonance location is identical to the radius r
under consideration. In this case, the density and the velocity gradient can be
assumed to be constant over this resonance layer (also called Sobolev zone),
and taken in front of the integral,

τ(r) =
κvthρ(r)
dv(r)/dr

∫ ∞
x̃

dx̃′φ(x̃′) . (3.39)

Here, it was assumed that the speed in the photosphere is close to zero.
Furthermore, since the line profile function gives only a contribution around
x̃−v/vth ≈ 0, we have that x̃∗ = x ≈ v/vth � 1 ≡ ∞, where the latter relation
holds for a Doppler profile function φ(x) ∼ e−x2

. Equation (3.39) is written as

τ(r) = τSΦ(x̃) , (3.40)

with Sobolev optical depth τS = κvthρ/(dv/dr), and Φ is essentially a step
function, i.e. the Heaviside function (more precisely, for a Doppler profile func-
tion, Φ is the error function).

The line force at r arises from those lines that have their resonance layer
at this location, hence Φ ≡ 1, and the line force for the radial direction under
consideration becomes

gL ∼ F
(
dv/dr

ρ

)α
. (3.41)

A corresponding reasoning for the general vector line force gives

~g L ∼ 1
ρα

∫
dΩInn̂

[(
n̂ · ∇

)(
n̂ · ~v

)]α
, (3.42)

where the expression in square brackets is the differential of the projected
velocity along the photon trajectory n̂.

The Euler equation for a stationary accretion disk wind is then

(~v · ∇)~v = −~g(~r) + ~g L(~r) . (3.43)

We neglect the thermal pressure force since it is tiny compared to the grav-
ity and line force. Since the line force depends on the velocity gradient, this
equation adopts a “transonic” form like that for the Laval nozzle or Parker’s so-
lar wind (Parker, 1958, 1960). The corresponding critical point, though, is not
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one for sound waves, but for a new radiative(-acoustic) wave mode, so-called
Abbott waves (Abbott, 1980). Quite uniquely, since gL depends on dv/dr
non-linearly, this critical point also fixes the mass-loss rate of the line driven
wind as an eigenvalue of the Euler equation. There is a deep link between
transonic flow, critical points, and nozzle flow, which was first realised for line
driven winds by Abbott (1980). Even more than that, for line driven winds from
accretion disks, this nozzle analogy (and the maximisation of mass-loss rate)
even determines the flow geometry.

We make the simplifying assumption that the line force (3.42) can be ap-
proximated by

~g L ∼ ~F

(
dvλ/dλ

ρ

)α
. (3.44)

Here, the velocity gradient was taken out of the integral in (3.42), and the re-
maining integral is the radiative flux. This corresponds to applying the mean
value theorem of calculus. In our case, however, Inn̂ was left under the in-
tegral, i.e. we replaced the trivial

∫
dω = 4π of the mean value theorem by

what should be a good approximation to the integral: the streamline should
roughly align with the flux direction. By taking the velocity derivative out of
the integral, a specific value of this quanity is fixed, which can only result from
differentiation along a specific direction λ̂. The latter does usually not coincide
with the flux direction (the exception are cases of high symmetry, like stars).

We decompose the velocity field in a toroidal and poloidal component. The
toroidal (azimuthal) velocity of the disk wind is fixed by assuming (i) Kepler
rotation in the disk, and (ii) angular momentum conservation above the disk,
where the latter is a good approximation for supersonic flow.

In the spirit of the Bernoulli equation, we introduce an arclength coordinate
s along the poloidal component of the streamline of a wind particle. The Euler
equation along the streamline is found by projecting (3.43) onto v̂. We make
the further simplifying assumption that λ̂ = v̂, and also abbreviate v′ ≡ dv/ds,
giving

vv′ = −gs + CFs[v′/ρ]α , (3.45)

where gs and Fs are the gravity and flux projections onto the streamline, and
C is a constant.

Despite the many approximations already introduced, a further assumption
is necessary: we replace the actual streamline of the flow by a simple geo-
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metric curve of pre-specified shape; mostly by a straight line. (Actually, over
a non-magnetised disk, one expects a streamline that is outwards bent.) We
keep the symbol v for the projected velocity. The 1-D Euler equation (3.45) is
now used to make the nozzle analogy.

3.6.2 Flow nozzle analogy
We want to determine the location of the critical point in the wind. According
to Abbott (1980) and FS the wind critical point occurs at the location where a
generalised nozzle function has its minimum. This nozzle function is chosen
in direct analogy to the Laval nozzle, where the flow undergoes sonic tran-
sition at the tube constriction. For reasons not yet fully understood, a line
driven outflow tries to maximize the mass-loss rate (probably via some radia-
tive “underpressure” in the outer wind, communicated to the photosphere via
inwards propagating Abbott waves). The critical point is then the location in
the wind where, at this maximum mass-loss rate, the radiation field can “just
so” balance gravity.

The mass-loss rate leaving the disk in a ring of width dR at location R is

dṀ = 2π RdRρv cos θ . (3.46)

Here, θ is the angle of the poloidal streamline with the vertical direction, and
the cosine accounts for the projection of v perpendicular to the disk. We
assume α = 1/2 in the following, which is a good approximation for thin winds
from accretion disks (see Puls et al. 1996), and allows for an explicit algebraic
solution of the nozzle equation. Replacing the density in (3.45) using (3.46),

vv′ − CFs
√

2πRdR cos θ
dṀ

√
vv′ + gs = 0 . (3.47)

Solving this quadratic equation,

vv′ = gs
n(s)
dṀ

1±

√
1− dṀ

n(s)

2

, (3.48)

with the nozzle function n given by

n(s) =
1
2
πC2RdR cos θ

F 2
s (s)
gs(s)

. (3.49)

The plus and minus sign in (3.48) correspond to so-called steep and shal-
low wind solutions. Steep wind solutions are everywhere faster than Abbott
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waves, and shallow solutions are everywhere slower than Abbott waves, and
correspond, therefore, to subsonic solar wind breezes. A continuous transi-
tion from an initially shallow to an outer steep solution is only possible when
the discriminant D in (3.48) becomes zero. If dṀ is small, D > 0 every-
where, and a switch from shallow to steep solutions is nowhere possible in
the wind. If, on the other hand, dṀ is large, D < 0 occurs in a finite interval of
the streamline; the wind is then overloaded and has to decelerate (we do not
consider here the unique solution to the Euler equation for v′ < 0). Therefore,
the critical point with a switch from a shallow to a steep solution determines
the maximum possible mass-loss rate dṀ of the wind that can everywhere be
supported by the radiation field acting against gravity, especially at the critical
point itself. This shows the deep analogy of the line driven flow with the Laval
nozzle flow.

In summary, we maximize dṀ up to such a value that at the minimum of
n(s) along the streamline 1− dṀ/n = 0 holds.

The unique parameter on which dṀ depends is the inclination angle θ of
the wind cone with the disk normal. We therefore search for the tightest con-
striction (as function of s) of the widest nozzle (as function of θ), and both the
location sc of the critical point and the inclination θc of the wind cone in the
disk are determined via the relation

n(sc; θc) = min
s

max
θ
n(s; θ) . (3.50)

Geometrically, the wind mass-loss rate is thus determined by the value of the
nozzle function n (or, equivalently, of F 2

s /gs) at its saddle point,

dṀc = n(sc; θc) . (3.51)

3.6.3 Critical point of Euler equation
The above considerations for the simplified case α = 1/2, which can be solved
algebraically, shall now be generalised to general α. Introducing the mass-
loss rate (3.46), the Euler equation (3.45) becomes, introducing w′ = vv′,

w′ + gs −
CFs

dṀα

(2πRdR cos θ)α

g1−α
s

g1−α
s w′α = 0 , (3.52)

where w′, gs, and g1−α
s w′α all have the dimension of acceleration. For general

α, this equation can no longer be solved algebraically. Nevertheless, the
nozzle analogy can be fully adopted. From Eq. (3.51), the mass-loss rate
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dṀ and the nozzle function n have the same dimension. Hence we re-write
(3.52) as

w′ + gs − η
nα

dṀα
w′
α
g1−α
s = 0 , (3.53)

with nozzle function

n =
1

η1/α
2πRdR cos θ

(CFs)1/α

g
(1−α)/α
s

. (3.54)

The parameter η was introduced in order to fulfill Eq. (3.51) also for general α.

The solution “topology” of Eq. (3.53) can be understood from Figure 3.12
(adopted from Fig. 3 in Cassinelli 1979), which shows the line force gL as
function of w′, for three selected values of the mass-loss rate. These curves
are concave from below since α < 1. This driving force is in balance with the
two retarding forces (plotted positive in the figure), inertia w′ and gravity gs.
Note that the inertial force is a 45◦ diagonal in the diagram, and that gs is a
constant, since a fixed yet arbitrary location is considered. The retarding and
driving forces cross at either zero or one (open square in the diagram) or two
points (closed squares). The latter two correspond to the so-called shallow
and steep solutions. If the mass-loss rate adopts the critical CAK value, the
shallow and steep solution merge into one. For still higher mass-loss rates,
no real solution is possible, and the wind is called overloaded.

At the critical point (subscript “c”), one has therefore

∂gL

∂w′c
= 1 =

∂

∂w′c
(w′ + gs) , (3.55)

or
∂

∂w′c
(w′ + gs − gL) = 0. (3.56)

This is the famous CAK critical-point condition. Note that the Euler equation
is w′ + gs − gL = 0, at every point, hence also at the critical point. This set
of two equations (at the critical point) is readily solved, giving the well-known
CAK relations

w′c =
α

1− α
gs,c , (3.57)

and

η

(
nc

dṀ

)α
=

1
αα(1− α)1−α . (3.58)
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Figure 3.12: The solution “topology” of the Euler equation, adopted from Cassinelli
(1979). w′ and gs are the two retarding forces, plotted positive, whose sum crosses
the driving force gL at either zero, one (open square) or two points (closed squares).
The line force is plotted for three values of the mass-loss rate. The critical point w′c is
marked.

Requiring nc = dṀ , we arrive at

η =
1

αα(1− α)1−α , (3.59)

thus the nozzle function is

n = α(1− α)(1−α)/α 2πRdR cos θ
(CFs)1/α

g
(1−α)/α
s

. (3.60)

This reproduces indeed the simple α = 1/2 case from before. The unique
critical wind solution is then determined by the (appropriate) saddle point of
the function

n(s, θ) ∼ cos θ
(

Fs

g1−α
s

)1/α

. (3.61)
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3.6.4 Nozzle function for gs and Fs of a disk wind
The effective gravitational acceleration (gravity minus centrifugal force) above
a Keplerian accretion disk along the s-streamline is given by (M is the white
dwarf mass)

gs(s) = −GMR

(
s/R+ sin θ

[R2 + 2Rs sin θ + s2]3/2
− sin θ

[R+ s sin θ]3

)
. (3.62)

Closed algebraic expressions for the radiative flux can only be given in highly
simplified cases for the radial temperature run in the disk, e.g. for an isother-
mal disk and for T ∼ r−1/2, see FS. The disk with a T ∼ r−1/2 temperature
stratification is called Newtonian in the following. Fortunately, the radiation
field from a narrow ring emitting as a black body can be calculated analyti-
cally, and thus the disk emission be obtained from a one-dimensional numeri-
cal integration. The nozzle function obtained from this, along with the relevant
saddle points, are shown in Fig. 6 of FS, and the relevant eigenvalues for θ are
given in their Table 1. Note that λcr = 90◦− θc is tabulated there. The value of
the nozzle function itself at the saddle, i.e. the critical mass-loss rate, is given
in the same table, and shown as function of footpoint radius in Fig. 3.13. Note
that in Shlosman & Vitello (1993), the mass-loss rate from a disk ring is taken
as proportional to the ring area RdR. This is a severe approximation, and the
current eigenvalue or nozzle analysis allows to derive the mass-loss rate from
a ring as function of its radius.

The wind starts roughly at three white dwarf radii from disk center. Further
in, details of wind launching are presently unknown due to the complexity of
the disk boundary layer, disk corona, etc. Interestingly, in the wind models of
FS adopting a Shakura & Sunayev disk, no appropriate saddle point of the
nozzle function and hence no critical wind solution is found inside ≈ 3 white
dwarf radii.

As for the outer wind termination radius in the disk, we do not follow the con-
clusion in FS2, that the total mass-loss rate is dominated by the inner wind
up to, say, seven white dwarf radii, and that regions further can be neglected.
Instead, Fig. 3.13 indicates that the region in the disk from ten to thirty white
dwarf radii should contribute roughly one third of the total mass-loss rate.

For r > 5RWD, FS2 find a power law dependence

dṀ/dR = R−λ . (3.63)
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FIG. 2.ÈMass-loss rate per disk annulus, as function of foot-dM0 /dr0,
point radius, Table 1 and eq. (17) from Paper I were used for SHS andr0.
Newtonian disks with and Dotted lines are Ðts witha \ 23 a \ 12.

(SHS) and (Newtonian). The curves are normal-dM0 /dr0 P r0~1.9 Pr0~0.8
ized at r0/rwd \ 10.

equation (8) becomes

M0 ^ a
1 [ a

A3J3
2

Q!
d
B(1~a)@a L

d
c2 . (11)

Up to the correction factors caused by di†erent gravity (and
geometry), this equation is identical to the CAK mass-loss
rate from a point star, equation (3). Note that a disk wind is
more efficient in carrying mass loss than an O-star wind by
a factor of [(3 ] 31@2)/2](1~a)@a, owing to the lower gravity
potential well. Rewriting equation (11) as M0 4 NL

d
/c2

(where the coefficient N depends on and using the rele-L
d
),

vant parameters for nova-like CVs introduced above, gives
N ^ 2 and a disk mass-loss rate yr~1 forM0 ^ 10~12 M

_Q \ 2000.

4.2. T ilted Disk W inds
A more realistic picture of disk mass loss consists of a

tilted wind from a disk with radial temperature stratiÐ-
cation. From equation (17) in Paper I, using equation (10),

M0 \ a
1 [ a

A3J3
2

Q!
d
B(1~a)@a

DSm5 T L
d

c2 , (12)

where

Sm5 T4
P
r1

r2 dr0
r0

m5 (r0)[r02 F
z
(r0, 0)]1@aNP

r1

r2 dr0
r0

[r02 F
z
(r0, 0)]1@a,

(13)

and is normalized in units of mass loss from a verticalm5 (r0)
wind ; is then a normalized mass-loss rate perSm5 T dr0,
averaged over the wind base. Using values of fromm5 (r0)
Table 1 in Paper I, we estimate for andSm5 T \ 1.2 a \ 23,

for both for SHS and Newtonian disks.Sm5 T \ 2.2 a \ 12,
For the latter, one has ThisD \ ln (r2/r1)/[ ln (r

d
/rwd)]1@a.

expression is roughly correct also for the SHS disk, where D
cannot be calculated analytically. Inserting the values for

and D into equation (12), one Ðnds, for andSm5 T a \ 12and for SHS and the Newtonian disks, assuminga \ 23,
once again typical parameters for nova-like CVs and
Q \ 2000, that N ^ 2 or yr~1.M0 ^ 10~12 M

_Interestingly, the mass-loss rates for a vertical wind
above an isothermal disk and for tilted winds above disks
with temperature stratiÐcation are very similar. This means
that the disk mass-loss rate is only a weak function of the
tilt angle, as long as the latter is aligned with the radiation
Ñux. For the disk types used in the present work, this range
encompasses j D 50¡È90¡, according to Table 1 in Paper I.

It is readily shown that the mass-loss rate for an LDW
due to a single, optically thick line is roughly TheL

d
/c2.

above N ^ 2, therefore, implies that only a few lines become
optically thick in the present CV disk wind model. Unlike
for disk winds, in O-star winds of the order of 100 lines
become optically thick, according to equation (3).

Note that in Paper I, eigenvalues E were derived without
including the saturation of the force multiplier at Mmax(t) \
Q (i.e., without applying the exponential line-list cuto† of
Owocki, Castor, & Rybicki 1988). The above mass-loss
rates are, therefore, upper limits.

Finally, we derive the dependence of the mass-loss rate
on According to equation (17) in Paper I, this rela-dM0 r0.

tion is determined by the disk temperature stratiÐcation
and the run of with For an isothermal disk, wasEcr r0. Ecrfound to be independent of hencer0, dM0 /dr0 P r0(2~a)@a.
Such an unrealistic growth of with radius is a con-dM0 /dr0sequence of the increase of radiation energy with For ther0.
Newtonian disk, Figure 2 shows according todM0 /dr0Table 1 and equation (17) in Paper I. A good power-law Ðt
to the eigenvalues is given by fordM0 /dr0 P r0~0.8 r0 Z 5rwd.
The total disk mass-loss rate therefore scales roughly as

For the SHS disk, Figure 2 gives approximatelyM0 P ln r2.
for hence, the total shoulddM0 /dr0 P r0~1.9 r0 Z 5rwd ; M0

depend on only very weakly. At the radialr2 r0 [ 5rwd,
dependency of is weak for both types of disks.dM0 /dr0Therefore, the mass-loss rate is centrally concentratedÈM0
and more so for SHS disks.

5. VELOCITY LAWS FOR DISK WINDS

We discuss the wind velocity law by solving the Euler
equation, Ðrst neglecting, then accounting for ionization
e†ects in the Ñow. Only the Ñow above the SHS disk is
analyzed in this section.

5.1. Solutions to the Algebraic Euler Equation
The geometrical expansion terms, discussed in ° 5.1 of

Paper I, introduce a velocity dependency into the wind
Euler equation. However, we Ðnd that these terms leave the
mass-loss rates in the model practically unchanged and
increase the wind velocity by at most 10%. The reason for
this is the small angle dispersion in the wind streamlines.
Therefore, we omit geometrical expansion terms here.

Without explicit dependence on velocity, the Euler equa-
tion becomes purely algebraic. Figure 8 of Paper I displays
the solutions W @(X) of the Euler equation (20) thereof for a
tilted disk wind at di†erent The velocity Ðeld above ther0.
disk is obtained by integrating W @ and is displayed for a
number of streamlines in Figure 3 for the SHS disk and

As shown in Paper I, the LDW velocity law is nota \ 23.
necessarily a monotonic function of X. Clearly, the deceler-
ation regime (marked with a cross in Fig. 3) is unimportant
for streamlines starting at large because it lies at large Xr0,

Figure 3.13: Mass-loss rate per disk annulus, dṀ/dr0, as a function of footpoint ra-
dius. Data for α = 2/3 and α = 1/2 was used for both Newtonian and SHS disks.
Fits with dṀ/dr0 ∝ r−1.9

0 (SHS) and ∝ r−0.8
0 (Newtonian) are shown as dotted lines.

Curves are nomalised at r0/rWD = 10. This is Fig. 2 from FS2.

A rough value for λ can be estimated from Eq. (3.60), by considering the R-
dependence of the nozzle function in the near disk regime (s→ 0). Obviously
then, g ∼ R−2, and F ∼ I4 ∼ R−2 . . . R−3, where in the latter relation the
outer regions of either a Newtonian or SHS disk are assumed. From (3.60),
dṀ/dR ∼ R−1 follows [in FS2: R−0.8] for the Newtonian disk and either
α = 1/2 or 2/3; and dṀ/dR ∼ R−3 resp. R−2.5 for the SHS disk and α = 1/2
resp. 2/3 [in FS2: R−1.9 for both α]. In our wind models, we adopt the values
for λ from FS2.

As for the critical angle θc, it varies only marginally in the wind launching
area. We adopted the values for the different disk models calculated by FS
as shown in their Table 1. For r0 ≈ 3RWD they find θc = 25◦ . . . 27◦ and for
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the outer edge of the wind at r0 ≈ 30RWD they find θc = 33◦ . . . 39◦. The
influence on the resulting spectra of such a minor variation in θc is negligible
compared to other uncertainties in the model. We therefore adopt a simple
linear variation of θc from 25◦ to 35◦ as r0 varies from 3RWD to 30RWD.

A short summary of the actual wind model used in our calculations as de-
rived from the nozzle function analysis is given in Sec. 4.2.3
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Disk, Outflow and Dwarf Novae – summary
Disks in CVs

• geometrically thin

• gas rotates Keplerian

• viscosity can be parametrised by α

• MRI as most promising theory of viscosity

• double peak line profile structure as spectral evidence

Dwarf novae

• brightening by several magnitudes in semi-periodic outbursts

• enhanced mass flow due to enhanced viscosity

• disk instability model (DIM) for enhancing viscosity

• thermal instability triggers outburst

– local limit cycle due to H ionisation triggers disk

– inside-out or outside-in heating waves

– outside-in cooling waves

Outflow

• P Cygni line profiles as spectral evidence for outflow

• biconical wind from disk in high state

• wind follows streamlines

• hydrodynamical models

– critical point of Euler equation

– determination of mass loss & streamline angle



CHAPTER 4

Techniques

“An expert is a man who knows some of the worst mistakes
which can be made, in a narrow field.”

[Niels Bohr]

4.1 Radiative transfer
For processing the radiation from the accretion disk through the outflow we
need to introduce a description for the radiation field and radiation processes.
This includes the calculation of occupation numbers, electron densities, and
opacities. All the necessary quantities are introduced in this section. Naturally
this section is a rather compact introduction, for a full account on radiative
transfer see e.g. Mihalas (1978).

4.1.1 The radiation field
In the case of a low ~B-field polarisation can be neglected and the radiation
field, see Fig. 4.1, is completely described by the specific intensity Iν , which
is a function of direction n̂, frequency ν, position ~r, and time t. The specific
intensity is defined as the energy ∆E transported during the time ∆t in the
frequency intervall [ν, ν+∆ν] through the surface element ∆σ = ∆A cos θ into
the solid angle ∆ω in the direction ~n:

Iν = I(~n, ν, ~r, t) =
∆E

∆σ∆ν∆ω∆t
. (4.1)

We consider only stationary cases in the following and omit t. In order to
describe the radiation field more properly the so-called moments of intensity,

64
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Figure 4.1: Schematic sketch of the parameters defining the radiation field. Taken
from Hammer (2004).

integrals of the specific intensity over the solid angle dω, are useful to define.
Starting with the zeroth moment , the mean intensity, which is defined as

Jν(~r) =
1

4π

∮
4π

dω Iν(~n,~r) . (4.2)

The radiation flux, or first moment, is a vector defined as

~Fν(~r) =
∮

4π

dω Iν(~r, ~n)~n , (4.3)

and is connected to the Eddington flux ~Hν and to the astrophysical flux ~Fν via
simple scaling relations

~Hν =
1
4
~Fν =

1
4π

~Fν . (4.4)
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The units for both moments are erg cm−2 s−1 Hz−1.

The energy density in a volume ∆V at ~r can be calculated with (4.2) as

uν(~r) =
4π
c
Jν(~r) where an integration over all frequencies yields

u(~r) =
4π
c

∫
dν Jν(~r) , (4.5)

the total radiation energy contained in ∆V .

4.1.2 Transfer equations
In order to calculate a synthetic spectrum it is necessary to solve the equa-
tion of radiative transfer for the system under consideration. It describes the
modification of the specific intensity in an infinitesimal length d~s along a ray

dIν(~r)
d~s

= ην(~r)− κν(~r) · Iν(~r) , (4.6)

where ην(~r) is the emissivity of the gas at position ~r at frequency ν and κν(~r)
the opacity. The specific intensity at ~r + d~s is thus the specific intensity at ~r
to which the intensity emitted in d~s gets added and from which a part propor-
tional to the specific intensity itself is absorbed. We can define the source
function as Sν ≡ ην/κν and use this in (4.6) to get

dIν(~r)
d~s

= κν(~r)[Sν(~r)− Iν(~r)] . (4.7)

This differential equation of radiative transfer is highly non-trivial to solve, as
the source function also depends on the radiation field. An iteration scheme
is necessary. On the other hand the underlying geometry is also important
for finding a solution to the radiative transfer problem. For plane-parallel or
spherically symmetric situations solution schemes exist. One is the use of
the so called short-characteristics method (Olson & Kunasz, 1987) with the
accelerated lambda iteration method. For a review see Hubeny (2003). In this
work, however, the underlying geometry is cylinder symmetric and the velocity
field considered for the accretion disk wind has contributions of all three vector
components. Therefore it is necessary to solve the radiative transfer equation
in three dimensions. We apply a Monte Carlo method, which will be presented
in more detail in Sec. 4.3, to solve the transfer equation.
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4.1.3 Opacity and emissivity
For all solution methods of the radiative transfer equation (4.6) the opacity
κν(~r) and emissivity ην(~r) are needed. Three different types of atomic transi-
tions need to be considered to describe the whole picture of true absorption,
true emission and scattering, from which the opacity and emissivity can be
calculated. An absorption process removes a photon from the photon field
and transfers its energy to the plasma. An emission is the inverse process
where energy from the plasma is taken to add a new photon to the field.
A scattering process on the other hand does not transfer energy but only
changes the direction in which the photon travels1.

Bound-bound transitions are transitions in which a bound electron on the
initial energy level Ei absorbs a photon which transfers the electron to a more
energetic but still bound final energy level Ef > Ei. If the de-excitation is
collisional the whole transition is an absorption process. However, if the de-
excitation is a radiative de-excitation the bound-bound transition is a scat-
tering process, as are scattering processes on free electrons, e.g. Thomson
scattering.

Bound-free transitions are transitions where a bound electron absorbs a
photon with enough energy that Ef is more energetic than the ionisation en-
ergy of the atom, the electron is no longer bound and becomes a free electron
in the plasma adding the difference of the photon energy to the ionisation en-
ergy as kinetic energy to the plasma. This process is called photoionisation.
The inverse process is called recombination and removes the kinetic energy
plus the binding energy of the final state Ef from the plasma.

Free-free transitions are transitions where the kinetic energy of an electron
moving freely in the field of an ion is changed. A free-free absorption adds
kinetic energy to the electron, whereas an electron can also loose kinetic en-
ergy via bremsstrahlung.

In order to calculate the overall opacity and emissivity at a point ~r for the
frequency ν we have to consider and sum all transitions at this frequency for
all chemical elements involved in the model. Both can be calculated from a
product of the cross section σ(ν) and the occupation number n of the involved

1Because of the finite line width involved in the process this is not quite true, but still is a good
assumption.
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transitions. E.g. for the opacity consider

κν = σ(ν)nlow , (4.8)

where nlow is the occupation number of fitting absorbing states. The cross
section can be separated in σ(ν) = σ0φ(ν) with a constant part σ0 and a
profile function φ(ν). Profile functions have to be chosen according to physi-
cal situation. The line profiles can be broadened e.g. due to thermal motion
(Doppler broadening) or the Stark effect (quadratic or linear Stark broaden-
ing).

Also included in the opacity calculations is Thomson scattering on free elec-
trons.

4.1.4 Occupation numbers
As it was shown in the last subsection a calculation of opacity and emissivity
is only possible if we know the occupation numbers. With the assumption of
local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) these are only a function of the local
density ρ(~r) and local temperature T (~r), completely described by the Boltz-
mann and Saha equations. Excitations within an ionisation stage are given in
terms of population numbers n in those stages and can be calculated via the
Boltzmann equation

ni
nj

=
gi
gj

exp−(Ei−Ej)/kT , (4.9)

for the bound states i, j with the statistical weights g, the Boltzmann constant
k, and the excitation energies E. Occupation numbers for states in different
ionisation stages can be calculated with the Saha equation

nup

nlow
=

2
ne

(
2πmekT

h2

) 3
2 gup

glow
exp−(Eup−Elow)/kT , (4.10)

with the electron number density ne, the electron mass me, and Planck con-
stant h, where nup and nlow are the occupation numbers of two levels in dif-
ferent ionisation stages.

In a stationary accretion disk wind scenario temperature and density are
given by the wind model, see Sec. 4.2 for a description of the models used in
this work, the electron density, however, has to be calculated with the aid of
the Saha equation in a Newton-Raphson iteration scheme.
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4.1.5 Remarks on LTE
Local thermodynamic equilibrium is a state where local processes such as
collisions, bring the medium in a state in which each local area is in thermo-
dynamic equilibrium. For the heavy particles in a gas to be in LTE the radiation
field need not to be local, e.g. the radiation field can be obtained from solving
a non-local transfer equation. LTE breaks down in cases where the mean-
free path a heavy particle travels before thermalizing is longer than the local
area the particle should thermalize with, is wide. For cold and dense media
collisional processes dominate and the LTE assumption is indeed satisfied.

In the case of hot and thin media, however, radiative processes with their
non-local character dominate, and the LTE assumption breaks down. To cor-
rectly calculate the occupation numbers in this non-LTE case we have to
consider all radiative and collisional (de-)excitation processes of all states in-
volved in the model. This would be done with the so-called statistical equa-
tions, which need some kind of iteration scheme to be solved, as the solu-
tion depends on the radiation field, which in return depends on the occupa-
tion numbers. However, such a sophisticated iteration scheme is beyond the
scope of this work, only a rather simple iteration scheme for temperature cor-
rections is used. Despite the fact that the hot and thin accretion disk wind
in cataclysmic variables should be, physically correct, treated in non-LTE, our
work uses only LTE and leaves the full non-LTE treatment for a future upgrade
of the code.

4.1.6 Opacities in moving media
Calculation of opacity and emissivity in moving media is not as straightforward
as in static media. Necessary Doppler shifts make both anisotropic in the lab
frame. Two methods for dealing with radiative transfer have been established,
the Sobolev approximation and the co-moving frame method.

It was first realised by Sobolev (Sobolev, 1960) that the line transfer problem
in moving media can be simplified. The method was later generalised by
Rybicki & Hummer (1978, 1983). The idea is that along a ray the intensity for
frequency ν only changes at discrete resonance points where moving material
has just the right Doppler shift to allow for absorption and emission at ν. The
resonance condition for the line of sight velocity vl = ~v · ~n is given by

ν − ν0

ν0
=
vl
c
, (4.11)

with ν0 being the rest wavelength of the according transition. This approxima-
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tion is only valid if the resonance region is very sharp. A condition for this can
be derived with the estimate for the length of the resonance region

∆l =
c

ν0

∆ν∣∣dvl

dl

∣∣ , (4.12)

with |dvl/dl| ≈ v0/l0, where v0 and l0 are typical velocity and typical length
scales in the medium under consideration. Assuming a line width ∆ν only
due to Doppler broadening ∆ν = (ν0vth)/c, with vth the mean thermal velocity
plus turbulent motion in the medium, the condition for the resonance length is
given by

∆l
l0
≈ vth

v0
. (4.13)

For macroscopic velocities much larger than thermal velocities we therefore
have a sharp resonance region. In an accretion disk wind the thermal motion
is of the order of several tens km/s, whereas the outflow velocity is of the order
of several thousands km/s, thus the assumption of a sharp resonance region
is satisfied. The same is true for winds from O and Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars.

Using the knowledge that interaction can only take place at the sharp res-
onance surfaces radiative transfer in moving media can be simplified and in-
tegral solutions are possible, even if the line of sight crosses several reso-
nant surfaces. For more details about the method refer to Rybicki & Hummer
(1978, 1983) or to Mihalas (1978). The Sobolev approximation is widely and
with some success used for O and WR winds as well as for accretion disk
winds in CVs (Shlosman & Vitello, 1993; Long & Knigge, 2002) due to its
elegance and simplicity. For hydrodynamic analysis of line-driven disk wind
(Proga et al., 1998, 2002; Feldmeier et al., 1999; Feldmeier & Shlosman,
1999) the Sobolev approximation is a necessity, as the validity of the Sobolev
theory is essential for the CAK formalism (Castor et al., 1975).

However there are some limitations. Multiple scattering in the resonance
region is neglected, there is only one interaction per resonance surface. In
wind situations with a non-monotonic velocity law Sobolev calculations are
still feasible, but get more complicated. As the resonance surfaces are taken
to be sharp, physical quantities are assumed to be constant on the resonance
surface. More realistic is the assumption of a finite resonance region in which
physical quantities are allowed to change. In cases where more effects like
line overlap, or wind clumping have to be considered, it is better to drop the
Sobolev approximation and adopt accurate methods as co-moving frame cal-
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culations (see e.g. Hillier et al. 2003).

This method is based on a transformation into the co-moving frame, the
frame in which the local medium is at rest. Opacities and emissivities are
isotropic in this frame, the anisotropy is taken care of by the frame transforma-
tion. Numerical integration of the radiative transfer equation, or integration of
the opacities, with this method requires a frame transformation at every sam-
pling point (see e.g. Knigge et al. 1995). Such a method is more expensive,
but can reveal differences compared to the Sobolev method, e.g. comparison
of co-moving frame methods and Sobolev methods for O and WR star winds
yield differences in wind acceleration and clumping factors (Hillier et al., 2003;
Gräfener & Hamann, 2005; Gräfener, 2007).

In a Monte Carlo context opacity calculations using a co-moving frame
method are a tractable problem (Knigge et al., 1995), where the trade-off in
run time with todays’ computer power to the gained insight from comparison to
older Sobolev results is of no question. We therefore implement a co-moving
frame method in this work.

4.2 Wind Models
Two different kinematical models for accretion disk winds of cataclysmic vari-
ables have been introduced in literature (Shlosman & Vitello, 1993; Knigge
et al., 1995). These have been implemented in this work as reference and
comparison. Furthermore a hydrodynamical analysis of cataclysmic variable
accretion disk wind by Feldmeier & Shlosman (1999) has been used as a ba-
sis for creating a new model to be used with Monte Carlo radiative transfer.
In the following subsection these models will be introduced in a chronological
order.

4.2.1 Shlosman & Vitello Model
The model described in this subsection was first intruduced by Shlosman &
Vitello (1993). Throughout this work we will refer to this model as SV model.
It was introduced as a first attempt to calculate UV wind lines in cataclysmic
variables without assuming radial symmetry. Earlier work by Drew & Ver-
bunt (1985), Drew (1987) and Mauche & Raymond (1987) have all assumed
spherical wind emitted from the white dwarf. As described above (Chap. 1) it
is evident, that cataclysmic variables, at least in outburst, must have a bicon-
ical outflow originating on the accretion disk. SV described such a wind in a
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straightforward way. The geometrical layout of their wind is shown in Fig. 4.2.

A biconical outflow in absence of any clumping or other effects such as a hot
spot on the disk, can be described by assuming axial symmetry. With this as-
sumption a cylindrical set of coordinates is the natural choice to describe the
system. The z-axis is taken to be co-aligned with the rotation axis of the disk.
The r- and θ-coordinates are the radial and azimuthal coordinates on the disk
surface. We assume a geometrically thin accretion disk completely neglect-
ing its z-dimension. Wind is launched from the disk in an area between rmin

and rmax and is described in intersection free streamlines. Those streamlines
are three-dimensional helices laying on cones with constant opening angles
θ. The opening angle of the cones depend on the initial radius where the
streamline is launched from,

θ = θmin + (θmax − θmin)xγ . (4.14)

Where x := (r0 − rmin)/(rmax − rmin) and r0 is the radial coordinate of the
launching point on the disk surface. SV generally use γ = 1 which corre-
sponds to a linear variation of the opening angle. Here the same value for γ
is used unless specified otherwise. The limiting angles of the biconical wind
structure are θmin and θmax, which correspond to the cone angles at the inner
and outer boundaries rmin and rmax of the wind.

With the chosen cylindrical coordinate system streamline velocities in the
wind are given in the components vr, vθ and vz. The velocity along a stream-
line is denoted by vl. Then simple geometry gives the relations vr = vl sin θ
and vz = vl cos θ. SV make the assumption that vl is given by a power law of
the length l =

[
(r − r0)2 + z2

]1/2 along the streamline

vl = v0 + (v∞ − v0)
[

(l/Rv)α

(l/Rv)α + 1

]
, (4.15)

where the initial and asymptotic wind velocities along the streamline v0 and
v∞ are taken as parameters of the model. The two further parameters in
this velocity law are the acceleration scale height of the wind Rv and α the
power law constant. In their model SV scaled the asymptotic velocity with
local escape velocity at the streamline base, namely vesc = (2GMWD/r0)1/2.
As initial velocity they assumed v0 = 6 km s−1. The wind in the streamlines
has not only a velocity in l-direction, but also an orbital velocity vφ. It is ini-
tially given by the Keplerian motion of the disk at the streamline launching
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Figure 4.2: Biconical structure and important angles of the SV disk wind model

point vφ,0 = (GMWD/r0)1/2 and only changed by the assumption of angular
momentum conservation around the rotation axis leading to

vφr = vφ,0r0 . (4.16)

SV took the mass-loss rate per unit surface of the disk in the direction of a
streamline, ṁ, at the base radius r0 to be of the form

ṁ(r0) = Ṁwind
rλ0 cos θ(r0)∫

dAr′λ0 cos θ(r′0)
, (4.17)

with the area integral being over the disk surface between rmin and rmax, more
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exactly ∫
dA = 2

∫ rmax

rmin

dr r
∫ 2π

0

dφ , (4.18)

with the factor of 2 being due to the disk having a lower and upper side . De-
spite the possibility with this formula to accomodate for a more complicated
form of mass loss, SV generally used λ = 0 corresponding to a uniform mass
loss. As the streamlines connect to the disk at an angle, the cos θ factor is
needed for correcting this.

One important thing to mention is that SV included a boundary layer as
radiation source in their model which is not done in this work. SV used a
non-equally spaced grid in r, z and θ above and below the disk. Densities are
calculated for each grid cell at the cell center.

The density in the first cell above the disk is given by

ρ(r0) =
ṁ(r0)
vz(r0)

. (4.19)

For points further out in the wind the values of r0 and θ(r0) need to be deter-
mined first. Simple geometrical considerations, namely the “projection” of the
θ-run of the streamlines from a height z to the disk at z = 0, lead to

r0 = r − z tan θ(r0) , (4.20)

with
θ(r0) = θmin + (θmax − θmin)

r − rmin,z

rmax,z − rmin,z
, (4.21)

where rmin,z = rmin + z tan θmin and rmax,z = rmax + z tan θmax are the r
values which limit the wind cone at height z. Then, with given (r, z), r0 and
θ(r0), the velocity v(r, z) = (vr(r, z), vθ(r, z), vz(r, z)) is readily calculated us-
ing equations 4.15 and 4.16. The density at (r, z) can then be calculated from
the relation

ρ(r, z) =
r0

r

dr0

dr
ṁ(r0)
vz(r, z)

. (4.22)

As the wind flows upwards from the disk the area between the streamlines
increases. This is incorporated in the above equation via the (r0/r)(dr0/dr)
term, which is just the area between two streamlines at some height above
the disk divided by the area between these two streamlines on the disk. Taken
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a geometrical view and keeping in mind that the distance l along a streamline
is l(r) = z/ cos θ(r) one can derive

dr
dr0

= 1 +
z

cos2 θ(r)
dθ
dr0

. (4.23)

Equipped with these densities and velocities the wind structure can easily be
calculated.

Further assumptions of SV are a constant wind temperature of 20,000 K
and local ionisation equilibrium. They also used only the ions H, He, C, N,
and O considering only solar abundances for those. As a radiation transport
model SV implemented a Sobolev method, which is described more closely
in 4.1.6. The standard parameter set used for the SV model is shown in
Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Standard parameter set for SV model

Parameter Value

MWD(M�) 0.8
RWD(cm) 7× 108

TWD(K) 40, 000
Ṁdisk(M�yr−1) 1× 10−8

Rdisk(RWD) 34
Ṁwind(M�yr−1) 1× 10−9

θmin(deg) 20
θmax(deg) 65
rmin(RWD) 4
rmax(RWD) 12
Rv(RWD) 100
v∞(vesc) 3
α 1.5
λ 0
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4.2.2 Knigge, Woods & Drew Model
The model described in this subsection was first introduced by Knigge et al.
(1995). Throughout this work we will refer to this model as KWD model. It is
a second kinematical model for a biconical disk wind and was developed with
reduction of the necessary parameters in mind. Hence fewer parameters as
for the SV model are needed to describe a very similar accretion disk wind
with the KWD model. The main physical parameters for the disk wind are
outflow collimation, mass-loss rate as function of disk radius and the velocity
gradient in the wind. As such they are the same as for the SV model, but
described in different geometrical terms.

The basic wind geometry is such that the wind is emitted from the disk,
but in a way that it seems to originate from a point D below the disk, as
shown in Fig. 4.3. A blow-up depicting the geometric variables is shown in
Fig. 4.4. Wind is emitted from the whole disk thus the degree of collimation
is determined only by the distance d of the point D below the disk. From
a geometrical point of view it is obvious that there exists a dmin for which the
collimation is minimal. In the original KWD model Rdisk = 50RWD which gives
dmin = 3.57RWD. The ratio d/dmin can be used as a measure for the geomet-
ric collimation of the wind. The range of opening angles ∆γ = γmax − γmin is
maximised for d =

√
RdiskRWD.

WD

accretion disk

W I N D W I N D

d

302 KNIGGE ET AL. Vol. 476

FIG. 8.ÈThe split monopole geometry of our kinematic disk wind model

tionally cheaper Doppler function, and assume complete
redistribution.

4.1.2. W ind Model

Our kinematic wind model describes a rotating, biconical
outÑow that emanates from the surface of the accretion
disk. Its overall geometry is Ðxed by requiring streamlines
to converge at a Ðducial point a distance d above/below the
disk. This ““ split-monopole ÏÏ prescription is illustrated in

the geometric outÑow collimation is controlled byFigure 8 ;
the single free parameter d.

The model also allows for di†erential mass loss from the
disk surface through a simple power-law scaling of the local
mass-loss rate per unit area with the local disk temperature,

m5 P Tdisk(R)4a . (7)

The constant of normalization in this relation is Ðxed by the
total mass-loss rate, which is a free parameter of the model.

Rotation is included by assuming that wind material
rotates initially with the diskÏs local Keplerian velocity and
conserves its speciÐc angular momentum with respect to the
diskÏs rotation axis as it rises above the disk plane. For the
poloidal (nonrotational) part of the wind velocity Ðeld, we
use a description that is similar in form to the b-type veloc-
ity law often used in models of hot star winds &(Castor
Abbott 1975) :

v
p
(r) \ c

s
(R) ] [ f vesc(R) [ c

s
(R)]

A
1 [ R

s
l ] R

s

Bb
. (8)

Here l denotes the distance from the disk surface along a
given streamline, the constant factor f provides a scaling of
the asymptotic terminal velocity with the local escape veloc-
ity, and deÐnes a constant e†ective acceleration lengthR

sscale in the outÑow. The sound speed, is calculatedc
s
,

according to the approximate expression King, &(Frank,
Raine 1985)

c
s
(R) ^ 10

STeff (R)
104 K

km s~1 . (9)

Since the main aim of our current work is to test the picture
of CV accretion disk winds that has emerged from KniggeÏs

much more extensive modeling e†ort on UX UMa,(1995)
we have restricted our attention to a narrow range of
parameters here. More speciÐcally, we Ðxed b \ 4.5 and

to reproduce the dense, slow-moving tran-R
s
\ 50 RWDsition region suggested by his modeling, and we also

adopted the value of f \ 2 suggested by UX UMa. The
shape of the resulting poloidal velocity law is illustrated in
Figure 9.

found that in order to produce a sufficient-Knigge (1995)
ly strong C IV feature in wind models designed to Ðt UX
UMaÏs line proÐle, it was necessary to allow for thermal
wind emission in the radiative transfer calculations in order
to boost the model line strengths. As thermal emission
begins to contribute to the line formation process, line pro-
Ðles become increasingly sensitive to the mass-loss param-
eter a. This is because a controls the density distribution
close to the disk, and v is proportional to the local(eq. [6])
electron density. In modeling UX UMa, an approximately
uniform radial density distribution close to the disk
appeared to be most successful in producing thermal emis-
sion at the right location (velocities) in the line proÐle. This
translates into a ^ 0.5 (see et al. which wasKnigge 1995),
adopted in all our models here.

FIG. 9.ÈThe shape of the poloidal velocity law used in the wind model.
Note the extremely slow moving region extending out to distances of order
R

s
\ 50 RWD.

Figure 4.3: Biconical structure of the KWD disk wind model. Taken from Knigge et al.
(1997).

The wind outflow follows streamlines like in SV. Those streamlines have a
rotational velocity component which stems from the Keplerian rotational ve-
locity vθ,0 = (GMWD/r0)1/2 at the streamline footpoint with radius r0. This
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Figure 4.4: Geometric parameters used by KWD in their disk wind model. S is an
arbitrary reference point. Taken from Knigge et al. (1995).

rotational velocity component is then changed by angular momentum conser-
vation of wind material about the rotational axis. In our notation the rotational
axis of the wind is the z-axis

vθ =
r0

r

√
GMWD

r0
. (4.24)

In addition to the rotational components KWD implemented two velocity laws
for the radial component. The first one is a constant velocity which is equal to
the escape velocity at the streamline footpoint up to a factor f :

vq(~r) = fvesc(r0) = f

√
2GMWD

r0
. (4.25)

For this work we only implemented the second radial velocity law of KWD,
which is inspired by the theory of hot star winds. The analytic form KWD use
as a basis for this is taken from the theory of hot star winds, see e.g. Castor
& Lamers (1979); Lamers & Morton (1976) or Castor et al. (1975). It has the
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following form:

v(r) = v0 + (v∞ − v0)
(

1− R∗
r

)β
. (4.26)

Introduced here are the quantities v0, v∞, R∗ and β which can be seen as
the initial velocity, the velocity at infinity and some kind of launching radius
being the stellar radius in those cases. β adjusts the acceleration length. The
CAK theoretical value is β = 1/2, but KWD decided to use the slightly higher
value of β = 4/5. This value is mainly guided by their desire to distinct the
accelerated hot disk wind model from the constant wind model. Furthermore
β > 1/2 is suggested by some works, e.g. Lamers & Morton (1976). Recast-
ing Eq. (4.26) for a disk wind KWD came up with the idea of using a v∞ which
scales with the escape velocity vesc(r0) at the streamline footpoint, which is a
natural choice. This goes for the sound speed cs(r0) at the streamline foot-
point as a choice for v0, too. For the sound speed the approximate expression
used is

cs(r0) = 10

√
T (r0)
104K

(km s−1) (4.27)

derived by Frank et al. (1985). For the “launching radius” there is not such a
natural choice, rather KWD use a variable Rs instead which, in combination
with β, sets an acceleration length scale for the wind. With all these consid-
erations KWD derive a radial velocity law for the accelerated disk wind of the
following form:

vq(~r) = cs(r0) + [f ′vesc − cs(r0)]
(

1− Rs
l +Rs

)β
, (4.28)

with l = q−d cos γ being the distance from the disk along the streamline. KWD
use δ instead of γ to distinguish between the angle between the streamline
and the disk normal, which is needed for l, but is only equal to γ as it is de-
fined above the disk. As in this work the computational domain is only the
half-sphere above the disk, δ and γ can be used unanimously. One obvi-
ous difference between R∗ as it is used in Eq. 4.26 and Rs as it is used in
Eq. (4.28) is the appearance of Rs in the denominator alongside l. This is
a nice trick to ensure the non-singularity of vq at l = 0. f ′ is just a constant
scaling factor as is f in Eq. (4.25). Note also that as the velocity laws of SV
are based upon hot star winds, as well, Eq. (4.15) is very similar to Eq. (4.28).

Now that we have established the velocity laws for the streamlines let us
turn to the densities in the wind. The total mass-loss rate in the wind Ṁwind is
not equally distributed for each unit surface area on the disk, but instead the
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local mass-loss rate ṁ is assumed to be linked to the local radiative flux on
the disk and as such to the local disk temperature by a power law

ṁ(r0) ∝ Fα(r0) ∝ T 4α(r0) . (4.29)

Usually α is taken to be 1 so that the local mass-loss follows the temperature
distribution on the disk and this value is consequently used throughout this
work. The proportionality factor can be determined by the need of normalising
to the total mass-loss rate in the wind Ṁwind. Starting from

Ṁwind =
∫

dAKṁ(r) = 2
∫ 2π

0

∫ rout

rin

dφ r drK ṁ(r) , (4.30)

with K being the proportionality factor to be determined and the surface in-
tegral being over the whole disk surface including the upper and lower sides
one can derive

K =
Ṁwind

2πT 4
∗ I

, (4.31)

with I =
∫ rout

rin
dr
(

1
r2
−
√
RWD

r5/2

)
. For this derivation the standard accretion

disk temperature distribution

T (r0) = T∗r
−3/4
0

(
1−

√
RWD

r0

)1/4

, (4.32)

see Pringle (1981), with

T∗ =

(
3GMWDṀdisk

8πσ

)1/4

, (4.33)

is used. Now that we have ṁ(r0), the streamlines angles and velocity laws
we are able to calculate the initial density distribution right above the disk with

ρ0(r0) =
ṁ(r0)

v(q,0)(r0) cos γ
. (4.34)

The density in the wind is then determined by mass continuity

ρ(~r) = ρ0(r0)
r0

r

dr0

dr
v(q,0)(r0)
vq(~r

, (4.35)
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with the factor
r0

r

dr0

dr
being due to the geometrical increase in the unit area as

the streamlines rise above the disk. Within the geometry of the KWD model
this term is easily evaluated as

r0

r

dr0

dr
=
(

d

q cos γ

)2

. (4.36)

Inserting that into Eq. (4.35) yields the final equation for the density

ρ(~r) = ρ0(r0)
(

d

q cos γ

)2 v(q,0)(r0)
vq(~r)

, (4.37)

where on the right-hand side there are only known quantities included and
ρ(~r) can be calculated.

One major difference between KWD and SV is the use of an exact radiation
transfer method versus the use of a Sobolev method. The standard parameter
set for the KWD model is shown in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2: Standard parameter set for KWD model

Parameter Value

MWD(M�) 0.8
RWD(cm) 6.8× 108

TWD(K) 0
Ṁdisk(M�yr−1) 1× 10−9

Rdisk(RWD) 50
Ṁwind(M�yr−1) 1× 10−11

d(RWD) 14.3, 57.1
d/dmin 1, 16
Rv(RWD) 10
v∞(vesc) 1.5
α 1
β 0.8
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4.2.3 Hydrodynamical wind model
Contrary to the two kinematical models presented in the previous subsections
the basis for the last wind model used in this work is a hydrodynamical anal-
ysis of accretion disk wind in CVs. Namely the work by Feldmeier & Shlos-
man which they presented in two consecutive papers (Feldmeier & Shlosman,
1999; Feldmeier et al., 1999). A thorough theoretical introduction to hydro-
dynamic analysis of an accretion disk wind was already given in Sec. 3.6,
therefore we present here only the short summary of the “hydro wind model”
actually used in this work.

No. 1, 1999 WINDS FROM DISKS IN CATACLYSMIC VARIABLES. I. 353

TABLE 1

TILT ANGLE NORMALIZED MASS-LOSS RATE AND POSITION OF THE CRITICAL POINT FORjcr, m5 cr, XcrDIFFERENT DISK WIND MODELS

SHS DISK NEWTONIAN DISK

a \ 23 a \ 12 a \ 23 a \ 12

r0/rwd jcr(¡) m5 cr Xcr jcr m5 cr Xcr jcr m5 cr Xcr jcr m5 cr Xcr
2 . . . . . . . 80 0.42 4.4 68 0.62 1.9 78 0.64 4.3 65 0.94 1.2
3 . . . . . . . 80 0.60 4.4 72 1.02 2.3 78 0.90 4.7 65 1.45 0.82
4 . . . . . . . 80 0.86 4.4 69 1.60 1.7 65 1.23 0.32 63 1.78 0.58
5 . . . . . . . 64 1.37 0.26 63 2.23 0.52 64 1.32 0.26 62 2.10 0.43
6 . . . . . . . 62 1.48 0.19 61 2.69 0.35 63 1.37 0.23 61 2.23 0.38
7 . . . . . . . 61 1.60 0.16 60 3.08 0.27 63 1.37 0.21 61 2.37 0.34
10 . . . . . . 58 1.82 0.11 58 3.84 0.18 62 1.48 0.17 60 2.69 0.28
15 . . . . . . 57 2.10 0.08 55 5.41 0.12 61 1.54 0.15 58 3.08 0.23
20 . . . . . . 56 2.26 0.06 53 6.57 0.10 60 1.60 0.13 58 3.31 0.2
25 . . . . . . 55 2.45 0.05 52 8.16 0.08 60 1.67 0.13 57 3.31 0.3
28 . . . . . . 55 2.59 0.04 51 8.16 0.10 58 1.35 0.2 57 2.44 0.2

NOTEÈ.Underlined numbers indicate the transition from the inner to the outer wind.

sides of the gravity hill), the transition in j between the two
regions is smooth for and the inner tilt reaches aa \ 12,
maximum of j \ 70¡ only.

The innermost disk region, from is left out of1È2rwd,
Figure 10. The details of the disk wind and its very existence
here are subject to great uncertainties in the radiation Ðeld,
which depends on the properties of the transition layer and
the white dwarf itself. The outer boundary of the disk LDW,
on the other hand, is set by the radius where the disk tem-
perature falls below 104 K and UV line driving becomes
inefficient, in analogy with stellar winds (Abbott 1982 ;
Kudritzki et al. 1998). For the SHS disk with L

d
\ 10 L

_
,

this should happen around 30rwd.

6. DISCUSSION

Here we compare our theoretical model of LDWs from
accretion disks in CVs with those available in the literature,
both kinematical and dynamical models. We ignore the
radial wind models, with the white dwarf being the wind
base, because they are in a clear contradiction with current
observations (e.g., review by Mauche & Raymond 1997). An
alternative source of gas is the disk itself. Kinematical
models that account for this source of material subject to
the line-driving force successfully explained the observed
bipolarity of the outÑow and reproduced the inclination-

dependent line proÐles (Shlosman & Vitello 1993). Their
weak point was the absence of a unique solution. The one-
dimensional dynamical models in a simpliÐed disk radi-
ation Ðeld revealed some major di†erences between the
stellar and disk winds, e.g., the bipolarity and the existence
of a gravity hill (Vitello & Shlosman 1988).

More sophisticated two-dimensional kinematical models,
supplemented with a three-dimensional radiation transfer
in Sobolev approximation, showed the importance of
rotation in shaping the lines (Vitello & Shlosman 1993 ;
Shlosman et al. 1996). Finally, the two-dimensional hydro-
dynamical model of a disk wind in a realistic radiation Ðeld
and with the line-force parameterized by the CAK approx-
imation has addressed the issue of Ñow streamlines and
mass-loss rates in the wind (PSD). Our comparison, there-
fore, is focused on these models.

Vitello & Shlosman (1993) set up a kinematical disk wind
model assuming straight Ñow lines in order to Ðt the C IV P
Cygni line proÐles of three CVs observed with the IUE
satellite. The Ðt parameters included the inner and outer
terminating radius of the wind base and the corresponding
tilt angles of the wind cone. The best Ðt appeared to be
indi†erent to the mass-loss rate, within the range of 10~1 to
10~2 of the accretion rate. In the present work, which
accounts for wind dynamics, we Ðnd lower mass-loss rates

FIG. 10.ÈWind geometry above the SHS disk according to Table 1, for (left-hand panel) and (right-hand panel). Black regions(r
d
\ 30rwd) a \ 23 a \ 12indicate the accelerating LDW, and thin white lines show individual wind cones. Gray areas indicate decelerating wind (Appendix B) for a ray dispersion

““ I ÏÏ and ““ O ÏÏ mark the inner and outer wind ; ““ T ÏÏ is the transition region. Heavy white lines are locations of Ñow critical points. Thedj/dr0 \ [1¡/rwd.
innermost region of the disk, at is not treated because of uncertainties in the radiation Ðeld.r0 \ 2rwd,

Figure 4.5: Wind geometry of a hydrodynamical wind above a SHS disk with rdisk =
30RWD, α = 3/2 (left-hand panel) and α = 1/2 (right-hand panel) taken from FS. “I”
and “O” mark the inner and outer wind with “T” being the transition region. For our
hydro model developed here only the outer regions are of interest. Thin white lines
indicate wind cones, thick white lines are locations of the flow critical points. Compare
to Fig. 4.2.

The hydrodynamical analysis results in a picture of an accretion disk wind,
which resembles quite well the kinematical picture of the SV model. Compare
the outer wind in Fig. 4.5 to SV wind in Fig. 4.2. Furthermore the wind veloc-
ities derived in FS2 can be fitted with Eq. (4.15). With this in mind we refrain
from developing a completely new model out of the hydrodynamical calcula-
tions, but instead use the results from the nozzle function analysis (Sec. 3.6.4)
to constrain the parameters of the SV model. Only the mass-loss rate per
disk annulus, which is taken to be a function of annulus area in the SV model
(4.17) and therefore is a severe approximation, is changed to the power-law
behaviour found by FS2. We use

dṁ(r0)
dA(r0)

= kr−1.9
0 for r0 > 5RWD (4.38)
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and

dṁ(r0)
dA(r0)

= const. =
dṁ(5RWD)

dr0
for 3RWD < r0 < 5RWD , (4.39)

with dA(r0) = dφ rdr and where the constant k is determined via the require-
ment that the total mass-loss rate is given by Ṁwind =

∫
dAṁ(r0). As the

mass-loss rates derived by the dynamical models are generally very low, ac-
tually too low to produce the observed P Cygni features, we leave the total
mass-loss rate Ṁwind as a parameter of the model. For the velocity law in
the hydro wind we use Eq. (4.15) along the streamline and Eq. (4.16) for the
rotational velocity. The terminal velocity of the wind streamlines is only very
poorly constrained in the hydrodynamical models, we therefore take those val-
ues from the kinematical SV model. The standard parameter set and those
values from the SV parameter set we fixed for the hydrodynamical wind model
are shown in Table 4.3.

From the nozzle analysis we use rmin = 3RWD and rmax = 30RWD as a
constraint of the area where the wind is launched. θ varies according to (4.14)
with γ = 1, but we take θmin = 25◦ and θmax = 35◦ as fixed from the nozzle
analysis. For the arc of reasoning which brought us to these values refer to
Sec. 3.6.4.

4.2.4 Radiation sources
For all the above models the same radiation sources are used. We consider
the white dwarf and the accretion disk as a source for photons. Neither a
boundary layer, nor the secondary is considered. The latter because of the
negligible amount of radiation it produces in the wavelength ranges important
for the treatment of an accretion disk wind, whereas the former is neglected
for several reasons. First the physics of a boundary layer is poorly under-
stood, which makes it almost impossible to include it in a thorough fashion. It
could even be, that a small magnetic field of the white dwarf disrupts the disk.
This could create a corona like boundary layer, which would be too thin and
too complicated to incorporate properly as a radiation source. On the other
hand a boundary layer of 10,000 K as used by SV can be neglected without
introducing a large error in wind description and resulting spectra.

The white dwarf is considered as a blackbody source with a temperature
of TWD. In principle it is possible to include spectra calculated with TMAP
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Table 4.3: Standard parameter set for hydro wind model. Note that rmin, rmax, θmin

and θmax are no longer parameters, but fixed by the nozzle analysis.

Parameter Value

MWD(M�) 0.8
RWD(cm) 7× 108

TWD(K) 40, 000
Ṁdisk(M�yr−1) 1× 10−8

Rdisk(RWD) 34
Ṁwind(M�yr−1) 1× 10−9

θmin(deg) 25
θmax(deg) 35
rmin(RWD) 3
rmax(RWD) 30
Rv(RWD) 100
v∞(vesc) 3
α 1.5
λ 0

instead of using a blackbody. Limb darkening in the Eddington approximation

η(θ) =
1
2

(1 +
3
2

cos θ) , (4.40)

with θ relative to the local outward normal, is also included. This provides a
good approximation to limb darkening in the sun (e.g. Mihalas 1978) and was
also used by KWD; SV and Long & Knigge (2002) in their CV wind codes.

The accretion disk as a radiation source is divided into a set of rings. For
those rings either an accretion disk spectrum calculated with ACDC or a black-
body spectrum is used. The temperature for the blackbody is calculated ac-
cording to (3.16). The rings are logarithmically spaced from rin to rdisk. As a
standard set 20 rings are taken into account. In cases where ACDC rings are
used as input there is the possibility to use further blackbody rings to fill up
the disk. Although it is not quite clear whether the Eddington approximation
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also holds for an accretion disk, it is, at least for optically thick disks, a good
first approximation (Diaz et al., 1996). We thus follow KWD; SV and Long &
Knigge (2002) to include limb darkening for the disk also according to (4.40).

Input spectra, ring radii and temperatures are shown in the results chapter
5 for the calculated models.

4.3 Monte Carlo methods
Monte Carlo methods are a general class of computational methods based on
statistical sampling and probabilities, thus the name resembling the famous
casino. The first idea for this method dates back to the 1940ies (Metropolis &
Ulam 1949, also see the review by Metropolis 1985). Nowadays such meth-
ods are widely used in quantum field theory, radiative transfer, simulation of
hardware, only to name a few areas (see e.g. Langfeld 2007; Marchuk et al.
1980; Tenzer et al. 2006).

Monte Carlo methods can either be used to directly simulate the physical
processes involved in the problem, or to numerically solve the equations in-
volved describing the problem. Of course a direct simulation is also just a
method of solving the equations. As the methods are based on statistical
sampling the accuracy depends on the number of samples taken. In simple
cases, unweighted Monte Carlo sampling, the error estimation can be approx-
imated by using Poisson statistics. Therefore accurate Monte Carlo methods
are computationally expensive. Fortunately computer time and memory is no
longer such a limiting issue nowadays, furthermore are all the samples taken
by a Monte Carlo algorithm independent, which makes it an ideal algorithm for
parallel implementation. Together with the relative ease with which even com-
plicated problems can be implemented in a Monte Carlo algorithm, as com-
pared to standard solution methods of integro-differential equations, which
often rely on special geometry or other methods for simplifying the problems,
this has led to an increasing popularity of these methods.

In the following we will give some general definitions first and then introduce
the Monte Carlo method for solving radiative transfer problems.

4.3.1 General definitions
Probability distribution functions are functions p(x) normalised over an interval
x ∈ [a, b] such that

∫ b
a

dx p(x) = 1. With such a distribution a random event
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that falls with probability p(x)dx into the interval x, x+ dx can be simulated by
drawing a random number ζ and requiring

ζ =
∫ x

a

dx′ p(x′) . (4.41)

Throughout this work ζ is a pseudo-random number drawn from a uniform
distribution between zero and one. As a random number generator we use
an algorithm based on Wichmann & Hill (1982), which provides a fast way of
calculating random numbers and has a sufficiently long sequence of indepen-
dent random numbers.

In cases where there is no analytic solution for (4.41) and p(x) can be tab-
ulated such that pi = p(xi) for i = 1, N discrete values of xi, the random
event can be calculated via a table-look up. With the normalised cumulative
probability

Pi =
∑i

0 p(xj)δxj∑N
0 p(xj)δxj

, (4.42)

we have to find an i, such that Pi < ζ < Pi+1, then the random event is given
by

x = xi +
(

ζ − Pi
Pi+1 − Pi

)
(xi+1 − xi) . (4.43)

The rejection method is a third method of calculating a random event from
a complicated probability distribution p(x) if the peak of this distribution pmax

is known. Sampling can then be done by using a distribution g(x) > pmax for
which this can be done more easily. Sample x from g(x) and accept this as a
sample if ζ < f(x)/g(x), otherwise reject x and start again.

This is for example a good method for sampling a random unit vector (nx, ny)
in the Euclidian plane. Generate a point (x, y) where x and y are indepen-
dently sampled from [−1, 1]. Accept this point if x2+y2 ≤ 1, reject it otherwise.
Normalise the accepted vector appropriately.

Monte Carlo weights are a way of reducing computational costs and can
also be used to equalise errors for the quantities of interest. They were in-
troduced by Cashwell & Everett (1959) and developed further by Witt (1977).
In a standard Monte Carlo calculation every sample has the same weight,
namely w = 1. In some cases however, it might be favorable to adjust the
weights. For example in the case we look at here, the sampling of emergent
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spectra, the weight represents a certain energy, so-called energy weight. In
the case of equal weights more samples will be created for those parts of the
spectrum where there is more energy available and less samples in the other
parts. This leads to a difference in Monte Carlo noise, as the noise depends
on the number of samples taken. To overcome this problem and to ensure the
same level of Monte Carlo noise throughout the spectrum equal numbers of
samples have to be taken throughout the spectrum. This in return leads to a
necessary adjustment of the energy weight each sample carries. How we do
this exactly is quantified in Sec. 4.3.3.

4.3.2 Radiative transfer in a Monte Carlo context
Solving the equation of radiative transfer (4.7) in multi-dimensional situations
(e.g. non-spherically, or even asymmetric outflows, nebulae or other media),
in maybe moving media, or where possibly special quantities like polarisation
are to be considered, is widely done by application of Monte Carlo methods
(see e.g. Ercolano et al. 2003; Kurosawa & Hillier 2001; Niccolini et al. 2003;
Sim 2007a; Stern et al. 1995; Wolf et al. 1999). For this work we are inter-
ested in the transport of photons through the 3-D structure of an accretion
disk wind. In the Monte Carlo context a photon is not a single particle, but
rather a so-called photon packet, a collection of many photons with the same
frequency ν and some total energy Epp. Thus if we use the term photon in
the following we actually mean such a photon packet. The idea of a direct
Monte Carlo simulation is simple, photons are created and then transported
through the medium by probabilistic means. All quantities of interest, the
point of origin, the direction, the point of interaction, and the new direction
are all determined via suiting probability distribution functions. After leaving
the medium the photons are accumulated in angle and frequency bins, other
quantities like polarisation can of course be saved, as well, but are not of in-
terest for this work. One such photon trajectory is one Monte Carlo event and
is independent of all other photon trajectories. Note that the photon’s random
walk in the medium satisfies the definition of a Markov chain.

Instead of using the escaping photons also the photon interactions can be
used to determine a source function, which then can be integrated numer-
ically without a further Monte Carlo algorithm. This method offers a high
reduction of Monte Carlo noise and was put forward by Lucy (1999b), it is
however, computationally not feasible for the large frequency grids we use in
our calculations, because of a limit in available computer memory. But the
knowledge of the photon trajectories and interactions can not only be used
for the determination of a source function, but also for the determination of
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the radiation field in the medium. The radiation field in return can be used
to update the temperature and occupation numbers in the medium. A first
derivation of such an update procedure was given by Mazzali & Lucy (1993).
With this techniques an iterative scheme can be implemented, which allows
for a self-consistent solution of the radiative transfer in the medium. Without
such a scheme appropriate temperatures and occupation numbers have to
be assumed or pre-calculated.

4.3.3 Monte Carlo radiative transfer in this work
We use photon packets with energy weights in our implementation, where wi
represents the weight of the i-th photon. A weight of w = 1 corresponds to an
energy

∆E =
Etotal

Npp
, (4.44)

where Npp corresponds to the total number of photons used in the simulation.
We use the weights also as a method of keeping the Monte Carlo noise equal
for each frequency bin, therefore the weights have to be adjusted as

wν =
Eν
npp

1
∆E

, (4.45)

where Eν is the total energy in the frequency bin ν and npp the number of
photons in that bin, the factor 1/∆E normalises the weight as to compare to
the w = 1 case. As we then use exactly the same number of photons for
each frequency bin, the initial frequency bin is not randomly sampled, only
the initial photon frequency in this bin is sampled from a linear distribution.

Photons are either created on the white dwarf with a probability pWD =
EWD/Etotal or the disk surface with a probability pdisk = Edisk/Etotal. If a pho-
ton is created on the white dwarf the initial position on the white dwarf surface
is completely random. The initial direction is determined with respect to the
local outward normal and then transformed back to the standard coordinate
system with the origin at the white dwarf center. In local polar coordinates the
initial direction is given by d̂init = (1, θ, φ). The probability to emit in a solid
angle dω = sin θdθdφ is given by

dp(θ, φ) = η(θ) cos θ sin θ dφ dθ , (4.46)

where η(θ) is the standard limb darkening in Eddington approximation, see
Eq. (4.40), and cos θ is the geometric factor that the emitting surface appears
smaller when seen under an angle θ. The sin θ factor is purely due to the
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spherical coordinates and later comes again into play when the flux per solid
angle Iν/dω is calculated from the photon bins. Obviously the φ-direction is
arbitrary and as such sampled by φ = ζ2π.

If a photon is created on the disk surface the initial position is given by
~rinit = (ri, φi, zi) in cylindrical coordinates. It is zi = 0 as the disk is taken
to be infinitesimally thin, furthermore the disk is axisymmetric thus φi = ζ2π.
The initial radial position ri is found via a table-look up from the cumulative
distribution function

P (ri) =

∫ ri
rinner

Iν 2πr dr∫ rdisk

rinner
Iν 2πr dr

, (4.47)

where rdisk is the radius of the accretion disk and Iν = Iν(θ = 0) the intensity
in the frequency bin at ν. The initial direction d̂ is found in the same way as
for emission on the white dwarf.

The next step is to determine whether and where a photon interacts. For
this the optical depth along the line of flight (LOF) is calculated by integrating
the opacities via a trapezium rule with transformations into the co-moving
frame at each integration point. After this integration we not only know the
total optical depth τtot for this LOF in the medium, but also the run of the
optical depth τ = τ(s) as a function of the distance s along the LOF. From
the definition of the optical depth the probability that the photon escapes the
medium is given by

pesc = e−τtot , (4.48)

then the probability that the photon scatters is given by

pscat = 1− pesc . (4.49)

If the sampled random number ζ < pesc then the photon escapes the medium,
otherwise it scatters at an optical depth of

τscat = − ln[1− ζ(1− e−τtot)] . (4.50)

After the calculation of τscat the point s along the LOF where this optical depth
is reached and the scattering process happens is easily determined by invert-
ing τ(s) and thus the location ~rscat.

The escape of the photon can be implemented in two ways. The straight-
forward way is to really determine whether the photon leaves the wind or not,
and if it leaves the wind, then it really leaves the simulation and “dies”, if it
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stays in the wind the whole photon weight stays in the wind. This is called a
live or die algorithm (LOD). On the other hand the notion of weights allows at
this point for an algorithm we term “forced scattering” (FSc). A part of the pho-
ton is taken to always scatter in the medium and a part of the photon, namely
the one with the weight wesc = wpesc, escape and is detected. In this case ζ
does not determine if scattering occurs, but only determines the point where
scattering for the photon with the reduced weight wnew = wpscat occurs via
Eq. (4.50). This technique is based on the assumption that a photon is really
a photon packet consisting of many photons out of which a certain part would
actually exhibit this behaviour and escape and another part would stay in the
medium. Such an algorithm is used to reduce the noise of the simulation and
has been used in a Monte Carlo simulation of accretion disk wind by Knigge
et al. (1995).

After the scattering location is known, and also whether and in which line
the scattering occurs which is of course not determined probabilistically, all
there is left to be done is to assign the photon a new frequency νnew and a
new direction d̂new, both are taken to be independent from the incident νold

and d̂old. The new direction is drawn from an spherically isotropic distribution
and the new frequency is drawn from a Gaussian in the co-moving frame and
then transformed into the rest frame. Therefore the new frequency is given by

νnew = (ν0 + ξ∆νD)

[
1 +

~v(~rscat) · d̂new

c

]
, (4.51)

where ξ is a random number sampled from a Gaussian distribution with mean
zero and standard deviation unity, ν0 and ∆νD are the rest frequency and the
Doppler width of the line in which scattering occurs respectively.

4.4 Code
In this section we are going to focus on the simulation code that was devel-
oped for the present work. A quick overview of the code itself and the workflow
is followed by a comparison to other existing codes.

4.4.1 WOMPAT - the code flow overview
The code developed for this work was dubbed WOMPAT, an acronym for Wind
mOdel with Monte carlo Parallel rAdiative Transfer. It is written in Fortran90
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and parallelised with the aid of MPI. As a Monte Carlo code it is based on
the simple principle of simulating photon transfer through the medium of con-
cern by probabilistic means. In order to suppress Monte Carlo noise energy
packets with energy weight w and frequency ν, which represent a family of
monochromatic photons, are used. All parts of the photon’s life, its creation,
its interactions and finally where and how it leaves the wind are determined
by probabilities. However, to keep the noise on equal level for each frequency
bin, it is ensured that equal numbers of packets are created in each bin and
the weights for the packets are adjusted accordingly. See also Sec. 4.3.3.

Preparation of the model:
The first step is to set up a frequency grid and model atoms for the calcula-
tions. This is done using the Tübingen Model Atom Database (TMAD), for a
detailed account see Rauch & Deetjen (2003), Werner et al. (2003), and refer-
ences therein. Our “standard” model atom consists of H, He, C, N, O, and Si.
All the relevant UV wind lines are doublets, but no splitting is included in the
atomic data. At this stage we also have to decide whether Doppler or Stark
broadening is used. Our standard choice is Doppler broadening, therefore all
models where not noted otherwise are calculated this way.

Having set up the atomic and frequency data the next step is to calculate
densities and opacities due to the model used for this specific calculation.
All our models are based on a cylindrical grid with logarithmic spacing in r-
and z-direction, finer spaced cylinder rings (aka boxes) at the lower, inner
edge of the disk wind, larger boxes towards the upper, outer edge. Densities,
temperatures, and therefore the LTE opacities are constant in each box.

A third preparation step is to get the intensities of the emitting surfaces.
This can either be done by calculating blackbody spectra with the appropriate
temperature for the white dwarf or a disk ring, or by reading a pre-calculated
spectrum (see also Sec. 4.2.4). With this information the total energy emitted
and the look-up tables for choosing where photons are emitted are calculated
via numerical integration.

Photon creation:
We use equal numbers of photons per frequency bin, therefore the initial pho-
ton frequency νinit is only probabilistically determined in the bin via

νinit = νj + ζ(νj+1 − νj) , (4.52)
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where νj and νj+1 are the lower frequencies of the j-th and j+1-th frequency
bin. The initial position ~rinit and direction d̂init of the photon are determined
via probabilistic means as described in Sec. 4.3.3.

Determination of the scattering location:
From ~rinit along the direction d̂init the optical depth integration

τ(s) =
∫ s

0

κ(l) dl , (4.53)

along the LOF is performed with the trapezium rule. The number of sampling
points in each box depends on whether a resonance line is encountered or
not. In resonance regions finer sampling is applied. Transformation into the
co-moving frame is calculated at each sampling point independently. The run
of τ(s) with the distance s along the LOF is stored alongside the information
which line was encountered at which location. Whether scattering occurs,
in the live or die case, and where it occurs, in the LOD and forced scatter-
ing cases, is determined via probabilistic means as described in Sec. 4.3.3,
as is the new frequency νnew and new direction d̂new of the photon after the
interaction.

Detection of emergent photons:
Photons, or in the FSc case rather parts of photons, can emerge from the
computational domain in two ways. They can either hit the surface of the
white dwarf or the disk, then they are absorbed there and removed from the
simulation, or they can leave the domain on the sides or upper edge, where
they are detected in a “virtual detector”. Our detector bins the photons in
frequency and angle bins by adding the emergent weight wesc of the photon to
the appropriate bin. After all photons have been propagated the bins contain
information Ebin in units of energy per second, which can be converted to an
intensity Iν per frequency and solid angle as

Iν = Ebin
1

∆ν
1

∆ω
= Ebin

1
∆ν

1
2π sin θ∆θ

, (4.54)

where ∆ν is the frequency bin width. ∆ω = 2π sin θ∆θ is the solid angle
which is taken up by the angle bin for which the intensity should be calculated.

In a LOD run a new photon is created after the previous photon left the
wind. In a FSc run the remaining part of the photon is propagated again until
it reaches a certain minimum weight after which the photon is treated in a LOD
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manner. This procedure is repeated for all N photons used for the simulation.
Note that as we use equal numbers of photons for each frequency bin it is
obvious that N is a multiple of the number of frequency bins.

4.4.2 Monte Carlo radiation field estimators and temperatures
The knowledge of the individual photon paths can also be used for creat-
ing Monte Carlo estimators of the radiation field. These can then be used
to calculate new temperatures and new occupation numbers in an iterative
process (Mazzali & Lucy, 1993; Lucy, 1999a). The radiation temperature TR
can be calculated with the mean photon energy in a blackbody radiation field
x̄ = hν̄/kTR, which is given by x̄ = 3.832. With the frequency moment

ν̄ =

∫∞
0
νJν dν∫∞

0
Jν dν

, (4.55)

the radiation temperature is calculated as

TR =
hν̄

x̄
. (4.56)

Monte Carlo estimators for the mean intensity Jν can be obtained from the
results that the energy density of the radiation field in the frequency interval
[ν, ν + dν] is given by uν = 4π/c Jν dν as shown in Eq. (4.5). A photon packet
with energy εp = wp∆E contributes with this energy to the time-averaged
energy content of the volume it passes as εpδt/∆t, where δt = l/c with l
being the length the photon travels through the box and ∆t is the duration of
the Monte Carlo experiment taken as ∆t = 1 in our stationary case. From
this argument we can construct an estimator for the monochromatic mean
intensity

Jνdν =
1

4π
1

∆t
1
V

∑
dν

εpl , (4.57)

where V is the volume of the box under consideration and the summation is
over all tracks of photons in the frequency range [ν, ν + dν]. Correspondingly
we can construct an estimator for the integrated mean intensity

J =
1

4π
1

∆t
1
V

∑
εpl , (4.58)

where the sum is now performed over all photon tracks in the box regardless
of frequency. With these estimators obtained after one Monte Carlo run with
a LOD algorithm it is straightforward to compute new temperatures for the
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boxes using (4.56).

With these new temperatures new occupation numbers and opacities can
be calculated, then another set of photons is propagated through the wind.
This procedure is repeated roughly 5 times until the temperature differences
between two iteration steps are only of the order of a few percent, at most.
There is however no strict convergence criterium, but experience shows that
after a few iterations there is no more general trend, but the temperatures
rather fluctuate around some mean value. If that is the case we use the tem-
perature structure obtained by this method as a basis for propagating one
single set of photons through the wind to obtain final spectra. This can then
be done for a smaller spectral range in order to keep the noise of the final
spectra as low as possible, whereas for the temperature structure calcula-
tions the whole spectral range has to be considered.

A flowchart for WOMPAT as an overview of the complete algorithm is shown
in Fig. 4.6.

4.4.3 Comparison with existing codes
In this section we present two tests for WOMPAT. The first one is very simple
and is a comparison with ACDC to check if the disk emission in WOMPAT
works properly. Secondly we compare our results for the standard SV and
KWD models with the results obtained by the other state-of-the-art Monte
Carlo accretion disk code Python by Long & Knigge (2002).

Ring emission compared to ACDC

As a first step we compare a disk made of 20 blackbody rings with the spectra
obtained by ACDC_RingRot with the same 20 blackbody rings as input. This is
shown in Fig. 4.7. The area integration of the rings is the same for both codes,
but the limb darkening is different. ACDC uses only a geometrical correction of
emission, whereas WOMPAT utilises a full limb darkening according to (4.40).
As expected there is no major difference between the two codes besides the
Monte Carlo noise in the spectra obtained with WOMPAT.

For the second test we compare ACDC ring spectra with the emission from
the disk by WOMPAT if we use the ACDC spectra as input in our code. Fig. 4.8
shows no significant differences, except for the Monte Carlo noise, between
the spectra. From these tests we conclude that emitting photons from the disk
with our Monte Carlo code works as it is intended.
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Figure 4.6: Code flowchart of WOMPAT. The main loop is the “propagation block”
marked by the grey backdrop with which N photons used for the calculation are prop-
agated. Note also the differences between LOD and FSc algorithms.
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Figure 4.7: Comparison between blackbody spectra as calculated with ACDC_RingRot
and calculated with WOMPAT.

WOMPAT vs Python
Here we compare our results for the standard SV and KWD models (see
Sec. 4.2.1, 4.2.2 and Tab. 4.1, 4.2) with results obtained with Python. All
Python results were kindly provided by Sim (2007b). There are three ma-
jor differences between the two codes, (i) Python uses a Sobolev method to
calculate optical depth, (ii) Python utilises an approximate NLTE method fol-
lowing Mazzali & Lucy (1993), but also a pseudo-LTE switch can be used,
(iii) Python solves the temperature structure self-consistently. More to the last
point as we compare the temperature structures obtained with WOMPAT and
Python. Note that in order to keep the differences between the codes as small
as possible we use Doppler broadened lines only for these comparisons.

Figure 4.9 shows the line profile of the C IV 1550 Å resonance line for differ-
ent inclination angles as calculated with WOMPAT (coloured lines) and with
Python (black lines) for the SV model. The results for the two codes are
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Figure 4.8: Comparison between a real disk spectrum calculated with ACDC
and the spectrum of emitted disk photons with WOMPAT. Shown are inclinations
17, 39, 60, 76 & 80 degrees from top to bottom with the thick coloured “noisy” lines being
the Monte Carlo spectra and the thin lines the ACDC spectra.

not in complete agreement, but keeping in mind the differences between the
implementations the results are promising. The WOMPAT spectra were cal-
culated using an isothermal wind with 20,000 K, whereas the Python spectra
are based on a temperature structure, this might account for the differences.
The spikes at the rest-wavelengths are only present for 20,000 K SV models,
but are independent of the frequency grid used. They are definitely unphysi-
cal “artifacts” as they are present for all inclination angles and too strong and
sharp for being a real line, but we were unable as to determine where exactly
they originate from.

Figure 4.10 shows exactly the same comparison only for the KWD model.
The differences for this wind model are larger than the differences for the
SV model. These are probably due to the larger differences between LTE
and NLTE in the thin KWD wind, which leaves a question of validity for this
comparison. As the occupation numbers are resembled in the depth of the
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lines, we can clearly say that those are not similar in WOMPAT and in Python,
which we attribute to the differences in temperatures and occupation number
calculations. On the other hand we can conclude that the velocity structure is
implemented in a correct way, as the width of the lines is comparable and this
is only dependent on the velocities.
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of calculated C IV 1550 Å resonance lines for the SV model
and different inclination angles. Plotted are results from Python (black lines) and
WOMPAT (coloured lines). Inclination angles are from top to bottom: 45.0◦ (green),
62.5◦ (blue) and 80.0◦ (yellow). Spectra are unsmoothed and the spikes are probably
artifacts (see text).

We can not only compare spectral lines, but also calculated temperature
structures for the SV standard model. These are shown in a 3-D plot as tem-
perature over r-z in Fig. 4.11. Next to small deviations due to Monte Carlo
noise there is no significant difference between the temperatures obtained
with Python and the temperatures obtained with WOMPAT for the inner parts
of the wind. However, the rise of the temperature is significantly faster when
calculated with WOMPAT, as well as the plateau of the temperature in the
lower outer parts of the wind being higher than for calculations with Python.
These differences are attributed to the differences of the two codes in cal-
culating occupation numbers, approximate NLTE compared to LTE, and the
differences in the radiative transfer. If we compare the WOMPAT results with
a Python run which calculates the occupation numbers in a pseudo-LTE way,
the differences diminish, but are still visible. In order to save computer time
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of calculated C IV 1550 Å resonance lines for the KWD model
and different inclination angles. Plotted are results from Python (black lines) and
WOMPAT (coloured lines). Inclination angles are from top to bottom: 40.0◦ (black),
50.0◦ (red), 60.0◦ (green), 70.0◦ (blue) and 80.0◦ (yellow).

we also implemented an ad hoc temperature structure, where the wind is as-
sumed to have a temperature of 20,000 K for boxes with z < 20RWD and r
from the outer 2/3 of the wind, and a temperature of 40,000 K for the other
parts. This structure aims on resembling the NLTE temperature structure cal-
culated with Python without going through iterative processes and is shown
in Fig. 4.12. Results obtained with this temperature structure are shown and
compared to wind with constant temperatures and wind with iteratively calcu-
lated temperatures in the results sections 5.1.2 and 5.1.3.
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of temperature structures for the standard SV model cal-
culated with WOMPAT (solid lines) and Python (broken lines). Plotted are the tem-
peratures of the boxes in K over the r-z coordinates of the box center in white dwarf
radii.'
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Figure 4.12: The ad hoc temperature structure for a standard SV model. Two areas of
constant temperature, 20,000 K for the lower outer regions of the wind, 40,000 K for
the other parts. Plotted are the temperatures of the boxes in K over the r-z coordinates
of the box center in white dwarf radii.



CHAPTER 5

Results

“Enthusiasm is followed by disappointment and even depression,
and then by renewed enthusiasm.”

[Murray Gell-Mann]

5.1 The standard models
The standard SV and KWD models were only implemented as a reference and
in order to compare to existing codes. Nevertheless they are also a good for
comparison with our new hydrodynamical wind model (see Sec. 4.2.3) and for
demonstrating a very interesting finding, the dependence of the P Cygni pro-
file strength of the UV resonance lines on the line broadening function used.
Abundances as shown in Tab. 5.1 are used for all models, except where noted
otherwise. Also the doublets are not split up in our models.

5.1.1 Comparison of densities
Densities ρ in units of g/cm3 for the three models used in this work are shown
in Figs. 5.1 (SV), 5.2 (hydro) and 5.3 (KWD). A comparison between these
figures yields the obvious differences in the models. The overall mass-loss
rate for KWD is smaller than the mass-loss rate for the SV and hydro models,
therefore the overall density in this model is lower. For all models the density
drops very fast from the highest values close to the disk to values several or-
ders of magnitude lower in the outer regions of the wind. The most important
difference between the models stems from the different radial dependence
of the mass-loss rate in the models. In SV there is no radial dependence of

101
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Table 5.1: Element abundances used for the standard models.

Element Number fraction

H 0.897829
He 0.100000
C 0.000484
N 0.000122
O 0.000839
Si 0.000727

the mass-loss rate, except for the streamline angle run with radius, therefore
the density just above the disk is almost the same for every r. Of course this
is not the intuitive behaviour of a line-driven disk wind and the radial run of
the mass-loss rate and thus of the densities in the KWD and hydro models is
much more realistic. In both these models it is shown that the density in the
inner parts of the wind is higher and then gradually drops for higher r.
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Figure 5.1: Wind density in the standard SV model. Plotted are densities ρ in g/cm3

and isocontours.
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Figure 5.2: Wind density in the standard hydrodynamical model. Plotted are densities
ρ in g/cm3 and isocontours.
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Figure 5.3: Wind density in the standard KWD model. Plotted are densities ρ in g/cm3

and isocontours.
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5.1.2 Standard SV model
The standard SV model as described in Sec. 4.2.1 was used to test the influ-
ence of the temperatures in the wind, as well as the influence of the size of the
computational domain on the calculated spectra. We used two sizes for the
computational domain, a “small” cylinder with radius and height 100RWD and
a “large” cylinder with radius and height 2000RWD. Our standard grid size is
30 x 30 boxes and the standard wavelength range for all the calculations here
is between 850 Å and 2000 Å, including the important N V and C IV wind lines,
but also the hydrogen Lyman edge at 912 Å. We show calculations for the
large grid first. Resulting spectra for a constant wind temperature of 20,000
K are shown in Fig. 5.4. For this temperature the C IV line at 1550 Å is very
prominent. Depending on the inclination it shows either a absorption, emis-
sion or P Cygni profile. Also a prominent feature is the Si IV line at 1400 Å,
which shows the same profiles as the carbon line. The Lyman edge is also
clearly seen as it gets stronger for larger viewing angles. Completely missing
is the N V line at 1240 Å, because of the low temperatures in the wind. The
strong spikes in the line centers of C IV and Si IV at low inclination angles are
probably “artifacts” in very view frequency grid points directly at the line cen-
ter, see also Fig. 4.9 and the explanation there.

The picture changes dramatically if we consider a constant wind tempera-
ture of 40,000 K as shown in Fig. 5.5. Most of the lines, which are present for
a temperature of 20,000 K in the wind are gone, only very weak C IV 1550 Å
and Si IV 1400 Å lines persist, but instead the N V 1240 Å line is strong and
features P Cygni profiles for intermediate inclination angles.

When we use the 20,000/40,000 K temperature structure as described in
Sec. 4.4.3 for the wind the resulting spectra (Fig. 5.6) resemble both, the
spectra calculated with constant wind temperatures of 20,000 and 40,000 K,
although the “lower temperature” lines such as the C IV are much weaker than
for the constant temperature. However, the “higher temperature” lines, mainly
the N V, are as strong as for the constant temperature. This is due to the
larger volume of the wind being at 40,000 K as compared to the area with
20,000 K.

The last possibility for wind temperatures we have in this work is to calcu-
lated them iteratively. For the SV model the resulting temperatures are shown
in Fig. 4.11. Clearly the temperature structure calculated in such an iterative
process is a high temperature, roughly 40,000 K, almost throughout the entire
wind, thus we expect the spectra to be similar to those for a constant 40,000 K
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Figure 5.4: Standard SV model spectra for Twind = 20, 000 K on a large grid. Incli-
nation angles are from top to bottom: 10.0◦ (black), 27.5◦ (red), 45.0◦ (green), 62.5◦

(blue) and 80.0◦ (orange). Note the prominent C IV 1550 Å and Si IV 1400 Å lines, as
well as the Lyman edge. The N V 1240 Å line is absent.
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Figure 5.5: Standard SV model spectra for Twind = 40, 000 K on a large grid. Inclina-
tion angles as above. Note the prominent N V 1240 Å line. The C IV 1550 Å and Si IV
1400 Å lines are very weak, the Lyman edge is absent.
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Figure 5.6: Standard SV model spectra for the 20,000/40,000 K temperature structure
on a large grid. Inclination angles as above. Spectral features are a mixture of the
features in Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.5.

wind temperature. Indeed the spectra in Fig. 5.7 resemble quite closely those
in Fig. 5.5.

A further important comparison is that for the different sizes of our compu-
tational domain. In Fig. 5.8 we show a comparison of the C IV 1550 Å and
Si IV 1400 Å lines for models with 20,000 K wind temperature to exemplify the
differences. The important difference is the width of the absorption troughs,
which are systematically broader for the larger computational domain. From
this we can conclude that there is absorbing material in the lines even beyond
the small domain and it is therefore important for calculations of real systems
to use the larger domain. If only a small computational domain is used faster
moving parts of the wind might be missed and the lines might not appear as
broad as they are in the observation. The larger number of boxes seems to
resolve the lines slightly better than the 30 x 30 grid, but the difference is not
as distinct as to justify the significantly higher demands in memory and com-
puter time for such model grids.

We can also use either Doppler or Stark line broadening mechanisms,
which makes a big difference on the resulting line strengths of the model.
Fig. 5.9 shows a comparison of the N V 1240 Å line calculated with Doppler
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Figure 5.7: Standard SV model spectra for iterated temperature on a large grid. Incli-
nation angles as above. Note the similarity to Fig. 5.5.

and Stark broadening and different mass-loss rates for an inclination of 45.0◦.
For the standard mass-loss rate of Ṁwind = 1 · 10−9M�/yr the line with Dopp-
ler broadening shows a P Cygni profile with a deep absorption trough, whereas
for Stark broadening with the same mass-loss rate the line is still present
with a P Cygni profil but very weak. For Stark broadening and even lower
mass loss the line disappears completely. The profile gets slightly stronger
for higher mass-loss rates, but the factor of 5 leads to very high mass-loss
rates without even reproducing the complete profile. Estimations for repro-
ducing the strong P Cygni profile we obtain for Doppler broadening lead to
mass-loss rates in the range of the accretion rate, the whole disk needs to
be evaporated before reaching the white dwarf – an unrealistic scenario. One
probably solution to this problem might be the introduction of clumps in the
wind. These could then be denser as compared to a standard smooth wind
and this might lead to realistic P Cygni profiles for realistic mass-loss rates
even with Stark broadening. However, we did not explore such a clumping for
our wind models and the above conclusion remains speculation.
The reason for this different behaviour lies in the different form the line opac-

ity has if calculated with the different broadening functions. A Doppler profile
is slightly higher in the core, but not as broad as a Stark profile if plotted as
opacity over wavelength. A Stark profile has slightly less opacity in the line
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of the C IV 1550 Å and Si IV 1400 Å lines for models with
20,000 K wind temperature and different computational domain sizes and different
numbers of boxes. Exemplarily shown is an inclination of 45◦. Note the lines for the
larger domain being systematically broader.

core, but is broader in the wings. In the relevant UV range, however, the
continuum opacity is this high that only the line cores make it above the con-
tinuum. Therefore only the line core height above the continuum is relevant
for the line opacity, and as this is higher for Doppler broadening the lines are
more pronounced if the opacities are calculated in this way.
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of the N V 1240 Å line calculated with Doppler and Stark
broadening and different mass-loss rates for an inclination of 45.0◦. The left-hand
panel shows a Doppler broadened model with Ṁwind = 1 · 10−9M�/yr. The other
three panels show Stark broadened lines with Ṁwind = 1·10−9M�/yr, 5·10−10M�/yr
and 5 · 10−9M�/yr.
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5.1.3 Standard hydrodynamical model
For the hydrodynamical model almost the same results and conclusions as for
the SV model apply, although there are some minor differences between the
models. As a comparison of this new hydrodynamical wind model with the old
SV model the same calculations as in the above subsection are presented
here. Fig. 5.10 shows spectra for a 30 x 30 grid on a large computational
domain with a constant wind temperature of 20,000 K. The same lines as for
the SV model feature prominently, but the C IV 1550 Å and Si IV 1400 Å lines
have a much narrower absorption trough and furthermore show a prominent
double peaked structure for high inclination.
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Figure 5.10: Standard hydrodynamical model spectra for Twind = 20, 000 K on a large
grid. Inclination angles are from top to bottom: 10.0◦ (black), 27.5◦ (red), 45.0◦ (green),
62.5◦ (blue) and 80.0◦ (orange). Note the prominent C IV 1550 Å and Si IV 1400 Å lines,
as well as the Lyman edge. The N V 1240 Å line is absent.

For a wind with a constant temperature of 40,000 K as it is shown in Fig. 5.11
the same differences compared to the SV are obvious, the N V 1240 Å line is
narrower. All the differences, including the prominent double peaked struc-
ture and the narrower absorption trough, are best explained with the higher
collimation of the wind for the hydrodynamical model.

In the case of the hydrodynamical model the spectra calculated with a
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Figure 5.11: Standard hydrodynamical model spectra for Twind = 40, 000 K on a large
grid. Inclination angles as above. Note the prominent N V 1240 Å line. The C IV 1550
Å and Si IV 1400 Å lines are very weak, the Lyman edge is absent.

20,000/40,000 K temperature structure, shown in Fig 5.12, do not have as
much features of the 20,000 K wind as it is the case for the SV model. This
is due to the wind in the hydro model being much thinner, in the area where
it has 20,000 K for the temperature structure, compared to the SV model.
E. g. the Lyman edge is missing completely.

However, an iterated temperature structure (Fig. 5.13) yields, for the case of
the hydrodynamical wind model, not a huge difference to the 20,000/40,000
K temperature structure as for the SV model.

A direct comparison for a N V 1240 Å line seen at an inclination of 45.0◦

between the hydrodynamical model and the SV model is shown in Fig. 5.14
in the first panel. The SV line is slightly broader and has a more pronounced
emission peak. The other two panels in this figure show the same line and
inclination but for different computational domain sizes and box numbers. Dif-
ferences between the calculations for the large domain with either 100 x 100
boxes or 30 x 30 boxes is negligible. We therefore use only 30 x 30 boxes
for our further calculations to overcome memory limitations. For the small do-
main the line is, as the lines in Fig. 5.8, clearly narrower than the lines for the
large domain. Therefore further calculations use the large domain.
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Figure 5.12: Standard hydrodynamical model spectra for the 20,000/40,000 K tem-
perature structure on a large grid. Inclination angles as above. Spectral features are
a mixture of the features in Fig. 5.10 and Fig. 5.11 with a strong emphasis on the
features for a 40,000 K wind.
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Figure 5.13: Standard hydrodynamical model spectra for the temperature structure it-
erated on a large grid. Inclination angles as above. Only minor differences to Fig.5.12.
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Figure 5.14: Comparison of the N V 1240 Å line for models with 20,000/40,000 K
temperature structure. Computational domain size and number of boxes used in the
panels. Ploted is an inclination of 45.0◦. Black are the lines for hydrodynamical models,
red is a reference SV model line. Note the line is broader for SV as compared to the
hydro model.

Different broadening mechanisms for different mass-loss rates are pre-
sented in Fig. 5.15. As an example we use again the N V line seen at an
inclination of 45.0◦. The panel on the left-hand side shows the Doppler broad-
ened line with the standard mass-loss rate of Ṁwind = 1 · 10−9M�/yr, the
other three panels show Stark broadened lines for different mass-loss rates.
Clearly we need to adjust the mass-loss rate to higher values in order to obtain
a deeper line. Even with mass-loss rates of Ṁwind = 5 · 10−9M�/yr the line
is not as strong as with the standard mass-loss rate for Doppler broadening.

5.1.4 Standard KWD model
The standard KWD model was merely implemented as comparison to existing
codes. In Fig. 4.10 we showed such a comparison. Other test calculations
with this model showed similar results and led to the same conclusions as the
two other models above. As these were thoroughly discussed in the last two
subsections we refrain from repetition and move directly to comparisons with
observations in the next section.
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of the N V 1240 Å line calculated with Doppler and Stark
broadening and different mass-loss rates for an inclination of 45.0◦. Mass-loss rates
in units of M�/yr and broadening mechanism used in the panels.
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5.2 AM Canum Venaticorum
AM CVn the prototype system for the class of AM CVns (Sec. 2.6) is a hydro-
gen-deficient “nova-like” CV with a magnitude in V-band of 14.1 mag (Downes
et al., 1997) in the constellation Canes Venatici (hunting dogs). The orbital
period is found to be 1029 s (Harvey et al., 1998). For primary and secondary
masses there are several values in discussion with the most agreed upon
being MWD ≈ 0.7 M� and M2 ≈ 0.1 M� (Roelofs et al., 2007). However,
using synthetic accretion-disk spectra calculated with ACDC we find the best
agreement with observation for models with MWD = 0.6 M� and accretion
rate Ṁ = 1 · 10−8M�/yr (Nagel, priv. comm.). Therefore these parameters
are adopted for the study of AM CVn wind spectra in this work. The corre-
sponding white dwarf radius is RWD = 9550 km. As accretion-disk extension
we consider rin = 1.36RWD to rout = 14.66RWD, where the outer radius rout

of the disk corresponds roughly to the tidal radius. The best agreement with
observation for disk models is found if an inclination of roughly 40◦ is assumed
(Nagel et al., 2004). There are, however, also other inclination angles up to
60◦ discussed in the literature. We use a SV model for the wind calculations
with the parameter set given in Table 5.2 and abundances as given in Ta-
ble 5.3.

A first WOMPAT model with a constant wind temperature of 40,000 K,
shown in Fig. 5.16, can be used for a rough estimation of the mass-loss rate.
The wind spectra show the observed P Cygni profile in the N V 1240 Å line,
which is not present in the disk spectrum. Neither the model for an inclination
of 39◦, nor the model for an inclination of 60◦ gives a completely satisfying fit
for a mass-loss rate of 1 · 10−9M�/yr. In both cases the N V 1240 Å is not
broad enough and the emission part of the profile is not high enough to re-
semble the observation. Overall the observation is resembled more closely
by the model with an inclination of 60◦, although this finding might change if
other mass-loss rates are considered. Also note that the sharp Ly α line at
1215 Å, which is neither fit by the disk nor by the wind is due to interstellar hy-
drogen. The calculated models are reddened by E(B − V ) = 0.1 for i = 39◦,
E(B − V ) = 0.13 for i = 60◦ and E(B − V ) = 0.04 for the ACDC model, with
the large differences between the ACDC model and the wind model being due
to the presence of a white dwarf with an effective temperature of 100,000 K in
the wind models, which is not included in the disk model.

A closer comparison of only the N V 1240 Å line with the observed STIS
spectrum was performed for the same 30 x 30 grids on the large computa-
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Table 5.2: WOMPAT parameter set for AM CVn with SV model.

Parameter Value

MWD(M�) 0.6
RWD(cm) 9.55× 108

TWD(K) 40, 000 or 100, 000
Ṁdisk(M�yr−1) 1× 10−8

rin(RWD) 1.36
rout(RWD) 14.66
Ṁwind(M�yr−1) 1× 10−9, 5× 10−9, 5× 10−10

θmin(deg) 20
θmax(deg) 65
rmin(RWD) 1.4
rmax(RWD) 10
Rv(RWD) 100
v∞(vesc) 3
α 1.5
λ 0

Table 5.3: Abundances for the model atom used for AM CVn calculations. Almost no
hydrogen and solar metal abundances.

Element Mass fraction

H 9.878 · 10−11

He 9.878 · 10−1

C 2.864 · 10−3

N 8.390 · 10−4

O 7.789 · 10−3

Si 7.176 · 10−4
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Figure 5.16: Observed STIS spectrum (black), ACDC disk spectrum (green) and wind
spectra for inclinations of i = 39◦ (red) and i = 60◦ (blue), both for Ṁ = 1·10−9M�/yr.
Note the prominent P Cygni profile of the 1240 N V line not resembled by the disk, but
by the wind. All models are reddened (see text).
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tional domain and for the same three mass-loss rates as the comparison for
the whole STIS spectral range. Results for an inclination of 39◦ are plotted in
Fig. 5.17, those for an inclination of 60◦ in Fig. 5.18. We chose these two in-
clinations as the first is the most probable value as discussed in the literature
and the latter is the most extreme inclination which is still thought of being
possible. For both inclination angles mass-loss rates of 1 · 10−9M�/yr and
5 · 10−10M�/yr show generally lines which are not strong enough as com-
pared to the observed spectrum. The best fits are found for the mass-loss
rate of 5 · 10−9M�/yr, which are a factor of 5 higher than the canonical mass-
loss rate of 10% of the accretion rate. Interestingly for the lower two mass-loss
rates the calculations for an inclination angle of 60◦ fit the observations slightly
better than the lines for an angle of 39◦. For the highest mass-loss rate, how-
ever, the inclination angle of 39◦ seems more likely. Therefore our calculations
do not allow for a better determination of the system’s inclination, yet.
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Figure 5.17: Comparison of calculated N V 1240 Å lines with the observed line. The
STIS observation is plotted in black in each panel, the calculated lines are shown for
an inclination of 39◦ and are drawn in red. Mass-loss rates in units of M�/yr from left
to right: 5 · 10−10, 1 · 10−9, and 5 · 10−9. Also compare to Fig. 5.18.
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Figure 5.18: Comparison of calculated N V 1240 Å lines with the observed line. The
STIS observation is plotted in black in each panel, the calculated lines are shown for
an inclination of 60◦ and are drawn in blue. Mass-loss rates in units of M�/yr from left
to right: 5 · 10−10, 1 · 10−9, and 5 · 10−9. Also compare to Fig. 5.17.
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5.3 SS Cygni
SS Cygni in the prominent constellation cygnus (swan) is the brighest known
dwarf nova with an outburst brightness of 8.2 mag in V band and 12.1 mag
in quiescence (Downes et al., 1997). It belongs to the U Gem subtype of DN
and has the basic system parameters primary massMWD = (1.19± 0.02)M�,
secondary mass M2 = (0.704± 0.002)M�, and an inclination i = (37± 5)◦

(Ritter & Kolb, 1998). Further parameters needed for a SV wind model cal-
culation for SS Cyg, as well as, ACDC rings for irradiation of the wind from a
real disk, are taken from Kromer et al. (2007). Table 5.4 shows all the relevant
parameters for an accretion disk wind model of SS Cyg as they were used in
our calculations.

Table 5.4: WOMPAT parameter set for SS Cyg with SV model.

Parameter Value

MWD(M�) 1.19
RWD(cm) 3.9× 108

TWD(K) 50, 000
Ṁdisk(M�yr−1) 1.56× 10−8

rin(RWD) 2.56
rout(RWD) 102.56
Ṁwind(M�yr−1) 4.44× 10−10

θmin(deg) 20
θmax(deg) 65
rmin(RWD) 2.56
rmax(RWD) 20
Rv(RWD) 100
v∞(vesc) 3
α 1.5
λ 0

Only the calculation for a large 30 x 30 grid with our usual 20,000/40,000 K
temperature structure and a mass-loss rate of Ṁ = 4.44 · 10−10M�/yr is pre-
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Table 5.5: Abundances for the model atom used for SS Cyg & Z Cam calculations.
These correspond to solar values.

Element Mass fraction

H 7.382 · 10−1

He 2.495 · 10−1

C 2.913 · 10−3

N 8.541 · 10−4

O 7.823 · 10−3

Si 7.300 · 10−4

sented here. Fig. 5.19 shows the limiting inclination angles i = 32◦ (blue) and
i = 42◦ (red) in comparison to an observed HST spectrum. The very promi-
nent Ly α line originates in the disk and is contaminated in the observation
by interstellar absorption. In contrast to this, the N V 1240 Å line originates
from the wind, but is comparably weaker in the observation and in the mod-
els. Also present in the models, but without a prominent P Cygni profile, is the
C IV 1550 Å line.

For a comparison with observation we concentrate on the wavelength range
around Ly α for which outburst spectra obtained with HST exist. One such
spectrum, Z3DV0104T as taken from MAST, is shown in Fig. 5.20 together
with the relevant part of the calculated spectrum for inclinations of 32◦ and
42◦ as used above. Ly α is well resembled, except for the interstellar absorp-
tion which deepens the line, but also the N V line is well resembled by the
model. The model with an inclination of 32◦ seems to fit slightly better than
the model for 42◦. Different mass-loss rates, different temperature structures,
or different abundances might change this. The exploration of these possibil-
ities, however, is beyond the scope of this work.
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Figure 5.19: Calculated spectra for SS Cyg with Ṁ = 4.44 · 10−10M�/yr and
20,000/40,000 K temperature structure. Shown are i = 32◦ (blue) and i = 42◦ (red),
as well as a HST spectrum (black). For readability the upper spectrum was shifted
upward by 1 · 10−11. Note the Lyα line originating from the disk. The N V 1240 Å and
the C IV 1550 Å lines are wind features.
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Figure 5.20: Observed HST spectrum (black), WOMPAT spectrum for i = 32◦ (blue)
and i = 42◦ (red). Blow-up from Fig. 5.19 without the artificial shift.
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5.4 Z Camelopardalis
Z Cam is the prototype for the class of dwarf novae showing a standstill, a
halt in the normal decline after outburst about 1 mag below maximum light.
In Z Cam these standstills can last from days to years. The system in the
rather large but faint constellation camelopardalis (giraffe) is one of the bright-
est dwarf novae with V = 10.5mag in outburst and 14.8mag in quiescence
(Downes et al., 1997). It is very well observed and the basic system param-
eters were found to be MWD = (0.99± 0.15)M�, M2 = (0.7± 0.03)M�, and
an inclination i = (57± 11)◦ (Ritter & Kolb, 1998). Hartley et al. (2005) find
for a standstill situation an accretion rate of Ṁ = 1.1 · 10−9M�/yr and a white
dwarf temperature of 57,000 K. See Table 5.4 for a complete list of the param-
eters used for the Z Cam calculations. As elemental abundances we used the
same solar values as for SS Cyg (Tab. 5.5). Contrary to the calculations for
AM CVn and SS Cyg we use only a blackbody disk as a photon source and
not accretion disk rings calculated with ACDC. Therefore all spectral features
shown in this section are pure wind features.

As a comparison we use a low resolution IUE observation (swp35817)
taken in march 1989 during a standstill obtained from MAST. This particular
observation has not been used in a publication before, only the high resolution
data from this campaign was used by Prinja & Rosen (1995). A first compar-
ison of this observation with a WOMPAT spectrum calculated for 20,000 K
constant wind temperature, for an inclination of 57◦ on a large 30 x 30 grid is
shown in Fig. 5.21. The absorption lines or the absorption parts of the lines
are stronger for the calculated spectrum than in the observation. Due to the
low temperature in the wind the N V line is not present, but the observed C IV
line at 1550 Å and the Si IV line at 1400 Å are quite prominent in the calculated
model. Si IV is seen as a doublet in the observation, which we cannot resolve
in the model as the line is only represented as a singlet in our frequency grid.

In Fig. 5.22 a close-up of the N V region around 1240 Å is shown for dif-
ferent inclination angles. All models were calculated for the 20,000/40,000 K
temperature structure and clearly in all cases the computed line is not wide
enough. For a mass-loss rate of 5.1 · 10−10M�/yr an inclination angle of 57◦

seems most likely, there are however still other parameters like the temper-
ature structure or the abundances which need to be considered before any
valid conclusions can be drawn. A fourth panel in Fig. 5.22 shows the same
inclination with a different mass-loss rate, where the line again is not wide
enough to resemble the observation.
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Table 5.6: WOMPAT parameter set for Z Cam with SV model.

Parameter Value

MWD(M�) 1.0
RWD(cm) 5.8× 108

TWD(K) 57, 000
Ṁdisk(M�yr−1) 1.1× 10−9

rin(RWD) 21.1
rout(RWD) 70
Ṁwind(M�yr−1) 1.1× 10−10

θmin(deg) 20
θmax(deg) 65
rmin(RWD) 2.56
rmax(RWD) 20
Rv(RWD) 100
v∞(vesc) 3
α 1.5
λ 0

In Fig. 5.23 a close-up of the C IV region around 1550 Å is shown for dif-
ferent inclination angles, mass-loss rates and models. Clearly in all cases the
computed line is too deep, which might have its origin in the mass-loss rate
being to high or it might be due to the constant wind temperature at 20,000
K for which the calculations were performed. A different temperature struc-
ture with higher temperatures leads to C IV being less occupied and thus the
line becomes weaker. We show only the limiting inclination angles of 46◦

and 68◦. Again the most probable inclination depends on the mass-loss rate.
For Ṁwind = 1.1 · 10−10M�/yr an inclination of 68◦ seems closer to the ob-
servation, but for Ṁwind = 5.1 · 10−10M�/yr 46◦ seem more realistic. Without
further parameter studies we cannot find any definite answers for neither the
inclination nor the mass-loss rate. As a fourth panel in Fig. 5.23 a calcula-
tion for our newly developed hydrodynamical model is shown for the limiting
inclination angles, the same constant temperature and a mass-loss rate of
5.1 · 10−10M�/yr. Comparing this profile to the profiles obtained with the SV
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Figure 5.21: Observed IUE spectrum (black) and WOMPAT spectrum (red) for i = 57◦

and a wind with T = 20, 000K. Note the C IV 1550 Å P Cygni profile and the strong
Si IV 1400 Å line.

model we see that the absorption is much narrower and the emission part of
the P Cygni profile is missing. These are similar findings as we obtained in
Sec. 5.1.3 for the standard hydrodynamical model.
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inclinations 46◦, 57◦ and 68◦ for a mass-loss rate of 5.1 · 10−10M�/yr, as well as
model for 57◦ with Ṁwind = 1.1 · 10−10M�/yr. All for the 20,000/40,000 K temperature
structure.
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Conclusions

“There is a great satisfaction in building good tools for other people to use.”

[Freeman Dyson]

We presented a fully 3-D radiative transfer code for accretion disk winds
based on a Monte Carlo scheme. On top of the two kinematical models for
accretion disk winds of cataclysmic variables already presented in the litera-
ture we developed a hydrodynamical model which can be used as a basis for
the Monte Carlo radiative transfer. This model will be a good starting point
for further, and more thorough, treatment of radiative transfer in the wind. A
first application to a real system, Z Cam, was performed with this model, how-
ever a parameter study, which is needed to gain further understanding, was
beyond the scope of this work. The second goal we achieved was to incorpo-
rate meaningful accretion disks calculated with ACDC as a photon source for
the wind. For two real systems, the helium dwarf nova AM CVn and the dwarf
nova SS Cyg we showed that the wind code is a necessary complement for
understanding those systems needed on top of the accretion disk and vice
versa. A third important finding was that the use of a realistic Stark broad-
ening function instead of Doppler broadening leads to the necessity to adjust
the mass-loss rates to higher values. But in order to gain more insight in this
very interesting and important point more and deeper parameter studies are
also necessary.

For the helium dwarf nova AM CVn no studies of mass-loss via accretion
disk wind were performed so far. Within our standard calculations for this sys-
tem and comparison to available STIS spectra we can conclude that a mass-
loss rate higher than 1 · 10−9M�/yr, even as high as 5 · 10−9M�/yr is proba-
ble. This might change however if more calculations, which take Stark broad-
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ening and the hydrodynamical model into account, are available. No stronger
constraints on the inclination angle of the system are possible with our data at
the moment. The studies on AM CVn and SS Cyg show that there is no princi-
pal difference in the outflow from a helium and a “normal” hydrogen accretion
disk. For SS Cyg our limited exploration of the parameter space does not
allow us to determine the inclination or the mass-loss rate any clearer than
already known, although an inclination close to 32◦ seems most likely for a
mass-loss rate of Ṁ = 4.44 · 10−10M�/yr. But this will be changed with a fu-
ture larger exploration of the parameter space. The combination of accretion
disk model and wind model does, however, resemble the Ly α line quite well,
except for the interstellar component. An exploration of the parameter space
is also needed for the third system we considered in this work, Z Cam. Con-
siderations of the N V line and a wind with 20,000/40,000 K temperature struc-
ture lead to inconclusive results with a mass-loss rate of 5.1 · 10−10M�/yr an
inclination angle of 57◦ seems most likely. However, if the 1550 Å C IV line
is considered mass-loss rates of 1.1 · 10−10M�/yr with an inclination of 68◦

might almost be as possible as a mass-loss rate of 5.1 · 10−10M�/yr with an
inclination of 46◦.

A word of warning on fitting time resolved spectra with P Cygni profiles with
a stationary radiative transfer code as WOMPAT is. It has been shown (e.g. by
Prinja et al. 2003, 2004) that those profiles are modulated with the orbital pe-
riod, but they also change on faster timescales which could be due to some
kind of clumping in the wind. Therefore any fit to a time resolved spectrum is
going to yield time resolved results, only from averaged spectra the averaged
parameters of the system can be extracted. An ultimate goal should be to
provide time resolved models which include clumping.

One interesting point to mention is that the average number of scattering
processes a photon encounters on its way through the accretion disk wind
is of the order of 1, of course dependent on the wind density but in none of
our calculations the number was very far of the 1. This is from the CAK side
of wind theory expected and a nice point that our hydrodynamical ansatz is
not too far off. The hydrodynamical model is going to be expanded beyond
the standard model in order to make realistic calculations and comparisons to
observations possible.
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APPENDIX A

Constants and other mathematical symbols used

As it is common in astronomy all values are in cgs units. Wavelengths are
given in Å, where 1 Å = 0.1 nm.

AU Astronomical Unit, distance sun - earth 1.495 · 1013cm
G gravitational constant 6.6726 · 10−8cm3 g−1 s−2

h Planck constant 6.625 · 10−27erg s
k Boltzmann constant 1.38 · 10−16erg/K
L� Solar luminosity 3.827 · 1033erg/s
M� Solar mass 1.989 · 1033g
R� Solar radius 6.960 · 1010cm

~Fν astrophysical flux
~Fν radiation flux
~Hν Eddington flux
κ opacity
L1 inner Lagrange point
Porb orbital period
rdisk radius of accretion disk
τ optical depth
vD Doppler velocity
v∞ terminal wind velocity
vth velocity due to thermal motion
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APPENDIX B

Abbreviations used

ACDC Accretion Disk code
AGN Active Galactic Nuclei
ASCA Advanced Satellite for Cosmology and Astrophysics
CV Cataclysmic Variable
DIM Disk Instability Model
DN Dwarf Nova
FS Feldmeier & Shlosman
FSc Forced Scattering algorithm
HUT Hopkins Ultraviolet Telescope
HST Hubble Space Telescope
IUE International Ultraviolet Explorer
KWD Knigge, Woods & Drew
LOD Live Or Die algorithm
LOF Line Of Flight
LOS Line Of Sight
LTE Local Thermodynamical Equilibrium
MC Monte Carlo
MHD Magneto-Hydro Dynamics
MPI Message Passing Interface
MRI Magneto-Rotational Instability
MTI Mass Transfer Instability
NLTE Non-Local Thermodynamical Equilibrium
SA Sobolev Approximation
SHS disk Shakura-Sunyaev disk
STIS Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph
SV Shlosman & Vitello
UV ultraviolet
WOMPAT Wind mOdel in Monte carlo Parallel rAdiative Transfer
YSO Young Stellar Object
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α
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AM CVn, 25–26, 116
AM Her, see polar
AR UMa, 19
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semi-detached, 12

Boltzmann equation, 68
boundary layer, 17, 31
bright spot, 11

cataclysmic variable, 6–11
evolution, 22
magnetic, 18–22

Chandrasekhar limit, 7
circularisation radius, 14, 15
classical nova, 7
common-envelope phase, 22
common-envelope system, 13

critical point, 57
CAK condition, 58

disk instability model, 41
DQ Her, see intermediate polar
dwarf nova, 7, 37

outburst cycle, 45

emissivity, 67
energy density, 66
energy weight, see Monte Carlo, weight
Euler equation, 29, 54

flux
astrophysical, 65
Eddington, 65

FS model, see model,hydro

gravitational wave emission, 24
gravitational well, 12
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hot spot, see bright spot
hydro model, see model,hydro

intensity
moments of, 64
specific, 64

intermediate polar, 19
IX Vel, 50

Kepler’s law, 8
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KWD model, see model,KWD

Lagrange point, 11
limb darkening, 87
limit cycle, 45
line driving, 52
line force, 52
LTE, 69

magnetic breaking, 23
magneto-rotational instability, 34, 43
Markov chain, 86
mass transfer instability, 43
Messier 87, 3
model

hydro, 81–82, 111
KWD, 76–80, 114
SV, 71–75, 105

Monte Carlo
estimator, 92
weight, 85

NN Ser, 12
non-LTE, 69
nova, 7

classical, see classical nova
dwarf, see dwarf nova
recurrent, see recurrent nova

nova-like, 7
nozzle analogy, 55
nozzle function, 56–58

occupation number, 68
opacity, 67
orbital hump, 11
OY Car, 39

P Cygni profile, 48
period gap, 24
photon packet, 86
polar, 19

primary, 6
probability distribution, 84

radial drift timescale
see viscous timescale, 31

recurrent nova, 7
red dwarf, 6, 10
rejection method, 85
resonance layer, 54
Roche lobe, 11
RXJ0806, 26

Saha equation, 68
secondary, 6
SHS disk, see α disk
Sobolev approximation, 69
Sobolev optical depth, 54
Sobolev zone, see resonance layer
SS Cyg, 36, 39, 121
standstill, 39, 125
SU UMa, 39
supernova progenitor, 8
supernova, type Ia, 7
surface density, 30
SV model, see model,SV

T Leo, 49
table-look up, 85
tidal radius, 14, 15
transition

bound-bound, 67
bound-free, 67
free-free, 67

U Gem, 39

viscosity, 33
viscous timescale, 31

W UMa, 12
white dwarf, 6, 9
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